
The Management Magazine of Broadcast i ver 'sing 

v. Paul Lazarsfeld's plan for improving TV; 

oblems in planning and buying spot TV; Gallup 

Robinson's criteria for top - selling commercials. 
,1 

kik , 

h l i;; h t s of the TV Drama Season 

page 60 
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r 
Giant in Short Pants 

111 r 

Has the TV Commercial grown in every direction but Up' 

TI1E TELEVISION COMMERCIAL has come 
a long, long way since the first an- 

nouncer tapped a package or threw open a 

refrigerator door. 

It's big. 

It's expensive. 

l is talked about. 
11, I , boy, is it powerful ! Properly handled, 

more goods than a ten -ton 

t it perform its selling 
anon? 

use this juggernaut of 
1,, A )rid is, more often than 

not, in the hands of people who don't quite 
know how to drive it. 

They know a lot about camera tricks, and 
how to get you looking. 

They know a lot about the entertainment 
world, and how to get you to laugh. 

Or they have read a book on how to sell 

and they can blow your head off with the 
force of their argument. They can claim 
and counterclaim you to death. 

It's either ha ha ha. Or it's biff barn boom. 
There's very little in- between. 

A salesman knows that you don't sell people 
that way. Entertainment alone won't do 
it. Neither will table- hammering. 

A salesman has a feel about selling. He 
knows it is a skillful, sensitive, delicate 

mix. A mix of attracting the prospect, an 

of persuading him. 

Nothing very mysterious about this. Bu 

it does take a pro. 

We at Benton & Bowles have the temerit 

to be the apostle of the obvious in «'h: I 

you have just read, because we seem to t 

having more than our share of successfl 

TV selling campaigns. 

We are not above considering the additia 

of another. 

Benton & Bowles, I 
666 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 19, 
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SPECIALIST 
IN 

SPOTS 

Get the best coverage for your advertising dollars. Follow the lead of 
hundreds of alert national advertisers ... who are spotting their TV 
advertising where it works most effectively -on these great stations. 

KOB -TV Albuquerque KCOP Los Angeles 
WSB -TV Atlanta WPST -TV Miami 
KERO -TV Bakersfield WISN -TV Milwaukee 
WBAL -TV Baltimore KSTP -TV ... Minneapolis -St. Paul 
WGR -TV Buffalo WSM -TV Nashville 
WGN -TV Chicago WNEW -TV New York 
WFAA -TV Dallas WTAR -TV Norfolk 
WNEM -TV Flint -Bay City KWTV Oklahoma City 
KPRC -TV Houston KMTV Omaha 
KARK -TV Little Rock KPTV Portland, Ore. 

MOP116111 
Television Division 

WJAR -TV Providence 
WTVD Raleigh- Durham 
WROC -TV Rochester 
KCRA -TV Sacramento 
WOAI -TV San Antonio 
KFMB -TV San Diego 
WNEP -TV.. Scranton -Wilkes Barre 
KTBS -TV Shreveport 
KREM -TV Spokane 
KARD -TV Wichita 

Edward Petry & Co., Inc. 
The Original Station 

Representative 

NEW YORK CHICAGO ATLANTA BOSTON DALLAS DETROIT LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO ST. LOUIS 
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l'erg probably you hare 
:.,- own lelerisi.on screen! 

;r example, NBC 
'l'Ire Turn of the 

tic11'A I ,. :ones, "'Me Moon 
and Sixpence" by Somerset Maugham, 
Stephen Vincent Benet's "The Devil 
and Daniél Webster" and Budd Shul- 
berg's "What Makes Sammy Run ?" 

millions of NBC viewers a self -pc 

of the famous humorist as a y 

man. And Henry Steele Comnv 

definitive source work on the MO 
Civil War will provide the ba 

"The Blue And The Gray," a 1' 

blazing series of one -hour pros 

A far cry from the wrestling m °t'i 

and transplanted vaudevild 

.4 4.%TN)MI, yM7{ ,Fi. .jk;,;.: .. ..:, .:._ . _. .. .. 
. . .. ... 

[. 
. 

,.s,; m., ..f' iM .?'.,!(yÓiR..kf.["9!%' :.. 

eXree 

Y%.: 

,! f' ,Ï: :;.f'.' " có.f Y l 

On the draw i i i g boards now at NBC are 
special television adaptations of such 
literary favorites as "Rebecca," "The 
Spiral Staircase" and "Portrait of 
Jenny." A new NBC Television series 
based on F. Van Wyck Mason's excit- 
ing novel "The Barbarians" is be- 
ing produced on location in Rome. 

Mark Twain's "Roughing It" will offer 
www.americanradiohistory.com
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l h, the broadcast schedule 
Icade ago -and a bright 
things to come during the 
(1 season in the demand - 
ive medium of television. 

¡unending quest for quality 
T ïng it does, NBC Television 
true to attract outstanding 

4 rnn o11 eve fI 

.".*YX:iiPeYqYS7qvg3v.,Y 

Watched 
any 

good books 
lately 

creative arts. In addition, NBC will 
continue to discover its own creators 
- writers, directors and performers. 

Result: a whole library of distin- 
guished literature, a rich treasure of 
music, art and drama -in color and 
in black and white-on... 

NBC TELEVISION I www.americanradiohistory.com
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IN THIS ISSUE Established 1944 Volume XVII Number 4 April 1960 

LAZARSFELD ON TV: OBJECTIVE STANDARDS ARE POSSIBLE 1)r. Paul Lazarsfeld, the nation's 
Irr'ur, of mass communications, offers a provocative plan for improving TV programming that 

' the current law and traditions of American broadcasting A8 

INGREDIENTS OF A TOP -SELLING COMMERCIAL 
7.1. campaign.% from PRO through today 

RETIREMENT: THE SAGA OF WALTER DAMM 
Ape( Ile hmiliturg maul luuddadsling cvcculnv's Ile 
transition to the leisure life 

Gallup & Robinson's analysis of 26 lop -selling 
52 

Once an alien concept, retirement has become ,1 

le's how the industry's .self -proclaimed s.o.b. made Ho, 

54 

MEDIA STRATEGY SERIES: PROBLEMS IN PLANNING AND BUYING SPOT TV Herbert Zeltner, 
fe. and media dire(lor uJ 1.rruren Newell, probes fii,e pr') pleying dress- planning, budgeting, measuring, 

monitoring and selling the medium to lop management 56 

SMITH OF JOHNSON, THE ART OF DIVERSIFICATION How Douglas Smith, advertising director 
nr 1. (:_ /r,l,usu -ton, IlrllnUlislr'I ur, r,div',liing l,urlget u! 115,000,000 for 34 different products .. 58 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE TV DRAMA SEASON -A PORTFOLIO 
us WI/ (i(corri pli.sli iii Cl? l\ 

Programs cited by critics themselves 
60 

RADIO STUDY: RADIO -WEST COAST STYLE The strategy that has given Los Angeles' KFWR ,I 

tract; record which few stations in the first 10 markets can rival 75 

CONTINUING BRAND STUDY Lipton continues lo outstrip all other competitors in the tea market 
/', /u Nhrwrl: /fro, ,s Ines in recall in the three top markets 37 
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POCI,ri\ lil,l\t 
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LEITERS 
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21 
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THE MANAGEMENT MAGAZINE OF BROADCAST ADVERTISING 

4 

This month's cover: A scene 
from National Telefilm Asso- 
ciates' 'Play of the Week' pro- 
duction of "The Grass Harp" 
by Truman Capote. Drawings 
for the portfolio on the "TV 
/)rama Season" beginning on 
page 60 appear through the 
courtesy of the artist, Henry 
Koerner, and the CRS Tele- 
vision Network. 

TELEVISION 

1 

i 
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Time is the universal property. Man shares it alike 
with the animate and the inanimate. It is a dimension 
in which he participates only, and the measure of 
his effectiveness is history. 

As a medium of communication, that portion of Time 
which we share most immediately with our com- 
munity is of particular import to us. From Baltimore, 
WBAL -TV shares daily in the Time of some 2,570,500 
men, women and children who constitute the 
Maryland Market. From Baltimore, WBAL -TV 
participates in the same Time dimension as nearly 
700,000 television households that exist at this Time 
within our coverage area. From Baltimore, WBAL -TV 

Time is my estate. to Time I'm heir ...Goethe 

makes it possible for more members of our com- 
munity to experience more in, of and from Time, 
more immediately, with more people, than any 
other medium of communication. 
"Time is my estate ..." the philosopher says. It is 
yours, too, and ours. In Baltimore, you can partic- 
ipate in Time wisely through the facilities of WBAL 
Television 11. The history of our sales success is the 
measure of our effectiveness. 
NBC Affiliate /Channel 11 /Associated with WBAL -AM & FM. 

WBAL -TV BALTIMORE 
Nationally represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc. Vii 1 
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DOLLARS 

The check came in a letter saying: "I send it to you 

because I thought your coverage of Squaw Valley 

was superb. And I understand it cost you a pretty 
penny over and above any advertising income." 

The letter was one of literally thousands reflect- 

ing the excitement and appreciation felt by 80 

million Americans who watched the series of 14 

programs on the CBS Television Network covering 
the 1960 Winter Olympic Games. 

They came from all elements of the population - 
from some of the highest ranking government offi- 

cials, one of whom described the broadcasts as "a 
spectacular job of detailed coverage " - as well as 
from farmers, teenagers, businessmen, and house- 
wives. A Midwestern newspaper published an edi- 
torial headed "CBS deserves a gold medal." 

It goes without saying that this remarkable surge 
of enthusiasm was especially gratifying to the real 
sponsorofthe series - Renault, Inc. -which was able 
to demonstrate the quality of its automobiles to 
tremendous daily audiences. During the average 
minute that the 14 broadcasts were on the air they 
commanded the undivided attention of 20 million 
viewers. More people watched these broadcasts than 
the combined viewers of all other programs on the 
air at the same time. 

Naturally this overwhelming response pleased us, 
too, since it set the stage for our exclusive coverage 
of the Summer Olympics next August and Septem- 
ber against the magnificent backdrop of Rome. (For 
18 consecutive days, in a series of 29 broadcasts, 
you will see the world's foremost athletes compet- 

the historic Marathon and Pentathlon events, 
n 32 other sports contests ranging from 
.+chting.) It set the stage, too, for an ad- 

rite a check making him a sponsor. In 
pectin it. 

CBS TELEVISION NETWORK 

a MOST 

UNEXPECTED 

SPONSOR 

FOR A MOST 

SPECTACULAR 

PROGRAM! 

_4 
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OK, KPRC...WHAT'S SO SPECIAL ABOUT YOUR TV? 

All sorts of things. Mainly, the friendly things that happen on the KPRC -TV screen. 

FRIENDLY? And then some! Everybody in the KPRC -TV family knows just how Eo make 
television fun for you. Unexpected little pleasures pop up all along the way. Real color 
at station breaks. Your own personal merchandising. Many other welcome touches. 

IS IT FAST? RESULTFUL? Well, KPRC -TV cruises at a little more than 18 hours every 
day. And every hour produces high -flying sales. Availabilities free, too. And 
local participation announcements custom -contoured. 

WHEN CAN I GO? Anytime. Make reservations now and -Whoosh! Go! On the 
vPRC -TV Ch. 2. See your Edward Petry man (professionals plan better 

gips) or contact KPRC -TV, Royal Houston, Texas Television. 

TVA/ 
HOUSTON'S 
TELEVISION 

Clea 
-LF A '.' LLION HOMES IN HARRIS, REFUGIO, ARANSAS. MATAGORDA, GALVESTON, CHAMBERS, JEFFERSON. ORANGE, HARDIN, LIBERTY, FORT BEND, 

V'CTCRIA, GOULD, DE WITT, LAVACA. COLORADO, AUSTIN, WALLER, MONTGOMERY, SAN JACINTO, POLK, ANGELINA, TYLER, JASPER, SABINE. 'P .ALKER. GRIMES. WASHINGTON, FAYETTE, BASTROP, LEE. BURLESON, BRAZOS. MADISON, HOUSTON, NACOGDOCHES, MILAM, ROBERTSON, r;EES';+E COUNTIES. 
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JALI FI ED 

'TIMISM FOR 1960 

e key to the outlook for 1960 lies 
to strength of final demand by con - 

I °rs, business and government," says 
recent monthly letter of the First 

1 onal City Bank. "If demand is slug - 
production generally will decline. 

I if final demand, as widely antici- 
iLI, rises as the year goes along, the 
cipated slackening in inventory ac- 
illation need not cause a business 

.mtturn,'r according to the bulletin. 
'I report is actually optimistic in a 
ified way; itpoints out that con - 
r income has been at record levels 
that recent wage settlements have 

rted earnings. 
lvertisers looking ahead to the sum- 

,. of 1960 can learn some interesting 
from a study of warm weather TV 

ntly made by the A. C. Nielsen 
.Ipany. This report points out that 
ng its July- August summer seasonal 
the audience drops about one -third 

t maximum winter levels. The sum - 
decline is not uniform by time 

od or region of the country; late 
'ring has a smaller drop than early 
ling; Thursday and Friday, in anti - 
Lion of week -end activities, show un- 
illy large losses in viewing; audiences 
he South and Pacific Coast regions 
less affected by the summer than 

where, Nielsen maintains. Summer 
'gram performance shows wide varia- 
rt, the study claims, but reruns of 
,ected episodes" approximate winter 

1,1e-of-audience levels, summer replace - 
Ints generally do not perform as well, 
'Itinuation of winter programs tends 
insure higher -than -winter share levels, 

It smaller -than- winter audiences. Dur- 
it the summer, no single viewing char - 

t eristic is lost, the Nielsen report 
,rtes. Rather, characteristics of homes 
flat is, age of head of house, size of 
tinily, etc.) show little change, as does 
,Tdience composition. 

TV NETWORK COST PER THOUSAND 
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<; ON BUSINESS 

DECEMBER 1959: $3.98 

This graph Ira o trend in c-p.m per com- 
mercial mutule - a representative network 
half-hour, Based on all sponsored shows tele- 
cost 9:3010 p.m. N.Y.T., during the ARB rat. 
;ng week, it provides o continuing yardstick of 
the performance of nighttime TV. This index is 

obtained by dividing the total costs of the 
programs by the total number of homes 
reached by these shows, then dividing this by 
the number of commercial minutes. 

Sources: ARB. LNA.BAR 
TELEVISION MAGAZINE 

TV VIEWING WEEKDAY- NIGHTTIME SETS -IN -USE FOR JANUARY 

Hour 

FOR SPOT BUYERS Seism use by Local Time 

Eastern Time Zone Central Time Zone Pacific Time Zone 

FOR NETWORK BUYERS: 

Toral U S 

5 PM 31.3 33.5 35.7 33 I 

6 PM 39.6 51.8 49.6 45.2 

7 PM 52.3 60.2 63.9 56.6 

8 PM 60.7 66.2 67.0 63.3 
9 PM 64.7 59.0 63.8 620 

10 PM 49.9 34.2 40.0 42.7 

11 PM 22.1 17.6 14.7 19.2 

MIDNIGHT 11.8 4.0 73 8.4 

Source ARB. Jnnn,ry 1960 

millions 1958 1960 1959 

65 

60 

55 

50 

45 

! ... 

JAN FES MAN APR MAT JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOT DEC 

TELEVISION MAGAZINE / April, 1960 

TV NETWORK BILLINGS 

lorumr 196C V 1959 

ABC 513,227,680- . ....510,647,078 

CBS 23.578,557 22,129,248 

NBC 20,950,030... .. 19,299,853 

Total $57,756,267 552,076,179 

Source INA BAR 
M releosed by T.B 

9 
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The story broke early in January with 
indications of blatant corruption in 

the Chicago Police Department. First 
to be undone: a group of patrolmen 
accused of sponsoring their own thief. 
Expose followed expose, flushing 
dishonest policemen and irresponsible 
higher -ups. All newspapers and radio 
and television stations in Chicago 
duly reported these developments. 

WNBQ Television and WMAQ Radio, 

Chicago's NBC stations, went further. 
Shortly after the first shocking discovery, 

the stations' "City Desk" programs 

devoted their full energies to a 

penetrating examination of the scandal's 
cause and effect. Every week since, 

these Sunday programs have continued 
the search by interviewing law 

enforcement authorities and persons 

directly concerned with the issues. 

"Shadow On Our City," a WNBQ 

documentary series, scheduled in prime 

time, focused on the political use the 

scandal has been put to and developed 

some stunning revelations and startling 
conclusions. Regular newscasts 

continued to provide valuable insight 

that helped Chicago's citizens take 

intelligent action to meet the situation. 

The Chicago Daily News' appraisal of 

these efforts typifies critical response : 

"WNBQ has put its TV competition to 

shame with its special coverage of the 

police scandal. WNBQ has performed 

a vital, responsible public service." 

Chicagoans now can look forward to a 

completely reorganized police department ... 
and a happier, healthier community. 

And WNBQ and WMAQ can look with pride 

upon a bright new chapter in a long 

history of public service programming. 

WNBQ/WMAQ 
CHANNEL 5 670 ON THE DIAL 

NBC OWNED STATIONS IN CHICAGO 
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the prestige independent 

with network programming! 

Apirrofir 

MEET McGRAW 

SAN FRANCISCO BEAT 

NAVY LOG 

SHOTGUN SLADE 

TRACKDOWN 

THIS MAN DAWSON 

THE CALIFORNIANS 

THE HONEYMOONERS 

MR. ADAMS AND EVE 

26 MEN 

AIR POWER 

DEADLINE 

STATE TROOPER 

COLONEL FLACK 

SILENT SERVICE 

FLIGHT 

PANIC 

POLICEWOMAN DECOY 

IT'S A GREAT LIFE 

SPECIAL AGENT 7 

YOU ARE THERE 

HIRAM HOLLIDAY 

BOLD VENTURE 

New York audiences have learned to expect 
network quality entertainment every night on 
wPlx -11. Advertisers know that of all seven New 
York stations only wPlx offers so many oppor- 
tunities to place minute commercials 
in prime evening time in such net- 
work quality programming. This 
"quality compatibility" obviously 
best complements and supports your 

llmm(.rcial messages. It's one of 

AND 46 OTHER 

TOP SHOWS 

many reasons why WPlx carries more minute 
commercials from the top 25 national spot adver- 
tisers than any other New York TV station *. 

Where are your 60- second commercials tonight? 

D)` new 
r r ti york 

The only New York independent qualified and 
permitted to display the National Association 
of Broadcasters Seal of Good Practice 

Ifr.lildlvlhl ilVl'I'rllN.'r Hr)lorin 
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FOCUS ON PEOPLE 

Intimately involved in American broadcasting for over 20 
years, Vienna -born Paul Felix Lazarsfeld has been called the 
dean of researchers and consultants in the field of mass corn - 
munication. In the lead story on page 48, Dr. Lazarsfeld sets 
forth several specific proposals for upgrading the state of 
current TV programming. Lazarsfeld founded the Bureau of 
Applied Social Research at Columbia University and is chair- 
man of Columbia's department of sociology and visiting Ford 
Foundation Professor of Social Science at the Harvard Business 
School. 

A television commercial may inform the viewer, entertain 
him, annoy him. But does it get him to buy the product? The 
research firm of Gallup & Robinson analyzed the characteristics 
common in commercials used in 26 top selling TV campaigns. 
The key findings of this important study appear on page 52. 
Dr. George Gallup, director of the American Institute of Pub - 
lic Opinion, and Dr. Claude Robinson, head of the Opinion 
Research Corporation, established the organization bearing 
their names in 1948. With a nationwide staff of interviewers and 
a home office force of 75 in Princeton, N.J., Gallup Sc Robinson 
conducts well over 300 studies a year for its 57 clients. 

The problems of planning and buying spot television are out- 
lined in the tenth of TELEVISION MAGAZINE'S exclusive Media 
Strategy series on ,page 56. Its author is Herbert Zeltner, vice - 
president and media director of Lennen & Newell, Inc. Zehner 
joined Lennen & Newell in 1956 after four years as a media 
supervisor at Procter & Gamble. He was born in New York in 
1929, got a Bachelor of Science degree from New York Univer- 
sity and lives in Manhattan with his wife and son. 

One company whose TV media strategy and policy of diversi- 
fication have paid off handsomely is S. C. Johnson & Sons, the 
world's largest manufacturer of wax products (page 58). Doug- 
las LaRue Smith, the man who administers Johnson's $15,000,- 
000 ad budget, came to the company as ad manager in 1955 
and the following year was appointed advertising and mer- 
chandising director. Smith, 42, was born in Madison, Minn., 
went to Minnesota University and rose from private to major 
in Patton's Third Army. 

Retirement is a problem that most executives must face 
sooner or later. Eighteen months ago, after 43 years with the 
Journal Company, Walter Jay Damm retired from his job as 
vice -president and general manager of the company's Milwaukee 
stations. The people who know this fiery, volatile executive rated 
him about the world's worse candidate for a successful retire- 
ment. Today Damm is living in Naples, Fla. His approach to 
his unaccustomed leisure is described on page 54. 

Expert programming has made Crowell- Collier's KFWB the 
dominant radio station in the hotly competitive Los Angeles 
market (page 75). The radio career of KFWB'S 48- year -old, 6'5" 
president, Robert Purcell, has included singing, writing, an- 
nouncing, directing and consultancy. His first job at Crowell - 
Collier was radio-TV assistant to Paul Smith, then president. 
After Smith's resignation, Purcell was made general manager 
of KFWB and in 1957 he was elected president of the station. 
Chuck Blore, KFwB s youthful (30) director of programming. 
broke into radio on KGAN, Kingman, Arizona. Before coming 
to KFWB, Blore was program manager of station KELB, an 
El Paso station that had 74% of the morning audience. 

PAUL LAZARSFELD 

GEORGE GALLUP 

HERBERT ZELINER 

WALTER J. DAMM 

ROBERT PURCELL 

CLAUDE ROBINSON 

DOUGLAS L. SMITH 
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FROM TIRÉ 
SIDEWALKS OF 
NEW YORK 
TO THE 
VALLEYS OF 
THE MOON... 
New York gets ALL the news on 
WRCA -TV. From Brooklyn 
to Bangkok . .. from Manhattan 
to Mars ... wherever the news 
is made, whatever makes 
the news, New Yorkers get it 
all, get it fast via channel 4. 

the story behind the story: 
people - the award -winning 
reporters, commentators and 
technical crews who man 
the world's largest broadcast 
news organization. 

Chet Huntley and David 
Brinkley ... Gabe Pressman, 
whose beat is the entire 
New York area ... John K. M. 
McCaffery, whose "Eleventh 
Hour News" commands the 
largest audience of any local 
daily news program in the 
world ... Ken Banghart and 
Bob Wilson ... Bill Ryan and 
Leon Pearson. In millions of 
New York homes these names 
are synonymous with News. 

And they're backed -up by a 
staff of over 500 located in 
seven permanent domestic and 
ten foreign NBC News 
Bureaus where the advanced 
techniques of electronic 
journalism are blended with an 
old- fashioned determination 
to deliver the whole story first. 

The months ahead will be 
newsworthy months - crowded 
with political conventions, 
with meetings at the Summit, 
with journeys into space and 
with thousands of events, big 
and little. Watch for it all ... 
Where News Corms ; 

WRCA-TV 4 
NBC in New York 
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In the weeks ahead, the dis- 
criminating viewer will find the 

networks scheduling no less than 
21 shows of promise, or an 

average of one a day. 
Disease, both physical and 

emotional, comes under TV's 
microscope, first in a `CBS 

Report' of Dr. Thomas Dooley's 
battle against cancer, then in a 

`Playhouse 90' dramatization of 
the ordeal of six people in a 

mental hospital, based on 
research at two of the country's 

lop psychiatric institutions. NBC 
commemorates the 50th anni- 

versary of Mllark Twain's death 
with two shows, both drawing on 

the humorist's own pungent 
observations of life when the 

West was wild and wooly. 
`Twentieth Century' looks back 

to the lost generation and `Ford 
Startime' looks ahead to the 

Presidential elections. 
I 'd 'm the musical front, almost 

anything goes. 
.r (rear the NBC 

'l uction of 
!i," sung 
the 'Bell 

esentation 
-rung by 

.i1arx. 

APRIL 10 
Basso Cesare Siepe is "Don Giovanni" 
in the NBC Opera Company's English 
language production of the Mozart mas- 
terpiece (NBC -TV, 2 -4:30 p.m.) 

What makes a man a philanthropist? 
Money, of course, plus a variety of en- 
vironmental factors, all documented in 
"Millionaire's Mite," American Herit- 
age's account of the life of Andrew 
Carnegie. David Wayne is cast as Car- 
negie and Judith Anderson plays Car - 
negié s mother. (NBC -TV, 8 -9 p.m.) 

APRIL 15 
For the seventh consecutive Good Fri. 
day, the Reverend Francis L. Filas, S. J. 
of Loyola University, discusses the au- 
thenticity of "The Shroud of Turin" - 
the robe in which Christ's body was re- 
putedly wrapped after the crucifixion 
(ABC -TV, 1:30 -2 p.m.) 

APRIL 16 
World Wide 60 goes back in time to 
travel "The Way of the Cross," the route 
Christ walked from Calvary (NBC -TV, 
9:30 -10:30 p.m.) 

APRIL 17 
"Tobias and the Angel," a Biblical play, 
by James Bridle, about one family's re- 
ward for faithfulness, comes out of the 
prolific CBS Workshop (CBS -TV, 12 -1 

p.m.) 
Twentieth Century finds the lost genera- 
tion-F. Scott Fitzgerald, Gertrude Stein, 
et al. -via old photographs and film clips 
taken in "Paris in the '20's" (CBS -TV, 
6:30 -7 p.m.) 

APRIL 19 
"Well, What About You ?" -will you vote 
this fall, asks Ford Startime. A flock of 
entertainers join such political bigwigs 
as Richard Nixon, John Kennedy and 
Adlai Stevenson in a non -partisan drive 
to get out the vote (NBS -TV, 8:30.9:30 
p.m.) 

APRIL 20 
Ill Paris love conquers all, even "Ni- 
notchka," the hard -hearted Soviet lady 
commissar. Maria Schell recreates the 
famous Garbo role (ABC -TV, 8:30 -10 
p.m.) 

APRIL 21 
CBS Reports writes the "Biography of a 
Cancer," based on the progress of Dr. 
Thomas Dooley who underwent surgery 
for the disease last year (CBS -TV, 10 -11 
p.m.) 

APRIL 22 
Project 20 offers a glimpse at "Mark 
Twain's America," with the late humor- 
ist's spicy descriptions augmented by a 
big batch of newly- amassed period photo- 
graphs and engravings (NBC -TV, 8:30- 
9:30 p.m.) 
The ordeal of six people undergoing 
group psychotherapy in a state mental 
hospital is dramatized in "Journey to 
the Day," an original Playhouse 90 script 
by Roger O. Hirson (CBS -TV, 9 -10:30 
p.m.) 
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APRIL 24 
High ,spots of Fiorello La Guardia's 
career -including his reading of the 
comics during a newspaper strike. Fan- 
nie Hurst, a long -time friend of the late 
New York mayor, is hostess on the Twen- 
tieth Century presentation (CBS -TV, 
6:30 -7 p.m.) 

APRIL 27 
Non -delinquent teen -agers have troubles, 
too, report parents, youth experts and 
the troubled ones themselves on Wom- 
an! (CBS -TV, 3 -4 p.m.) 
Part II of "The Dark and the Light" 
from ABC News studies nationalist 
movements in South and East Africa. 
John Daly narrates (ABC -TV, 7:30 -8:30 
p.m.) 
It's international night. Taped in Lon- 
don, Perry Comó s Kraft Music Hall spot- 
lights such British personalities as actor 
Ralph Richardson, ballerina Margot 
Fonteyn, and the Duke of Bedford, who 
a while back scandalized the aristocracy 
by converting his family estate into a 
tourist mecca (NBC -TV, 9 -10 p.m.) 
Maurice Chevalier, Patachou and Fer- 
nandel are among a raft of French enter- 
tainers extending an "Invitation to 
Paris." Also appearing: Mijanou. Who's 
that? Brigitte Bardot's kid sister (ABC - 
TV, 10 -11 p.m.) 

APRIL 29 
An unexpected Savoyard, Groucho 
Marx, is the Lord High Executioner in 
Bell Telephone's production of "The 
Mikado," adapted and staged by Gilbert 
and Sullivan authority Martyn Green 
(NBC -TV, 8:30 -9:30 p.m.) 

MAY 2 

Can a lady representative of British im- 
perialism find happiness with a com- 
mander of a pirate vessel? To find out, 
tune in the Hallmark Hall of Fame 
adaptation of George Bernard Shaw's 
"Captain Brassbound's Conversion," star- 
ring Greer Garson and Christopher 
Plummer (NBC -TV, 9:30 -11 p.m.) 

MAY 7 
There's this sheriff in Arizona who's a 
real coward, see. And he meets up with 
a gunman named Chicken Finsterwald 
who's as yellow as fresh -picked corn . . . 

Phil Silvers and Jack Benny spoof TV 
shoot-'em-ups in "Slowest Gun in the 
West" (CBS -TV, 9 -10 p.m.) 

MAY 9 
It's another showing of "Another Eve- 
ning with Fred Astaire." The repeat of 
the November 4 telecast features Astaire's 
partner Barrie Chase and Jazzman Jonah 
Jones (NBC -TV, 10 -11 p.m.) 

MAY 13 
More Mark Twain, this time an adapta- 
tion of "Roughing It," Twain's remi- 
niscences of the Nevada gold rush days. 
Hal Holbrook, who has long been im- 
personating Twain on the stage, does the 
honors on TV (NBC -TV, 8:30 -9:30 p.m.) 
*All times EST 
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Now 
Chicago's best 

television buy 

is the world's most 

colorful station 

WGN -TV 
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Jack Brickhouse and Vince 
Lloyd, ace sportscasters, add 
colorful word pictures to the 
exclusive color telecasts of 
Chicago Cubs and White Sox 
home games over WGN -TV. 
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The world's 
most colorful 
station! 
This season marks WGN -TV's 13th year of telecasting base- 
ball in Chicago - and the only television station in the 
nation covering two home teams. 

Beginning with the season's opening home baseball game, 
WGN -TV is telecasting every daytime home game of both 
the Chicago Cubs and White Sox (120 in all) in Color .. . 

becoming the World's Most Colorful Station! 

Cubs and Sox home games sponsored by Theo. 
Hamm's Brewing Co. and Oklahoma Oil Co. 

WGN-TN T CHICAGO 

symbol of responsibility in broadcasting WON' 
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LETTERS 

100 fastest growing markets 

SIR: 
We were certainly very impressed with 

our article. "The 100 Fastest Growing 
Television Markets," that appears in the 
February issue of TELEVISION MAGAZINE. 

We would certainly appreciate your 
permission to reproduce the tables shown 
on pages 61, 63, 65 and 67 for distribu- 
tion to some of our executive personnel. 

ALFRED E. MOCKETT 
Advertising Director 
Beneficial Management Corporation 
Morristown, N. J. 

[Certainly.- Editor] 

The January Issue 
;SIR: 
' Your January issue was indeed an out - 
;tanding one in every way as the re- 
rponses have certainly indicated. 

May I congratulate you, too, on the 
!xcellent editorial in the February issue. 
I am in complete agreement with your 
3oint of view. 

D. S. FROST 
Vice President & 

Director of Advertising 
Bristol -Myers Company, N. Y. 

UR: 
Thank you for sending me the copy 

)f TELEVISION MAGAZINE for January 
1960. I wish I could agree with you, but 
t will take more than a public relations 
:ffort to persuade me that the television 
ndustry is meeting its responsibilities. 

JOSEPH S. CLARK 
(D., Pennsylvania) 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 

;IR: 
You are to be congratulated for your 

'Iforts for improved television program- 
ming. We are proud to have an oppor- 
unity to participate in what we believe 

is a major step toward a better and more 
productive use of the medium. You are 
poing an excellent job and I hope you 

will keep up the good work. 
CHARLES H. PERCY 
President 
Bell & Howell, Chicago 

SIR: 
I wish to congratulate you most heart- 

ily for the graphic presentation in the 
January issue of TELEVISION MAGAZINE. 
The record of the American television 

industry in 1959 is set out in a most com- 
prehensive and constructive manner. We, 
at the United Nations, are very im- 
pressed with the achievements of the 
television medium in dealing with the 
domestic and international scenes. 

W. GIBSON PARKER 
Director 
Radio and Visual 
Services Division 
United Nations, N. Y. 

SIR: 
I honestly believe [TELEVISION MAGA- 

ZINE'S January issue] is one of the finest 
things -if not the finest -that has ever 
been done by a trade magazine in our in- 
dustry. 

If there has been something bet- 
ter, I have never seen it; so may I add to 
the many hundreds of letters that you 
must have received our sincere congratu- 
lations on a very fine issue. 

ROBERT E. DUNVILLE 
President 
Crosley Broadcasting Corporation 
New York 

SIR: 
Your January, 1960, issue is a great 

tribute to the entire television industry. 
Certainly anyone reading it will be im- 
pressed by the fine programs available to 
those who desire them. I feel it is the best 
answer I have yet seen to the critics of 
this great industry. You arc to be con- 
gratulated on the time, effort and fore- 
sight in planning this issue. 

GEORGE F. SHt'PER'I' 
V.P., Television 
Loew's Incorporated 
New York 

SIR: 
One copy of your [Jauary] public af- 

fairs [issue] is now in Russia. Bill Demp- 
sey, general manager of wQED and wQEx 
(educational stations in Pittsburgh) 
showed it to seven educators from Soviet 
Russia who toured the University of 
Pittsburgh as part of a quick look at 
American colleges. 

They were so impressed that, as Demp- 
sey writes, "They have taken my copy 
back with them to show others behind 
the Iron Curtain." 

Louts HAUSMMAN 

Director 
Television Information Office 
New York, N. Y. 
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ASV 
THE 

MAN WHO 
LIVES 
HERE 

tip 

A genuine and active interest in 

serving its audience, its industry 
and its clients has made Portland, 
Oregon's KOIN -TV one of the 

nation's truly influential advertis- 
ing media. 

Extra performance in community 
service, such as the programming 
of hard- hitting station -filmed 
documentaries on such contro- 
versial local problems as air pol- 
lution and sanitation, has helped 
to earn the friendly confidence of 
its audience ... confidence which 

brings response and results for 
KOIN -TV advertisers. Backed by 

the combination of widest area 
coverage' and highest audience 
ratings, this makes KOIN -TV one 
of the nations' outstanding ad- 
vertising media. 

One of the Nation's Groot Influence Stations. 
Represented Nationally by CBS-Tr Spot Sales 

'7 of every 10 homes in Portland and 32 surround- 
ing Oregon and Washington counties (Nielsen - 
NCS No. 31. 
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What makes it tick? 
The business of television is as complex as the 
electronics that make it possible. As complex, in 
fact, as the public's expectations of television. 

Since early January, KMOX -TV has been broad- 
casting a weekly experimental program called 
"Inside KMOX -TV." Its purpose is to foster real 
rapport between station and audience, leading 
to fuller understanding by the public of station 
policies, programming and problems -and fuller 
continuing understanding by the station of what 
the public wants and expects from television. The 
audience is invited to submit questions by mail 
(constructive criticism is welcomed!), and those 
questions which reflect widespread interest are 
answered on camera by station executives .. . 

frankly and forthrightly. (Sample questions: Why 
do the commercials appear to sound louder 

than the surrounding programs? Why do 
you no longer carry hockey? Why do you 
carry girdle advertising ?) 

Giving viewers a look inside, so that they 
will know "what makes it tick," is an at- 

tempt to stimulate broad public interest, 
and a sense of participation, in the affairs of the 
medium. Such participation can be of incalculable 
value in shaping television's role for the future. 

CBS Owned 
1K_IVI OX -T V Channel 4, St. Louis 
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(Just a matter of Relativity) 
WBTV- Charlotte is FIRST TV Market in Entire 
Southeast with 595,200 TV Homes* 
WBTV Delivers 43% More Television Homes 
Charlotte Station "B " ** 
*Television Magazine- January 1960 * *NCS #3 

LET'S COMPARE MARKETS! 
WBTV-CHARLOTTE 

NEW '-L' . 

NASHVILLE 
NORFOLK -PORTSMOUTH 
RICHMOND 

695,200 
571,500 
483,800 
459,000 
434,900 
425,100 
381,900 
3 44, 400 
3 39, 700 
271,000 

than 

JEFFERSON STANDARD BROADCASTING COMPANY 

BTV 
CHANNEL 3 0 CHARLOTTE 

r,,,..- .,...1 ationally 6v CBS '1'c levision Swot Sales www.americanradiohistory.com
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'Buying Patterns of 

Pet Food Spot Advertisers 

t 

Listed below is a tabulation of pet food spot TV advertis- 
ing schedules for the first six months of 1959. 

The schedules for each advertiser represent spot activity 
n each of 15 monitored Broadcast Advertisers Reports cities. 

In most cases, the figures below represent three randomly 
impled weeks during the January -June 1959 period. It is im- 
ortant to note, however, that these recording weeks for each 
f the markets differ. In some cases, schedules represent only two 
'eeks of activity. 

Sign on-6 p.m. 6 -11 p.m. I 1 p.m. Sign -off 

6 LPO DOG FOOD 

,. Cleveland 3:60 
New York 5:10; 5:20; 4:60 1:10; 3:20; 1:60 

d Pittsburgh 1:10; 5:60 1:10; 3:60 

: MERICAN 3 -VEES BIRD FOOD 
Chicago 2:60 
Cleveland 2 -30 min. per. 
Detroit 2:60 
Indianapolis 1:60; 1 -30 min. per. 
Los Angeles 2:60 
Milwaukee 1.30 min. per. 
Minneapolis 1:60 

Son Francisco 2:60 
St. Louis 

EST DOG FOOD 
I, Dallas Ft. Worth.. 1:60 

IDNNIE CAT FOOD 
Philadelphia 1:40 

BDIT DOG FOOD 
New York 1:40; 7:60 

BDILLAC DOG FOOD 
Philadelphia 

DLO DOG & CAT FOOD 
Baltimore 9.20; 1:40; 20:60.. 
Boston 1:10; 5:20; 12:60.. 
Los Angeles 9:20; 12 :60 
Philadelphia 12.20; 7:60 
San Francisco 15 :20; 34 :60 

ILMARVA FOOD PRODUCTS 
Baltimore 1:60 

INNER BELL DOG FOOD 
Detroit 17:10; 3:20; 1:30.. 

OGGIE DINNER DOG FOOD 
Detroit 1:60 

LET MIGNON DOG FOOD 
Los Angeles 

LEND DOG FOOD 
New York 3:60 

RISKIES DOG FOOD 
Los Angeles 4:60 

AINES DOG FOOD 

1:60 

5:10 

2:20 1:60 

1:60 1:20, 4:60 
4:20; 9:60 3:60 
2:20; 2:60 
4 :20 4:20; 4 :60 

9:10 1:10 

4:60 

2:60 

Baltimore 9:10 6:10 
Boston 10 :10 5.10 
Chicago 8:10 10.10 
Cleveland 9:10 7.10 
Dallas- Ft. Worth.. 7:10 9:10 

i 

REPORT ON SPOT 

It is therefore not valid to make any inter -city comparisons, 
but rather only infra -city comparisons among the brands. 

A theoretical example of how the table should be read follows: 

Rival Sign -on -6 p.m. 6 -11 p.m. After I I p.m. 
Chicago 3 -30 min. per. 

In Chicago, Rival Dog Food ran three 30- minute periods 
between 6-11 p.111.; nothing was scheduled for either of the other 
two time periods. 

Sign on -6 p.m. 6.11 p.m. I I p.m. Sign -off 

Detroit 8:10 8:10 2:10 
Indianapolis 1:10 

Los Angeles 14:10 13:10 
Milwaukee 7:10 5:10 
Philadelphia 8:10 6:10 
Pittsburgh 7:10 5:10 
San Francisco 17:10 10:10 

Washington 5.10 5:10 

GRAVY TRAIN DOG FOOD 

Indianapolis 5:20; 2:30; 5:60... 6:20; 2:60 1:60 

HARTZ MOUNTAIN PET FOODS 
Los Angeles 3:60 

HUNT CLUB DOG FOOD 

Baltimore 12:60 5:60 9:60 

Boston 32:60 1:60 3:60 

Cleveland 8:60 4:60 
Detroit 6:60 1:60 3:60 

Indianapolis 10:60 1:60 1:60 

Los Angeles 2:60 

Philadelphia 6:20; 28:60 7:60 8:60 

Pittsburgh 1:40; 4:60 2:60 
San Francisco 3:60 
Washington 39:60 9:60 6:60 

IDEAL DOG FOOD 

Dallas Ft. Worth. 15:10; 15:60 

Pittsburgh 1 6:10; 16 :60 

JACK AND JILL CAT FOOD 
Boston 10 :20 2:20 

JET DOG FOOD 
St. Louis 3.60 1:60 

JAY DOG FOOD 

Pittsburgh 2 -10 min. par. 

KASCO DOG FOOD 
Baltimore 1:20; 15:60 1:20 

Boston 6:20; B:60 1:60 

Cleveland 3:20; 30 :60 1.20 1:60 

Dallas Ft. Worth.. 3:20; 12:60 
Detroit 3:20; 32:60 3:60 
New York 26:60 16:60 2 :60 
Philadelphia 10 :20; 17:60 
Pittsburgh 11:20; 12:60 

KITTY QUEEN CAT FOOD 
Los Angeles 3:60 

LADDIE BOY DOG FOOD 
Boston 2:20 

NUTRA PET DOG FOOD SUPPLEMENT 

Los Angeles 1 :60 

TELEVISION MAGAZINE / April, 1960 
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I 

The Shape of Things 

Here is the "shape" that means truly fine pictures ... 
the shape of the all new black -and -white television 
camera, the RCA TK -12. This is the camera that gives you 
sparkle and impact in your commercials, whether live or 
taped. Your advertisers' products can be revealed clear 
and sharp, in all their fine detail ... Shadings and 
colorings stand out, with brilliance and realism. 

This completely new camera uses the large new RCA 

41 -inch Image Orthicon tube. The 50% increase in 

image size results in the same degree of extra quality 
and detail you would expect from using a larger 
negative in advertising photography. 

Here is the camera for top telecasters, for those with the 
reputation of providing their advertisers with the very best. 

For the Finest Picture in Town! 
NEW MONOCHROME TV CAMERA -TK -12 

WITH 41/2 -INCH IMAGE ORTHICON 
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to Come 

tl 

fillk RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT CAMDEN, N. 1 
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Carbonated fun, sizzling excitement, pul- 

sating public service... these are the 

ingredients which give Crowell -Collier 

stations that frolicking, effervescent sound 

... a sound of complete freedom of expres- 

sion devoid of impediments that bind 

creativity so necessary to keep a radio 

station dominant in its market. 

Crowell -Collier fun -excitement -public serv- 

ice programming is aimed at the warm, fun - 

loving hearts of the people. No attempt is 

made to cover up the natural, warm feeling 

generated by Crowell -Collier air personnel. 

This freedom of expression then is the 

element which provides the fun- excitement- 

public service ... the distinguishing facets 

of Crowell -Collier programming. 

UNINHIBITED 

KDWB 
MINNEAPOLIS /ST. PAUL 
John1& McRae, Gen. Mgr. 

NM. Sales Reps: 
Avery- Knodel, Inc. 

KEWB 
SAN FRANCISCO /OAKLAND 

Milton H. Klein, Gen. Mgr. 
Natl. Sales Reps: 

The Katz Agency, Inc. 

KFWB 
LOS ANGELES 

Robert M. Purcell, Gen. Mgr. 
Natl. Soles Reps: 
John Blair & Co. 

- -first in contemporary communications.' 
CROWELI-COWER BROADCAST DIVISION 

Robert M. Purcell, Director 
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RADIO WRAP -UP 

A Monthly Review 

of the Radio Industry 

.\ ulbtdaticln ul the 100 I.cading .spot 
Radio Advertisers of 1959 published by 
he Radio Advertising Bureau recently 
hows that during the previous year the 
turai medium became the arena for 
ouch of the infighting being waged be- 
ween national and regional advertisers. 
this is particularly true in such hotly 
:ompetitive fields as beer, gasoline, cof- 
'ee and drugs. Leading the parade of 
rational advertisers are the motor car 
:ompanies; Ford Motors (including its 
lealers) spent $7,280,000 to place it in 
irst position; exclusive of dealers, Chrys- 
er ($4,129,000) and General Motors 
$4,115,000) were in third and fourth 
)laces among spot buyers, respectively. 
n second spot was R. J. Reynolds with 
n expenditure of $4,800,000. 

:astern Heads Regionals 

Of the top hundred advertisers never - 
heless, 30 are regionals, indicating ra- 
tio's local nature. The leading regional 
advertiser, in nineteenth position among 
he big spenders, is Eastern Airlines. In 
he scrapping for the beer buyers' buck, 
lie leading two nationals, Anheuser- 
3usch ($3,600,000) and Schlitz ($2,710,- 
)00), first and second in the industry led 
n spending among national brands too. 
3eavily committed to spot radio among 
he regional beers were Schaefer ($940,- 
)00), Hamm's ($900,000), Liebmann 
S800,000), Falstaff ($730,000), Ballantine 
S710,000), Piel Bros. ($550,000), Burger - 
neister ($495,000), Lucky Lager ($475,- 
)00) and Duquesne ($455,000). Among 
he gasolines the spot radio contest was 
)etween Sinclair Refining ($2,500,000), 
he Texas Company ($1,840,000), Shell 

;$1,500,000) and Esso Standard ($1,200; 
300), and such regionals as Clark Oil 
($820,000), Sun Oil ($625,000), Phillips 
Petroleum ($605,000) and Skelly Oil 
($564,000). Regional coffees used spot 
radio to strong advantage in 1959; they 
include Folgers ($735,000), Manor House 
($650,000), Hill Bros. ($510,000) and 
Butternut ($420,000). Radio expendi- 
tures for such brands as Chase & San- 
born and Maxwell House, packaged by 

standard Brands and General Fu ttIs 
respectively cannot he estimated. Neither 
company however, was among leading 
spot radio buyers; Standard Brands was 
34 on the list ($1,000,000) and General 
Foods 55 ($705,000). For the first time 
a foreign air line crept into the top 100 
spot radio advertisers; in 98th position 
was KLM Royal Dutch ($410,000). An 
indication of its appeal to minorities and 
of the growth of negro radio is the fact 
that Associated Sepian Products, which 
manufactures for the negro market 
spent $407,000 for spot radio last year. 
It was 99th on the list. Many of the 
advertisers who bought so much spot 
radio last year are as active this year; 
they include Schlitz, Sun Oil, and Phar- 
maco Drugs. As a matter of fact it is 
reported that many of the nationals now 
buy spot radio on a year -round basis so 
as to make certain their franchises in 
the medium are secure. This is the case 
with R. J. Reynolds. 

Other Radio Advertising Bureau fig- 
ures reveal that during 1959 18,167,000 
radio sets were bought, a record rate. 
Total number of sets in the United 
States was 156,349,000 as of January I, 
1960; of these sets 106,007,000 were in 
the home, 40,387,000 were in automo- 
biles and 10,000,000 in public places. 

New Business Signed 

The Mutual Broadcasting System has 
picked up about $1,500,000 in new 
business and renewals. Among new 
clients are H. D. Lee, work clothes, and 
the French Company for its Worcester- 
shire Sauce ... Kimberly -Clark is testing 
radio in three markets for Kleenex. The 
aim of this advertiser is selective satura- 
tion ... Among new spot radio adver- 
tisers in the West is Mercury which will 
spend $150,000 in Southern California, 
Arizona and Nevada to introduce its 
compact car, the Comet. It will use 70 
stations; also using eight western markets 
is Knott's boysenberry juice. 

The Guild Wine Co. (Lodi, Calif.) is 
launching (through Compton Advertis- 
ing, San Francisco) a spot radio cam- 

paign in 38 tua ikcls in Nev England. 
New York, the Midwest and Pacific 
Coast. The campaign theme, also to be 
featured in print media, will be "Enjoy 
Guilding, it's a ball." 

Early in April and for a period of 18 

months, Canada's first EM network be- 
gins operations. Stations include CliC -FM. 

Toronto, CBO-FM, Ottawa and can) -FM, 
Montreal. Programs include high fidelity 
music, regular CRC trans -Canada, Do- 
minion and French network concerts 
and recitals as well as recorded programs 
of the BBC and Rediffusion Francaisc. 
It is hoped that programs from several 
United States FM stations will be avail- 
able on an exchange basis. 

From Ford to Buick: Joseph Stone, 
a vice -president, copy group head a mi 
radio specialist on Ford at J. Walter 
Thompson, has been named a vice -pres- 
ident and creative supervisor of adver- 
tising on the Buick account at \1cCauur 
Erickson. END 

TOTAL U.S. RADIO HOMES USING 
RADIO 10001 

AVERAGE PER MINUTE - 
BY HOURS OF DAY 

January, 1960 
Number of Homn 

Hour 1959 

Morning (Monday Titre Friday) 

6 a.m.- 7 o.m 2 720 

7 a.m.- 8 a.m 6 725 

8 a.m.-- 9 a.m 8 258 

9 a.m.-10 a.m 7,220 

10 a.m.-t1 a.m 7 022 

11 a.m.-12 noon 6 330 

Afternoon (Monday lhru Friday) 
12 noon- 1 p.m 6,429 

1 p.m.- 2 p.m. 6 082 

2 p.m.- 3 p.m 4,896 

3 p.m.- 4 p.m 4 500 

4 p.m.- 5 p.m 4.253 

5 p.m.- 6 p.m. 4 698 

Evening (Monday Thru Sunday) 

6 p.m.- 7 p.m. 4 648 

7 p.m.- 8 p.m 3 560 

8 p.m.- 9 p.m. 3 016 

9 p.m.-10 p.m 2 621 

10 p.m.-11 p.m 2 374 

I1 p.m.-12 p.m 2 176 

Source: A. C. Niclsen 
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PROMOTION 

By Gene Godt, President, BPA 

THE PROS 

OF TOMORROW: 

WHO'S TRAINING THEV? 

Project at Indiana University may pave way to better courses in the business of broadcasting. 

Where are broadcasting promotion people getting their 
training today? 

Answer: On the job. Their own station management 
directs this training process, and smart promotion people 
supplement their own learning processes by comparing notes 
with other promotion people who are facing the same 
problems they do. Broadcasters' Promotion Association, 
created by promotion people, is an example of this sort of 
up- grading going on within the craft. 

But what about the fellow or girl who's interested in the 
broadcasting promotion fuction, and wants to make a 
career of radio or television promotion? Where's he getting 
his training? Well, he can go to any number of colleges, and 
learn how to be a newscaster, an announcer, an actor, or a 
director. Does this fit him for broadcasting promotion hvork? 
Not really. 

The heart of the problem 
hank Tooke. Westinghouse Broadcasting Company vice 

president in Cleveland, hit straight at the problem in a 
speech to New fork University's Summer Workshop on 
I'elc\ ision and Radio last July. Mr. Tooke pointed out that 
too many students spend four years of study to win a degvee 
in "broadcasting," without learning anything about such 
essential broadcasting operations as sales, auditing or pro - 
uttion. ' "l'oo often," said Mr. Tooke, "this kind of back - 

,,nnrl makes it difficult for a student to break into broad- 
Ihis means a lot of time is spent by the broadcaster 

t, personnel in the business aspects of the industry. 
right. We are broadcasters, not teachers." 
.ters' .Promotion Association, cooperating with 
niversity, is presently taking the first step in put- 

. 1,cr a college course in radio and television promo - 
t mittee headed by BPA first vice- president john 

i lot Ihm is working with Dr. Elmer Sulzer of Indiana U. to 

set up a course outline in broadcast promotion. BPA bulle- 
tins in audience promotion, sales promotion, and merchan- 
dising will be part of the basic reading and study materia 
broadcasters from throughout the United States and Cana 
are being invited to help out in creating the syllabus. On 
the course is outlined, it hs'ill be introduced at Indiana U 

versity for a good solid test: if it succeeds, other colleges a 

universities 1% ill be offered the information and experien 
for possible i t u orporation into their own courses. 

Step in right direction 
[IPA regards this as a first step toward doing somethi 

definite about a problem a great many broadcasters rec 
nize --an effort to find an answer to the question, "Where a 

we to find the trained broadcasting personnel of tomorrow 
As it stands, the Indiana University program will start ne 
fall, as a familiarization course covering promotion, sal 

promotion, publicity, and merchandising. It will not 
into minute detail; it will be aimed at acquainting studen 
uvith these important areas of station operation, and will 

intended to interest qualified young people in broadcasti 
promotion as a career. 

Any course in the many phases of broadcasting and tel 

casting must be kept current and up -to- the -minute, the busi 

ness moves so rapidly. 1f it were possible to freeze all that 
known about radio and television operation right at fhb 

moment and put it all into a number of- college courses, ti 

entire syllabus would be pretty badly out of date by 196 

Thus it has to be enriched and sharpened month- by -mon) 

to remain meaningful. 
And that's where you come in -if you are interested î 

better broadcasting, and better -prepared people in bro 
casting. BPA is interested in your suggestions about wl 

should be included in a college course on radio and TV p 
motion. Send your ideas to me, KYW -TV, Cleveland. 
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ANEW 
RIGHT ARM 

TELEVISION ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES, INC. 
Offices in principal cities ... representing: 

WBZ -TV Boston WJZ -TV Baltimore KDKA -TV Pittsburgh 
KYW -TV Cleveland KPIX San Francisco 
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wGrAt.-TV 

provides another opportunity to 

re- emphasize our firm resolve to program 

WGAL -TV in such diversity and depth 

as to best meet the widely divergent 

needs and desires of the many 

communities we are privileged to serve. To 

this end we pledge the conscientious use 

of our Channel 8 facilities. 

WGAL -TV 
Cluuuce2 

Lancaster, Pa. 
NBC and CBS 

STEINMAN STATION 

-ih,,, Mt I. .I Ti Company. Inc. Now York b.m fi.nCIBCO 
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THE TV SCENE 

By George G. Huntington, v.p. and general manager, TvB 

s Just television's ability to reach more people in less 

Television's 
costs are too low. I think television should 

raise its costs at least two or three times their current 
level. And I believe television should increase its costs now. 

Last month I mentioned various ways to justify increased 
was of something: make it scarce (good time periods on 
radio), show it costs you more to make (newspapers and 
magazines) or prove that it is worth more (television, of 
t ourse). Television's costs have increased essentially at the 
rate of television's circulation increase: TV's level or even 
declining cost -per- thousands show this. Now, I'd like to 
advocate higher television costs ... based upon value alone. 

Leo Burnett, Kenyon & Eckhardt and McCann -Erickson 
have all had published comparisons of media based upon 
ost- per -thousand. While they differ, they do agree that tele- 

yision is far cheaper than its print competition. This, to me, 
is wrong. Television should be the most expensive medium, 
not the cheapest. 

How much is a personal sales call? 

How much would you pay one of your client's salesmen 
if he made all his sales calls only via telephone? Suppose he 
never called on a prospect, never showed the product, just 
used his voice to tell how fine it was. What's his dollar value 
to you? 

Or suppose he refused to talk to prospects and did all his 
sales calls from his desk via the public mails, sending pages 
of copy describing the product and sometimes a photo of it. 
flow much would such a salesman be worth to you? 

Now suppose a salesman did both of these things: called 
on the phone and wrote illustrated letters. Isn't he worth 
more than either of these other two? 

And suppose a salesman not only phoned and wrote but 
went to each prospect in person and took along the product 
and demonstrated the product's value while he told them 

TV 

SHOULD 

COST MORE 

time is worth extra dollars to the advertiser. 

about it. Isn't he worth still more than any of the others? 
And suppose this star salesman also hired an invisible 

orchestra to accompany him to provide the appropriate 
background music to create the mood for each sales point. 
And he invented a 21 -inch magnifying glass to show 
the product's details close -up. And used sound effects for 
dramatic emphasis. And sometimes even had little live 
cartoon people of some sort who actually talked and pointed 
out the product's features. And the salesman came bath to 
each prospect time after time with attention each 'kit. 
Wouldn't this man be worth more than all the others 
corn billed? 

Television is more than just radio. It is more than just 
print. It is more than just the combination of these because 
television adds to radio and print the impact of motion. the 
tools of emotion, the instantaneous audiences of multi - 
millions, the repeat attention only an intrusive medium can 
command, the willingness- to -be- influenced emotional set of 
its audience. 

I'd like to take the cost- per -thousand of radio ami add to 
it the cost- per -thousand of newspapers plus that of maga- 
zines and, using this total as a base, add something more for 
TV's exclusive tools and call the final result the true cost - 
per- thousand of television. From the cheapest medium. 
television would become the most expensive. 

Yet just TV's ability to reach more people in less tine 
is worth extra dollars. If your advertising creates sales with 
any medium, the nu ire people you reach, the mare sales. 
The quicker the sales. the quicker the profit from them 
. . . and the quicker you can generate a new advertising 
budget for more advertising. more sales. more profits. 

We've said it before: time costs money and speed can save 
money as well as time. The hen costs more than anv one of 
her eggs .. . she is worth more. FM) 
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Sunday, April 10, was an historic 
in Omaha. It marked the 

at any station's (KMTV) 
ute from sign -on to sign -off 

or. It marked also the first 
"appearance of the famous 

ay Orchestra, and in- 
augürätëd the annual Spring Music 

Festival. Ten of the 17 colorful channel 

3 hours were local. Seven were NBC. 

Here's the historic schedule, 8:30 A.M. 

to 1:30 A.M., all color! The Story of 
Color, Jean's Story Time, It Is Written, 
Palm Sunday Services, Summer at Sun 

Valley, Popeye Cartoon Carnival, Noon 
News, Holiday at Home, Your Doctor 

and You, NBC Opera, Return to Treas- 

ure Island, Fashions for Spring, The 

Cradle Song, Our American Heritage, 

Spring Music Festival, News, Wrestling 

and The African Queen. See Petry about 
the Midwest's Color Television Center. 
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CONTINUING BRAND STUDY NO. 44 

BASED ON 1500 INTERVIEWS IN CHICAGO, NEW YORK, LOS ANGELES 

Tipton still outstrips competitors in the tea 
OMarket. Pepsi pushes ahead in New York and 
Ihicago. Ban enjoys a clean sweep in recall. 

1 or tea drinkers in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles, 
it's Lipton up to ten to one. 

t! According to TELEVISION MAGAZINE'S latest brand study, 
1I Lipton's lead in use and recall over all other brands was 

ti early as strong this February as it was two- and -one -half- 
I tars ago in the nation's three top markets. True, Lipton's 
Fr cent of recall dipped since 1957. But the brand still far 
atstrips its competitors in this respect. And its per cent of 
se is practically the same in all three markets as in 1957. 

In the six months ending in February, the top brand 
vitcher, however, was not Lipton. In New York, Tetley 
ook the honor; in Chicago, Salada did the same; and in 
os Angeles, it was McCormick. 
Here are the highlights reflected in other product areas 

overed in the February brand study: In the soft drink mar- 
et, Pepsi -Cola moved from third to first in use in New 
ork, but slipped from first to second in recall in that mar - 
et, losing out to Coca -Cola. In Chicago, while the rankings 

use remained the same, Pepsi pushed Coke out of the top 
pot in recall. Seven -Up continued to lead in use in Los An- 
eles, and eased into first in recall when Squirt skidded to 
Ifth place. CocaCola, meantime, improved its position and 

This month: 

SOFT DRINKS, 

TEA, 

DEODORANTS 

jumped from fifth to second place in recall in Los Angeles, 
scoring one per cent lower than the leader. 

In the deodorant market, Ban, continuing ahead in use 
in New York and Chicago, enjoyed a clean sweep in recall 
in all three markets after displacing Arrid in New York. 
This put Arrid in the number two spot in recall in all three 
markets. IT) I.os Angeles, Avon remained tops in use. 

How this study was conducted 

Findings in this slit cy in the three markets are based on 
the following questions asked viewers: "What brands of 
(product category) have you seen advertised on TV during 
the last two weeks ?" "Which did you use ?" "Have you 
changed (product category) within the past six months ?" 

Results of this study are based upon 1,500 interviews (500 
in each market) conducted by Pulse for TELEVISION MAGA- 

ZINE'S Continuing Brand Study. 
It is well to bear in mind that the products named were 

those recalled by the respondents. However, these products 
were not necessarily advertised on TV in the period stated. 

The brand study to be published next month will cover 
banks, cameras, cigarettes and desserts and toppings. 

Charts appear on page 3 
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If you have something to sell America, you have something to say in these 7 of the top 1() 

U. S. markets. The place to say it is on the CBS Owned Radio Stations, because C -0 Radio i 

different: different in each city, different from all other radio today. These stations are stil 

in show business, and it shows! Look at some of the listed highlights (only a partial listing 

of locally produced programs, and you'll see what we mean. This is broadcasting for active 

listeners -not for the fringe consciousness of people with their minds on other matters. Am 

added to it is the unique strength of the CBS Radio Network, with its schedule of great per 

sonalities, drama and comedy, complete news coverage and analysis, public affairs and specia 

events. This is responsible broadcasting. CBS OWNED RADIO STATIONS It gets a responsive audience. And that 
means response to your advertising, too! REPRESENTED BY CBS RADIO SPOT SALES 

- 

Program Highlights 

S 
Program Highlights Program Highlights 

Los Angeles 
"Opinion Please," a modern 

n meeting where anyone 
talfi on a broadcast open 

one line; ',The Bob Crane 

ow," a.zany comedy turn; 
oint of Law," digests of 
ttlal cádrt cases; "This Is 

LRAngels,' provocative 
interviews with interesting 
Angelenos; specials such as 

"Blackboard Dilemma," "The 
Changing Face of Hollywood," 
and "Image of America." 

the Soviet view; special 
series, such as the Los 

Angeles-Honolulu Yacht 
Race; full local coverage of 

the 1960 Winter Olympics. 

Program Highlights Program Highlights 

KMOX WBBM WCAU 
St. Louis 

"Strictly Editorial," "Sci- 
ence Editor," "The Spelling 
Bee," "State of the Law," 
"Successful Money Man- 
agement," all speak for 
themselves. "The Laurent 
Torno Show," an outstand- 
ing musician and conductor 
plays, discusses, interprets 
good music; "Words and 

Music," poetry readings; 
the station that originated 
Conelrad weather alert. 

Chicago 
"Music Wagon," "The Con- 

nie Mitchell Show," "Sup- 
per Club," "The Gold Coast 
Show," "Merrily We Go," 
"The Josh Brady Show," 
"The Little Show," all live 
music and variety produc- 
tions; "The Tony Weitzel 
Show," celebrity interviews; 
"The Art Mercier Show," 
tips on hunting and fishing; 
"lone & Josh," a lively 
woman's page of the air. 

Program Highlights Program Higlili 

Philadelphia 
"The Ralph Collier Show," 
talks with celebrities and 

other interesting people; 
"University Round Table," 
stimulating discussion; 
"Career Forum," vocational 
guidance for High School 
students; "The Books of 
Man," under the auspices 
of the University of Penn- 

sylvania; "The Governments 

of Man," under the auspices 

of Temple University. 

New York 
"The Jack Sterling Show," 
"The Martha Wright Show," 

"The Lanny Ross Show," all 

offer live music and variety 
by these outstanding show 
business personalities; 
"Backgroundsof Literature" 
and "Backgrounds of Music" 
stimulate and educate; 
"Three Guesses," an audi- 
ence-participation musical 
game; "Freeman & Hayes," 
comedy, live music, records. 

Boston 
"Showcase," Priscill 

tescue reports on e 

ences in her globetre 

celebrity-meeting life; 

of the Bookshelf" 
tizes favorite chil 

books; "Carl Moore R 

bers," presents live 

from a Boston "land 

"Calder and lohnso 
beat comedy and 

"Career Centers,- 
advice for the tern 
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CONTINUING BRANI) STUDY from page 37 

DEODORANTSFeb., 
NEW YORK 

RECALL 

Aug., 1959 

Rank % 

USE 

Aug., 1959 

Rank % 

% switched 
to brand in 

lost 6 months 

1960 

Rank % 

Feb., 1960 

Ronk % 
Ban 

Arrid 

1...41 

2...17 
2...27 
1...31 

1...20 
2...17 

1...19 
2...14 

8.... 

8.... 

Mum 3... 7 4... 5 3...11 4... 9 6.... 

Veto 4... 3 8... 2 5... 5 

Mennen 5... 2 6... 4 5... 5 3...11 

Avon 6... 1 4... 7 12.... 

Fresh 6... 1 4... 5 5... 5 5... 6 

k 

9 
Five Day Pads 6... 1 3... 7 8. 3 6... 2 

{I Revlon 6... I 6... 4 9 2 6... 2 
777' 

RECALL USE 

SOFT DRINKS Feb., 1960 Aug., 1959 Feb, 1960 Aug , 1959 % switched 

CHICAGO to brand in 

Ronk %_ Rank % Rank % Ronk % last 6 months 

Pepsi -Cola 1...56 2...32 
Coca -Cola 2...54 1...48 
Seven -Up 3...25 3...10 
Confirld 4... 4 3 

Squirt 5. 1 4 

Canada Dry 5. 1 

2 33 2...28 6.... 

1...35 1...32 9.... 

3 23 3...19 7.... 

4... 9 4...11 4.... 

5... 4 5... 3 

6... I 

RECALL USE 

SOFT DRINKS Feb., 1960 Aug., 1959 Feb, 1960 Aug. 1959 % switched 

LOS ANGELES to brand in 

RECALL USE 
Rank % Rank % Rank % Rank % lost 6 months 

CI )EODORANTSFeb., 1960 Aug., 1959 Feb., 1960 Aug., 1959 % switched Seven -Up I ...25 2...22 1...32 1...29 
IF = HICAGO to brand in Coca -Cola 2...24 5...19 2...29 2...24 7. 

Rank % Rank % Rank % Rank % lost 6 months 
Pepsi -Cola 3...12 3...20 3...20 3...19 4.... 

ion 1...26 1...26 1...15 1...16 9.... 

srrid 2...14 2...17 1...15 2...15 14.... Bubble -Up 4...10 3...20 4... 8 4...10 16.... 

. .ecret 2...14 4... 7 6... 5 8... 1 

Squirt 5... 8 1...28 6... 4 5... 4 

2 9... 1 3... 8 8... 1 11 -... Canada Dry 6... 4 5... 5 6... 3 ,von 

Rennen 2 7... 5 3... 8 6... 3 12.... Mr. Pepper 7... I 6... 5 7... 

Aunt 2 8... 3 7... 4 3... 8 

resh 1 3...11 8... 3 4... 7 

evlon I 5. 6 9... 2 6. 3 RECALL USE 

'eto I + 10. , , 1 

TEA Feb., 1960 Aug., 1957 Feb., 1960 Aug., 1957 % switched 

NEW YORK to brand in 
ive Day Pods..... .... ' 5... 6 5... 6 4... 7 Rank % Ronk % Rank % Rank % last 6 months 

Lipton 1...35 1...58 
White Rose 2...13 2... 5 

RECALL USE 

IEODORANTSFeb., 1960 Aug., 1959 Feb., 1960 Aug., 1959 % switched Tetley 3... 9 2... 5 

OS ANGELES to brand in Salado 4... 4 4... 4 
Rank % Rank % Rank % Rank % last 6 months 

Tenderleaf 5... 3 5... 3 
an 1...30 I...36 3...12 3...11 9.... 

.nid 2...22 2...31 2...13 2...12 9. 
A 8 P 6... 1 

Sweet- Touch -Nee 
resh 3... 5 5... 8 6... 6 7. 4 

Tennen 4... 3 6... 7 5. 7 5. 8 

evlon 5... 2 7. 6 8. 2 8. 2 

I 4 1...15 RECALL USE 

1...34 

2...13 

2...13 

6... 4 

7. . 3 

4... 9 

5. 8 

1...37 

2...18 
3...12 

5... 5 

6. 4 

4...I1 
7. 3 

10.... 

7.... 
21. 

16. 

.von 6... 8... 1...13 7.... 
Zum 6... 1 4... 1 1 4... 8 4...10 7. 
ive Day Pads ' 3...12 7.. . 3 6... 5 

'eto 9... 2 9... 1 

'f 

RECALL USE 
;OFT DRINKS Feb., 1960 Aug., 1959 Feb., 1960 Aug., 1959 % switched 
VEW YORK 

_oca -Colo 

sepsi -Cola 

offman 

Con 

Seven -Up 

Rank % Ronk % Rank % 
1...30 1...25 2...24 
2...25 I...25 1...25 
3...16 3...17 2...24 
4...11 4. 9 4 10 

5... 8 5... 7 5... 9 

Klrsds1Na Call 6... 3 6... 3 6... 8 

Canada 

to brand in 
Ronk % last 6 months 

2...28 8.... 

3...26 7. 

1...31 5.... 
5... 7 12.... 
4...11 15. 

6... 4 17.... 

TEA 
CHICAGO 

Lipton 

Feb., 1960 

Ronk % 

1...37 

Sept , 1957 

Rank % 

1...56 

Feb . 1960 

Rank % 

1...68 

Tenderleaf 2. 7 2... 8 3. 6 

Nestea 3... 4 5. 1 

Salado 4. 2 3... 6 2. 8 

A 8. P ' 4... 2 

Sept., 1957 % switched 
to brand in 

Rank % last 6 months 

I .68 5.... 

RECALL USE 

3. 7 16.... 

2...11 
4 4 

TEA Feb., 1960 Sept , 1957 Feb , 1960 Sept., 1957% switched 

LOS ANGELES to brand in 

Rank % Rank % Rank % Rank % lost 6 months 

Lipton 

Tenderleaf 

Nestes 
Dry 6... 3 7... 7 6.... McCormick 

Hammer 6... 3 8... 3 Saluda 
White Rock 9... 2 9 Tetley 

Less than 1% 

TELEVISION MAGAZINE / April, 

1...40 1...48 1...51 1...49 5.... 

2...16 2...12 2...17 2... 9 13.... 

3... 4 4... 2 

4... 2 3... 4 3... 2 27.... 

5. 1 6... I 

' 3... 2 4. 2 3... 2 

1960 39 
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SouTren: 

Nielaen Station Ind.r, 
Feóruarp 14110 

Inelitntr for Motivational 
Research. Inc.. in association 
with Markel I7anninp 
Corporation, an affiliate of 
McCann- h'ncknan, Inc. www.americanradiohistory.com
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FROM 
ANY 

ANGLE! 
Any way you look at it, KNXT is first in Los Angeles. Sixty consecutive Nielsens prove it. 
What's more, the latest report shows KNXT's audience popularity at an all- season high! 

Channel 2's share of total -day audience is 33% ahead of the second station, 40% ahead 
of the third. And 17 of the top 30 nighttime, 7 of the top 10 daytime shows are on KNXT. 

Commercial effectiveness? Again, KNXT is far ahead. When 600 Southern Californians 
were asked their choice of the station "most likely" to carry the commercials of a company 
known for honesty and reliability, 51% chose KNXT... more than double the number voting 
for the runner -up, and more than twice those voting for the other five stations combined. 

From any angle- audience size, program popularity or commercial responsiveness 
your best buy in seven -station Los Angeles remains ... CBS Owned KNXT 

Channel 2 Represented by ('/; i Ï. h rr..w i so, s, i 
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Five years and 

1,250 telecasts later, 

this program is still unsold 

(That's the way we want it.) 

SOME PROGRAMS become "public service" be- 

cause they can't be sold. Others become 

salable because they render genuine serv- 

ice. wtstt -Tv's Farm & Home Program is in the 

latter category. Because commercial sponsorship 

might create problems for its participants, the 

program is "sold" only to its audience. 

Since 1955, for five days a week from 1:15 to 

1:30 p.m., the Marion County Agricultural 
Agent, or the County Home Economist, or 
faculty members of Purdue's agricultural exten- 

sion service, or assorted combinations of agents, 

economists, professors and 4 -H Clubbers, have 

gathered at WISH -TV to inform and entertain an 

impressive -and impressed- audience (38.4 share 

in an important 4- station metropolitan market). 

What goes on? A turf prof. has held forth on 

improving the breed -of turf. Flower -arranging 

produced many requests for instructions -and 
the station never smelled so good. Cookie deco- 

rating sat well with our audience (1,500 requests) 

and staff (57 cookies demolished). The work of 
county agents, Purdue University extension serv- 

ices, 4-H clubs and other organizations, is 

widely publicized. Without stars, without arti- 
fice, the Farm & Home Program is wholesome, 

straightforward -and deep in the affection of 
its viewers. 

The program serves. That's the Corinthian 
key to good community relations. We suggest that 

viewer confidence so built may help establish a 

receptive atmosphere for our clients' commercials. 

Responsibility in Broadcasting 

e Lit El colatifiyipmtEAN,1 
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f 
KOTV 
TULSA (H -R) 

KHOU -TV 
HOUSTON (CBS -TV Spot Sales) 

KXTV 
SACRAMENTO (H -R) 

e WANE -TV 
FORT WAYNE (Il -R) 

WISH -TV 
INDIANAPOLIS (H -R) 

WANE -AM 
FORT WAYNE (Il -R) 

WISH -AM 
INDIANAPOLIS (H -R) 

N 

REPORT ON SPOT f t n page 25 

Sign on -6 p.m. 6.11 p.m. 11 p.m. Sign -off 

NUTRENA DOG FOOD 
Dallas Ft. Worth.. 11:10; 15:20; 2:60 2:20 

14:60 
Minneapolis 22:20; 1340 8:60 

PAL DOG FOOD 

Saltimore ......... 340 
Boston 340 2:60 
Philadelphia 4:20 2:60 
Pittsburgh 1:60 1:60 

PARD DOG FOOD 
Philadelphia 8:20 
Washington 6:60 

PERKE PET FOOD 
Los Angeles 4:60 

PET MILK 
Dallas Ft. Worth 1:60 1:60 

PRIME DOG FOOD 
Milwaukee 1:20 

PURR CAT FOOD 
San Francisco 1:10 

PUSS N' BOOTS CAT FOOD 
Boston 6:60 
Milwaukee 2:60 

QUAKER CITY DOG FOOD 
Washington 17:20 8:20 2:20 

RIVAL DOG FOOD 

Boston 2:30 min. per. 

Chicago 3:30 min. per. 

Cleveland 3:30 min. per. 
Detroit 1:30 min. per. 

Indianapolis 2:30 min. per. 
Milwaukee 1:30 min. per. 

Minneapolis 1:30 min. per. 
New York 1:60; 2:30 min. per. 

Philadelphia 2:30 min. per. 
Pittsburgh 1:30 min. per. 

St. Louis 3:60; 1:30 min. per. 

ROBINSON PET PRODUCTS 

San Francisco I: 10; 1:20 

SANMAKER ALL MEAT DOG FOOD 
Dallas Ft. Worth.. 1:60 

SHERWOOD DOG FOOD 
Baltimore 2:10; 10,60 

STRONGHEART DOG FOOD 

St. louis 1:10; 7:20; 1:60 

SURECHAMP DOG FOOD 
Baltimore I:10; 6:60 3:60 1:60 

Boston 4:60 6:60 6:60 
Chicago 5:60 2:60 1:10 

Cleveland 2:60 

Dallas Ft. Worth.. 1:60 1:60 

Detroit 4:60 2:60 

Indianapolis 5:60 2:60 2:60 

Los Angeles 4:60 

Milwaukee 1:10; 1:60 8:60 

Minneapolis 1:10; 7:60 
New York 9:60 1:60 

Philadelphia 5:60 2:60 

Pittsburgh 1:60 3:60 3.60 

Son Francisco 2:60 2:60 

St. Louis 3:60 2:60 

Washington 9:60 7:60 1:60 

TIMCO DOG A CAT FOOD 
Baltimore I:40; 2:60 

TIPPIE DOG FOOD 
Philadelphia 38:10 7:10 10:10 

WALTER KENDALL DOG FOOD 
Los Angeles 48:60 37:60 9:60 
San Francisco 38:60 4:60 8:60 
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T.V. spot editor 
,t column sponsored by one of the leading film producers in television 

NEW YORK: 200 East 56th Street ... CHICAGO: 16 East Ontario Street 

The drama of rice, one of the world's most nutritious grains, is beautifully portrayed 
in this one -minute spot which was photographed in both color and black and white. 
A soft, symphonic musical background, accents the movement of the "Stream of 
Rice" down through the ages to the modern day, and "America's favorite way to eat 

rice ... Kellogg's Rice Krispies." Produced by SARRA for the KELLOGG COM- 
PANY through LEO BURNETT COMPANY, INC. 

0113 New York: 200 East 56th Street 
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street 

RN 

Enjoyment of refreshingly dry Rheingold Beer is the theme of this new series of 
commercials. Clever lyrics place activities in all of Rheingold's territory ... pic- 
nickers on Staten Island, penthouses in Manhattan, skiers in New England, bridge 
players in Queens, golfers in New Jersey, bowlers in Brooklyn -even men in outer 
space -etc., etc.... all are shown enjoying their favorite beer. Emily Banks, Miss 
Rheingold 1960, ends each spot with the reminder that Rheingold is New York's 
largest selling beer. Produced by SARRA for LIEBMANN BREWERIES, INC. 
through FOOTE, CONE & BELDING. 

ARRA1 
New York: 200 East 56th Street 
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street 

The animation of the Tareyton rings and the familiar jingle stress the pleasure of the 
mild full flavor of dual filter Tareytons in this series of 60- second and 20- second 
spots. Situation comedy for human interest and stop- motion to show the specially 
constructed dual filter, make each commercial a most convincing Tareyton Cigarettes 
salesman. Produced by SARRA for THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO. through 
LAWRENCE C. GUMBINNER ADVERTISING AGENCY, INC. 

40 New York: 200 East 56th Street 
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street 

NRRAostir 

Paper sculpture that ties in with the print campaign, is most effectively animated by 
stop- motion in a continuing series for Armour and Company. Even the product is 
paper sculpture, although the packages are "live." The fresh approach is greatly 
enhanced by original music. Produced by SARRA for ARMOUR AND COMPANY 
through N. W. AYER & SON, INC. 

ARRR 
New York : 200 East 56th Street 
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street 
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By 

THE TV COMMERCIAL 

Beatrice Adams, Vice President, Gardner Advertising 

MAKING 

LOVE TO 

THE VIEWER 

:ommercials must confide in the viewer, not launch an attack that offends and deadens sensibilities 

Top left: Bonk of America, 
Johnson d Lewis, Son Francisco. 
Producer: Ray Potin Productions 

Top right: Delsey, Foote, 
Cone d Belding. Producer: Robert 

Lawrence Productions, Inc. 
Left: Cools, Erwin Wilsey, 

RuthrauR d Ryan. Producer: 
Robert Lawrence Productions, Inc. 

Bottom: Jello, YdR. 
Producer: Roy Patin Productions 

"Two voices are there: one is of the sea, 

One of the mountains-each a mighty voice." 
... Wordsworth 

Dear ?'1r. \Vortlsworth: Today there is also the voice - 
the mighty voice -of the T \' announcer. You don't 

have to be in the saine roost with the TV set to know 
when the program tip -toes out and the conunercial stomps 
in. More often than not, von can tell by the sheer fort'.' 
of it -the bleak, blaring voice. 

No man in his right mined WInlid come to your door and 
try to sell you a broom or brush or ironing hoard cover 
by yelling at you. \Vhat happens when plan turns an- 
nouncer? Is he overcome by the fact that millions listen? 
Does that give hits the illusion that he is speaking from 
the rostrum? Oh friends, oli Romans! Who's guilty? The 
announcer? The agency? The client? 

Don't you know, whoever you are, that an announcer 
worth his residuals should speak as though speaking to 
one confused human being instead of to one ntillittn And 
don't you know that the words should be written vitlt that 
one confused human being in mind? 

Loving, sociable commercials 
As ferry Schnitzer puts it (J.S. is itli Robert I.attrence 

Productions, New York): "The commercial must he the 
confidant of the viewer rather than his counselor. It speaks 
to rather than al the viewer. Instead of offending ot"deaden- 
ing the viewer's sensibilities, the conuncit ial befriends 
him. Instead of preaching, the (minuet( i.11 ttnnnnnicates 
with, socializes with, yes, even males Imt ttt the viewer." 
Amen. 

It is oûr custom to devote the first put of this column 
to noteworthy TV commercials, but the "voice" is so much 
with us laté and soon, we felt we must raise our own in 

Tn /taizr lit 
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F. 

0771E & HARRIET LAWRENCE WELK'S DANCE PARTY MAVERIIh DONNA 

HE ALASKANS Hf kEBfl BLACK SADDLE ROBERT TAYLOR'S DETECTIVES 

AVE IT TO BEAVER JUBILEE U.S A ALCOA PRESENTS BOURBON STREET BEAT REALI 

PAT BOONE BRONCO SUGARFOOT LAWMAN CU f1 
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THE UNTOUCHABLES 

$2.88 
This is the cost of doing business 
with a thousand homes on ABC -TV. 

It's the lowest cost per thousand going, 
this happy mathematical relationship 
between ABC's current rate and ABC's 
nightly position of first or second in 
share of audience. Since, however, cost 
alone is no true index of advertising 
effectiveness, the thoughtful buyer 
will ask what kind of homes his $2.88 
buys. Well, it buys 1,000 largely younger 
homes. Homes, that is, with growing, 
consuming families. 

This, of course, is not happenstance - 
but rather the deliberate, direct result 
of natural selection, springing from 
ABC's devotion to precisely the kind of 
programming most enthusiastically 
received in these younger homes. 

For (impressive) example, we cite 
The Untouchables, realistic drama with 
documentary importance girding its 
excitement, the offbeat blend of laughter 
and action in a Maverick, the adult zip 
of a 77 Sunset Strip, the fresh domestic - 
comedy switches of a Leave It to 
Beaver or a Real McCoys. 

Further strengthening the 1960 -'61 
schedule will be such new and coming 
attractions as the significant 26- episode 
adaptation of the Churchill Memoirs... 
outstanding series like The Corrupters, 
Stagecoach West, Surfside Six, The 
Roaring Twenties, Asphalt Jungle,Naked 
City, The Flagstones ... specials like the 
1960 National Elections ... "Women in 
Politics" and Jeff Chandler as "David" 
in two stirring Biblical dramas. 

$2.88 reaches a long way indeed - 
in the most responsive direction -on 
ABC Television.a 

WATCH ABC -TV IN '60 
(more people will) 
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April /1960 TELEVISION 
THE MANAGEMENT MAGAZINE 
OF BROADCAST ADVERTISING 

Lazarsfeld on TV: 

Dbjective Standards are Possible 
I: Paul Lazarsfeld, the distinguished analyst of mass communications, offers a three -point plan 

I Oa requires a searching reappraisal of the law and traditions of American broadcasting. 

F all the proposals set forth before the Federal Cont- 
. munications Commission ... on the present state of 
vision, the most significant and least publicized was that 
)r. Paul Lazarsfeld. That whatever Paul Lazarsfeld has 
ly is significant is nothing new to those who know any - 
ig about research in the field of mass media -over which 
tan be truly called the presiding genius. That what he 
i in this instance should have passed virtually unnoticed 

eproach to the profession of journalism." 
"hits critic Gilbert Seldes, director of the Annenberg 
bol of Communications of the University of Pennsyl- 
ra, recently appraised in the Saturday Review the three - 
it proposal by the distinguished researcher: 
list, that it is possible to develop and apply objective 
t workable standards of quality for TV programs. 
..cond, that a public committee, either attached to the 

or privately supported, should be created to develop 
:e standards and promote them. 
'nd third, that a balanced program structure for Amer - 

television as a whole should be devised without penal - 
q the network that provides serious programming in 
ne time. 

osals take middle road 
t, veteran of 20 years of broadcasting research (see p. 51), 
trsfeld is well aware that his proposals are not easy to 
cute under the present contradictions built into the 
tmunications Act and the present absence of govern- 
it control of private business. But the specifics of his 
aosals lie between the major warring factions; those that 
main that standards of program excellence are too in- 

tangible to define and those who fear the intellectual tyr- 
anny of a few over the tastes of the mass. 

To establish such standards, says Lazarsfeld, "the prob- 
lem must be properly stated." He emphasizes immediately 
that he is not speaking of "the programs directed to the 
intellectual elite -modern music, poetry readings, the kind 
of program fare supplied by the Third Programme of the 
BBC.... Rather, I think we should consider the usual en- 
tertainment programs -those which appeal to the large 
majority of viewers and which are bound to form the bulk 
of broadcasting. 

It is possible to develop standards 

Is iii , able to develop standards for this kind of pro- 
gram? NI, answer is an affirmative one. To achieve these 
standards one need not impose elite tastes on the general 
public; instead we should concentrate on improving the 
character of the regular program fare. In this sense we could 
talk of relative standards. 

"Obviously, Lazarsfeld points out. "this cannot be done 
overnight. But this is true of standards in every field. Anglo- 
Saxon law develops continuously out of specific cases. In 
respect to what we're talking about, these cases would be 
research studies; sometimes they would emerge from delib- 
erations when a license is up for renewal. 

"Take the question of the difference between the effect of 
the violence in 'Hamlet' and the effect of the violence in 
westerns, about which so many complaints are heard. I do not 
know the answer because, to my knowledge. the matter has 
not been studied. But one can be quite sure that an answer 
could be found, and that this would indicate not that west - 

To neyt i¿ 
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LAZARSFELIJ ON TV 

A standards committee composed of artists, psychologists and research technicians sh 

erns be entirely eliminated. but that specific kinds of im- 
provement could be made in that type of program. 

"Let sue give you two concrete examples. Some time ago 

Rudolph Arnheim (professor of psychology at Sarah Law- 
rence College) studied daytime radio serials. As you know, 
these describe how families get into trouble, how they re- 
solve their problems, how they find themselves in new diffi- 
culties, and so on. Arnheim found that, in these serials, it 
was usually the men who created the problems and the 
women who found the solution. From a commercial point 
of view the formula is understandable. 

"There are no really good 
studies as to how the desire 
for information and self- 
improvement is distributed 
in the population. Perti- 
nent data could come 
from careful questionnaire 
studies . . . of audience 
reaction to informational 
programs." 

"But most of us will agree that it is not a good idea in the 
long run to expose women to such a one -sided picture of 
family life. The achievement of a more realistic balance 
would be one example of a standard derived from empirical 
social research and common -sense thinking about people in 
modern society. 

"My second example is taken from the field of magazines, 
but its application to other media is obvious. Bernard 
Berelson (now director of Columbia University's Bureau of 
Applied Social Research) and Patricia Salter found that the 
characters in magazine fiction are frequently highly stereo- 
typed. The writers have little space, and in order to make 
their points quickly they are inclined to give a gangster an 
Italian -sounding name, and a character with questionable 
business ethics a Jewish name. 'Nordic Americans' were 
likely to engage in romantic love; members of minority 
groups intermingle courtship with social ambitions or finan- 
cial pursuits. 

"Many writers of these stories, interviewed in the course 
of the study, had not been aware of their practices, and 
were eager to change them. So here is another case of a rela- 
tive standard. It was not a question of substituting high- 
brow art for the type of short story which has more general 
appeal, but rather of improving the latter in specific re- 
spects." 

Lazarsfeld is convinced, based on experiences of this 
Lind, "that the range of these standards can be continually 

50 

enlarged." He rejects the common argument that beca 
critics such as Jack Gould and John Crosby disagree 
various specific programs that general standards cannot 
established. "When there are two critics, they can on 
agree or disagree," he told the FCC. "But when there is 

large number, one can distinguish different degrees of agr 
ment. And if detailed criteria upon which to base jud, 

ments have been developed, the level of agreement is liab 
to be high." 

Who should enforce such standards? 

Administering such criteria, Lazarsfeld admits, is a som 

what ticklish problem. "Assuming that standards can be d4 

veloped, there is the question of who should enforce them 

Here it is the word 'enforce' which creates a great deal 
confusion. One type of enforcement might be a period 
review of television performance by an impartial age 

As a result of such reviews, the limelight of public opini 
based on factual evidence rather than the outcry of 
occasional reformer, would shine more brightly. 

"But often, of course, one cannot wait for such a review t 
to be completed. Then what is needed is the judgment C r 

competent and detached people, a judgment which sul 

sequently could be checked by more detailed analysis. 
"It is really quite shocking that in this vast territory 0 

American broadcasting there is no such group of ex 

Most European systems have attached to them commit . ' r 

of artists and social scientists whose opinions are officia 

solicited. The nearest we come to this here are code cot 

mittees composed of broadcasters who have no training i 

psychology, social research, or any of the other techniqu 
which could make standards of judgment relatively objt 

tive. As a result, such committees are forced to rely on sw^ 

external criteria as the number of hours devoted to disci 

sion programs and -to borrow an example from the mot 

producers code -the number of seconds a kiss can appear 

the motion picture screen. 
"It seems to me that a standards committee composed 

artists, psychologists and research technicians must son 

how be built into the American system of television. Met 

bers of this committee should play a role technically simi 

to that which is now played by lawyers and engineers 
broadcasting. 

"I personally would prefer to see the committee attacl 

to the FCC; but it may be that the law as it now stai' 

makes this solution impossible. 
"In that case a strenuous effort should be made to fcir 

such a committee with the help of private funds, and t 

give it the greatest authority and prestige that goverttrnel 
cooperation can bestow. 

"This group would have four main tasks: to sponsor 
kinds of studies on standards that I mentioned earlier' 
arrange for the periodic review of program content: to 
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built into the American system of TV 

ess reasoned opinions in controversial cases of license re- 
ttwal; and periodically to listen to the complaints and 
r>sitive suggestions of interested groups of citizens." 
Anticipating protests raised in the name of "cultural 

lartocracy," Lazarsfeld readily admits that what he advo- 
ttes poses a dilemma because a number of basic principles 

American tradition are in conflict. Yet he believes there 
ra need for an "intellectual responsibility to act as watch - 
gs of aesthetic standards," while "the role of the elite 
.uld not be that of dictators but of advisors." 
'In a democracy, the basic decisions are made by the 

,,,blic," he affirms. "And yet we do not determine the pro- 
ms of our schools or of our health services by referenda. 

i . certain cultural and scientific issues we accept the guid- 
.re of experts. Television should be one of those." 

-low would such a committee be selected? Who would 
lake the appointments? Just how would it function? Lazars- 
éI recognizes the complexities involved, and stresses that 
tdoes not pretend to have the answers in detail. "These 
r terribly complicated problems and need a great deal of 
ri:ussion. But we must realize that we are facing dilemmas 
ring from the conflict of a number of basic principles in 
u society." 
it least one of his proposals to the FCC in January al- 

edy has shown signs of fruition. This was his advocacy of 
tualanced program structure for the American television 
'+,em as a whole." 

idiw networks get together on programming 
.t the time of his appearance before the Commission, 

d aarsfeld suggested that the networks be allowed to confer 
t ' ther to avoid scheduling their existing quality programs 
a ;inst each other. "I have no doubt that, for a variety of 
a :ons, all of the networks would be willing to accept the 
a s of smaller audiences if the risk were evenly divided. But 

present Communications Act seems to prohibit the 
ring of the risk. 
What happens now is that the networks pit against each 
hr both their programs with mass appeal and those with 

r iority appeal. On Sunday afternoon the more sophisti- 
c ,id viewer is torn between several good programs on pub - 
1 affairs; on Sunday evening the mass audience is torn be- 
t 'en several outstanding variety programs. It is sometimes 

To page 107 

. a great movement 
t ward the reform of 
t. r vision has started 

. What matters now 
o make sure that the 
ivement does not ex- 
ust itself in irrele- 
icies ..." 

LAZARSFELD'S PLACE IN THE RESEARCH SUN 

.11 59, Dr. Paul Felix 1..i..11r,leld can be properly 
described as the dean of resc.rrchers and consultants 
in the world of mass communications. Currently 
Ford Foundation visiting professor of social sci- 
ence at the Harvard Business School, he is chairman 
of the department of sociology at Columbia Univer- 
sity in New York. 

His involvement with American broadcasting dates 
back more than 20 years (born in Vienna, where he 
obtained his Ph.D., he came to the U.S. in 1933). It 
began in 1937 when he was appointed director of 
the newly- established Office of Radio Research at 
Princeton University. Frank Stanton, now president 
of CBS, Inc., was an associate director of the Office, 
and Lazarsfeld acknowledges that it was Stanton who 
guided him through his first orientation in Ameri- 
can broadcasting. 

In 1940, the Office of Radio Research, originally 
set up on a Rockefeller Foundation grant, was trans- 
ferred to Columbia University and developed into 
what is now the Bureau of Applied Social Research. 
which Lazarsfeld founded. As the first director of 
the Bureau (he is now an associate director), Lazars- 
feld wrote two volumes, in 1946 and 1948, on Radio 
Listening in America, studies sponsored by the Na- 
tional Association of Broadcasters. In 1951 he 
headed a Ford Foundation study to help create a 
Television Development Center, a committee of 
private citizens and experts in mass communications 
to study and evaluate the role of TV in American 
society (the project was eventually dropped). 

A Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and 
Sciences, Lazarsfeld's many writings through the 
years embrace such topics as voting, unemployment, 
statistics, communications and social science metho- 
dology. He is the author, co- author or editor of more 
than half a dozen standard reference works, ranging 
from Voting: A Study of Opinion Formation in a 
Presidential Campaign to Mathematical Thinking 
in the Social Sciences, The Language of Social Re- 
search, The Academic Mind and Personal Influence: 
The Part Played By People In The Flow of Mass 
Coniniunications. 

The findings of Lazarsfeld and his colleagues over 
the years have notably influenced and changed 
much of the thinking of advertising practitioners. 
An outstanding example is Lazarsfeld's now- famous 
study of the marketing or opinion leaders who exert 
purchasing influence among members of small, in- 
formal groups- friends, family and neighbors. 

Lazarsfeld found that, contrary to popular as- 
sumption, marketing leadership does not emanate 
from the highest status group and trickle down to 
the lower levels. Instead, in what Lazarsfeld terms 
a "horizontal pattern" of influence, each status 
group has its own coup of leaders who generally in- 
fluence only the members of their own groups. And 
these opinion leaders are more heavily exposed to 
mass media than others in their social class. 

Such findings have underscored the importance of 
using more than just income distribution, age or 
occupation to profile consumers. The result is 
greater emphasis by advertisers on new methods of 
measuring the relationship between personality dif- 
ferences and consumer buying patterns. 
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26 SUCCESSFUL NETWORK TV CAMPAIGNS 

WITH HIGH IMPACT COMMERCIALS* 

,'urrent campaigns 
4LPHA BITS -Post Division, General Foods Benton & Bowles 

CARNATION INSTANT MILK -Carnation Co. Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan 

CHEER -Procter & Gamble Young & Rubicam 

COMET- Procter & Gamble Compton Advertising 

DIAL SOAP- Armour & Co. Foote, Cone & Belding 

DOVE -Pepsodent Division, Lever Brothers Ogilvy, Benson & Mather 

DRISTAN -Whitehall Labs Division, American Home Products . Tatham -Laird 

INSTANT MAXWELL HOUSE -General Foods Benton & Bowles 

KAISER FOIL- Kaiser Aluminum Young & Rubicam 

KRAFT CHEESE -Kraft Foods Co J Walter Thompson 

PETER PAN PEANUT BUTTER -Derby Foods, Inc. McCann -Erickson 

PLEDGE -S. C. Johnson & Son Benton & Bowles 

PRIDE -S. C. Johnson & Son Needham, Louis & Brorby 

SCOTKINS -Scott Paper Co. J. Walter Thompson 
STRIPE -Pepsodent Division, Lever Brothers J. Walter Thompson 
DING-Post Division, General Foods Young & Rubicam 
FIDE- Procter & Gamble Benton & Bowles 

1956.1958 campaigns 
AJAX CLEANSER, 1956 
BAN, 1957 

BAND -AIDS, 1957 
Campaigns' sales effectiveness based on 
Gallup & Robinson TV Impact Studies. 

BUFFERIN, 1957 LUX LIQUID, 1956 

GLEEM, 1957 PEPSODENT, 1957 
LIPTON TEA, 1958 REVLON, 1957 

the Gallup & Robinson Television Sales Index; commercials' effectiveness based on 

Basic criteria 

52 

Ingredients of a J 

Top - Selling 

Television Commerciall 
suggested by Gallup and Robinson's analysis of top -selling network TV campaign 
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HERE are probably almost as many theories on the most I effective way to execute television commercials as there 
re TV advertisers. For a decade copywriters, art directors 
nd advertising executives have espoused basic principles 

cr speeches, trade magazine articles and a variety of text 
ooks. 
Yet, due to the medium's growing complexity, many TV 

dvertisers still are plagued by a lack of objective and work- 
ale standards for getting the most out of that golden min - 
te. Hampering the development of statistically -sound 
inch marks are variables such as program lengths, pro - 
am formats, frequency of exposure and the amount of 
oney invested in a TV campaign. 
To help advertisers achieve greater commercial effective - 

ISS, TELEVISION MAGAZINE has prepared the following 
alysis of elements commonly found in commercials of a 
nute or longer employed in top selling campaigns. 
What makes this report's conclusions particularly signifi- 
nt is that they are based on analysis of television cam - 
ngns rated as top sellers according to Gallup & Robinson's 

levision Sales Index (see list at left). The Index is a 
tasurement of the relative sales efficiency of TV cam - 
igns, that is, the sales -per -dollar invested per campaign 

se "Gallup & Robinson's Ground Rules for TV Success," 
.LEVISION MAGAZINE, December, 1959). 

mpared over 8,500 commercials in nine years 
qr Gallup & Robinson has compared the ingredients of corn- 

trcials used in these top selling TV campaigns with the 
br cms of commercial performance observed in its im- 
h Et studies of more than 8,500 commercials over the past 
r ¡Le years. The research firm's impact studies measure the 

a tern of recall 24 hours after the commercial appears on 
dl iven program. 

five end result is a set 6f criteria based on actual sales 
cformance of commercials, not speculation. For analysis 
the individual commercials in these top selling campaigns 

kr hws that most of the commercials contain elements that 
Lie rated high in Gallup & Robinson impact measure - 
trits. 

;allup & Robinson makes it clear, of course, that estab- 
rsment of such criteria is no guarantee of sales success. 

r does the research firm claim that the findings reported 
ice are more than the broadest of basic principles. But 
lire is little doubt that any data in this area will help 
oer the advertiser searching for guide lines or the most 
,histicated advertiser eager to confirm his hard -bought ex- 

u ience. 
;allup R Robinson's analysis of top selling TV campaigns 

hws that evaluation of a commercial's effectiveness boils 
'rim to answering six basic questions satisfactorily: 

i) Does the lead -in provide an important reason for the 
, hoer to attend? 

!) Does the execution establish viewer focus on the key 
'icepts? 

3) Does. the commercial demonstrate a competitive brand 
(vantage? 
1) Has the commercial time been allocated in relation 
the complexity of each concept? 

1 

5) Does the commercial translate the key concept in terms 
of the viewer's benefit? 

6) How much of the commercial's story is communicated 
from the video only? 

As in all advertising, the top problem k to get and hold 
the viewer's attention. It's those first, crus i al 20 seconds of 
a commercial, says GRR, that decides its ,urcess. Those 
seconds will determine, as every struggling copywriter 
knows, whether the commercial will maintain the attention 
that has been provided by the program. or whether the 
audience will leave mentally and even physically as soon as 
the commercial appears. 

The research firm finds that TV campaigns that are poor 
sellers tend to use what it calls the "tease and sell" ap- 
proach. "Advertisers that use this approach," says Gallup IZ 

Robinson, "assume that no one is interested in their product, 
therefore they use attention -getters, irrelevant lead -ins. or 
trick devices to maintain the attention of the viewer." Com- 
parison of the top and low selling TV campaigns shows that 
such ineffective lead -in treatments are costly. For instance. 
the "tease and sell" approach, such as animation without 
conveying a sales idea in the first 20 seconds. suffers an im- 
pact penalty of at least I8 °;, below the average performance 
of commercials. 

What, then, are the best lead -in techniques? :1cr it-ding 
to the research firm, there are three: star demonstration; 
the news approach; the viewer- problem approach. While it 

may seem that these techniques obviously are the best. sa" 
I;&R, many advertisers misuse them. 

Take the most effective approach, the star -demonstration. 
Analysis of top -rated TV campaigns and their commercials 
indicates that star oI' the show approach provides 32"';, 
higher impact than the average commercial. Despite this 
added premium, however, some advertisers fall into a num- 
ber of dangerous pitfall.. For example. it is not enough just 
to have the star quitLI% identified in the Icad -in of the 
commercial. 

High impact through star's demonstration 
Since a good portion of star of the show commercials take 

on the characteristics of integration, it is mandatory that the 
star participate in demonstrations to obtain high impact on 
viewers. The advertiser runs the risk of low impact when 
the star merely stands before the camera and talks about 
the product. It is almost as much of a risk as hat ink ,t star 
who is not compatible tyith the product. 

Equally ineffective. according to Gallup tC Robinson. is 

the use of a star in a voice -over commercial. ercial. \ot long ago 
the research firm analyzed the impact of star of the shops 

commercials for an automobile advertiser. Impact AN a, duite 
high tchen the star participated in the demonstration (II the 
car in question. In voice -over. the commercial impact was 
relatively low. Vet each commercial had the sanie message. 

Worth the study of all advertisers interested in the star 
demonstration is the technique employed on the Danny 
Thomas programs. Analysis of top selling campaigns finds 
that one commercial in particular. fin' : ,ipha Bits (through 
Renton R Bowles), epitomizes proper use of the star tech- 
nique. 
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RETIREMENT: 

THE SAGA 

OF 

WALTER DAMM 

54 

Until recently retirement was a 

of voluntarily walking away from t 

ition to the leisure life, and, t 
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[N the stillness of the Florida evening, near one of those 
innumerable little water inlets that wind through the 

i'ort Royal Development of Naples, a bronzed man in his 
ate sixties walks out into the warm twilight. Dressed in 
lacks or shorts and sportshirt, highball in hand, he makes 
is way down the manicured lawn to a small dock and 
:arches the sun sink in the West. And if the tide suits him, 
iaybe he will pick up a pole and make a few casts. 
This placid scene is not one grasped easily by those who 

now its protagonist. He is Walter Jay Damm, broadcast - 
ig's fiery gadfly extraordinaire, until eighteen months ago, 
vice president of the Journal Company, and general man - 
ter of the Company's stations, wTMJ- AM-FM -TV in Mil - 
aukee. Damm is now retired. 
Executive retirement is a concept somewhat alien to 
oadcasting. Radio and television is one of the country's 
ntngest industries. Consequently, up until the past few 
.ars, only a handful of broadcasters approached the retire - 
.ent age. And for those that did, only a few had much time 

think about it because of the fast pace and tremendous 
-owth that this industry has undergone in recent years. 
As of today, however, there are many in broadcast ranks 
io face retirement and are very much concerned about it; 
tproblem not unlike those facing executives in other in- 
istries. Therefore, the retirement of Walter Damm is 

rrtinent and of particular interest today. 
For the more than forty -three years he worked at the 
jurnal Co., Damm immersed himself so completely in his 
irk that even his best friends can't believe he has managed 

i become, in his own words, "a new man." 

:joys being an s.o.b.? 

Damm works hard at retirement. He says he has to. He 
s a reputation to live down. Given to bursts of fearsome 
orgy, abrupt, and vocally intolerant ofanyonewhochooses 
disagree with Walter J. Damm, he carries with him to 

is day the image of having been, as he puts it, "the sonova- 
tch of the industry." As he says it, one can't help feeling 
at it's a cross he doesn't mind bearing. 
And this is why it's hard for many of his old colleagues to 

p.ture Damm at complete peace with himself, and possibly 
Tore important, with the world. In his own way, Walter 

. Itmm is at peace. As he puts it, "Retirement is fun, let no 

one tell you different." And in spite of the complete involve- 
ment in a rather frenetic business, Walter Damm actually 
looked forward to the day of retirement. 

True, most executives facing retirement in this business 
may not have the tremendous financial cushion that Walter 
Damm was able to set up over a period of years through 
stock options and an unusual pension plan. But the story 
of his transition to the leisure life heavily underscores the 
fact that retirement is not only a matter of finances, but one 
of resourcefulness. 

According to William H. Whyte Jr., the author of The 
Organization Mat and a keen observer of business mores, 
executives as a breed are positively frightened by retirement. 
They can't understand what it is. "Here," he says, "would 
seem to be the fulfillment of all he [an executive] has worked 
for. Why, then, does he view it with such dismay ?" 

The reasons Whyte gives may not be applicable to Damm, 
but they could have meaning to Damm's fellow broad- 
casters. 

More fun to work these days 

Whyte cites the executive's "increased satisfying work 
life" and his "proportionately souring home life," blaming 
not so much the individual as the firm that employs him. 
It provides, maintains Whyte, the executive with a higher 
standard of living than he enjoys at home. "From nine to 
five he may be a minor satrap, guiding the destiny of thou- 
sands, waited on by secretaries and subordinates; back in 
his servantless home, he washes the dishes." His satrapy 
even goes further. "The corporation," Whyte insists, "vir- 
tually rigs it so that he can have more fun away from home." 
There's the lavish expense account, the constant travelling 
to conventions, the club membership, the cocktail party, etc. 

Then of course. there are many executives who feel they 
can make this adjustment to the "simple life." To many 
their concern is the fear of boredom ... "what will I do 
with myself ?" 

As one long -time network executive put it: "The question 
is not one of whether I can retire but whether I will. No, 
I will not. I can't stand the thought of being out of the rat - 
race. Leisure terrifies me. I like my life here, I like the 
people I do business with. When I leave the office, I meet 
my pals for a drink, and I go to the theatre or to someone's 

To page Q4 

somewhat alien to broadcasting. Now many are haunted by the spectre 

,work, with its frenzy and fun. Here's how one broadcaster made the trans - 
ement of most of his friends, found peace with himself and the world. 
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BY IIERRERT ZELTIVF:R 

PRACIICAt.t.Y 110 01e will deny that the spot. television 
medium is a powerfully effective means of disseminating 

advertising messages today. It can be used in an almost in- 
finite Variety of ivays to perform many vital tasks in market- 
ing and media strategy. Its effectiveness -when utilized 
Jtltti)('ih It been demonstrated many tinges by the Out- 
ski nclillg sales ,access of a variety of products Tvhich have 
relied on this media IfHin almost exclusively. 

Rut there are many dangerous pitfalls -many places where 
I he media plan can be severely hampered and its effective- 
ness even destroyed clue to misapplication or misunder- 
standing of the medium's peculiarities and complexities. 

Misunderstanding not connected with inexperience 

This is not the misunderstanding of people new to the 
medium or of inexperienced people who should not be en- 
trusted with the complicated and somewhat technical job 
of spending the large amounts of money necessarily in- 
'tticed. 

l'he,e problems can only be overcome through proper 
stalling of buying groups and continual improvement of 
techniques through training and proper experience. More 
important, and much more difficult to overcome, are the 
very real and considerable problems that exist even with the 
most practiced professionals in the business. 

These problems make spot television a great deal more 
difficult and riskier to work with than almost any other 
media forni in general use in our country today. 

We can classify these problems into five broad areas- 
problems of planning, budgeting, measuring, monitoring 
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Problems in 

and selling. Naturally, these 
elusive but tend to overlap. 
each one separately and then 
be considered to correct the 
ficulties encountered. 

five areas are not mutualh ex- 

But let's attempt to describe 
to suggest some steps that may 

problems or minimize the dii- 

PROBLEMS OF PLANNING 

There are several different techniques in general ust 

among advertisers and agencies today -all of them wide') 

accepted -which aid in determining the scope and paten 
of television spot buying for any given media plan. One o 

these devices calls for the setting of dollar levels for giver 

IJlarkets based upon some relation to sales indices or oche 

nl.o keting measures and then turning buyers loose to ge 

the "most" in any market the money will permit. Anothe 
method of planning establishes reach and frequency goal 

which are then translated into estimates of the number an, 

type of spots to be bought to achieve these goals. Still ar 

other calls for the setting of gross rating point objective, 
which are once again translated into an estimated number r 

spots required. And, of course, there is the simplest form c 

all which merely calls for the buying of a set amount 
spots, by type, in each market. 

These are by no means all of the devices in use tode 

We could continue with the special circumstance whir 

calls for offering an established sum of money to a give 

station in return for a maximum amount of unsold lot 

tions- usually on a pre -emptable basis, at rates material 
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Television Magazine 

MEDIA STRATEGY SERIES 
.o io 

Herbert Zehner, v.p. and media director of Lennen & Newell, analyzes five broad 

areas that pose a variety of problems for buyers and sellers of spot TV 
Manning, budgeting, measuring, monitoring and selling, the medium to top management. 

Manning and Buying Spot TV 

slow published charges. %Which of these techniques is right 
yid which wrong? Or, more properly, which may be more 
ciht than others? Of course, there's something to be said 
úc each of the techniques in general use today or, as a prac- 

ial matter, it wouldn't continue as a working tool in media 
.lying. But it should be quite obvious that there are pos- 
' ile dangers in indiscriminate use of each. 

For instance, the procedure which starts with a sum of 
nney for each market, with no regard for the number of 
opts which can be bought, completely ignores the tremen- 
.lus variations which occur in spot prices and costs -per- 
ibusand market -by- market. $10,000 per week can buy a 
articular nighttime -20 and day- minute schedule in Chi- 

but the same money and type of spots would normally 
'River a markedly different advertising effort in Los Ange- 
c. If spots generally receive a lower rating and higher cost- 

al tr- thousand in Los Angeles than they do in Chicago, and 
e. b. dollar level allocation used in planning is based on other 

ateria, the Los Angeles market can suffer a considerable 
s brt- changing in advertising weight. Obviously, the reverse 

also true. When a dollar level is established from a divi- 
il in of the advertising budget without regard to spot costs 
I various markets, and a given market is particularly un- 
' arpriced, that market can receive a level of advertising 
r 'msiderably beyond what is called for by the budget and 

ssibly even beyond what is practical in the light of busi- 
ss volume in that market. 
The advantages of this technique include simplicity of 
inning, maximum freedom for the buyer in negotiation, 
d a continuing, effective control over individual market 
penditures related to marketing needs. 

'rhe use of pre -set reach and frequency goals to determine 
spot weight in each market appears to be a great deal more 
sophisticated in comparison to this first method. It recog- 
nizes that variations in spot values and costs by market exist. 
tehich the first method ignores. It also reflects an awareness 
of the several dimensions of the television audience. But. 
here, too, there are very real clangers involved. 'Fite princi- 
pal one stems from the instability of audience for any given 
spot location, the time lag involved in securing local market 
ratings of these locations and the expense and lack of prac- 
ticality in having special tabulations produced for each cam- 
paign. 

Intuition and judgment play vital role 

If plans are approved based on achieving certain estab- 
lished reach and frequency goals, the buyer must use local 
rating reports which are at least six to eight weeks behind 
the period in which his spots are to begin. Because of this. 
he must use a great deal of intuition and judgment -to- 
gether with careful verification of program logs -to sec that 
the spots he is buying reflect approximately the audience he 
wants. This problem is severely compounded by program 
changes, seasonal viewing variations and the many other 
factors at work which cause changes in viewing patterns. 

Ultimately, this technique is based entirely upon esti- 
mate. The estimate can certainly be a fairly accurate one 
when based on experience with a large number of spot cam- 
paigns for which reach and frequency figures have been 
established, but the plan must still rest upon little more 
than informed judgment until an actual tabulation can be 
made. To page 87 
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On the balcony of Johnso 
administration buildi 

is its advertising and merchandisi 
director, Douglas Smith. Design: 

by Frank Lloyd Wright in 1937, the buildin 
typifies the vision of the compon 

SMITH OF S. C. JOHNSON, 

THE ART OF DIVERSIFICATION 
BY LEON MORSE 

many of the nation's package goods manufacturers 
who have diversified intelligently, the 1950s have been 

years of growing prosperity. While the fruits of diversifica- 
tion have, in many cases, been tasty, their cultivation has 
been a process replete with difficulties and uncertainties. 

Such is the case of S. C. Johnson & Sons of Racine, Wis., 
the world's leading manufacturer of wax products. During 
the past decade it has moved into two new fields, insecticides 
and air fresheners, in addition to auto polishing products. 
It now sells 34 products to consumers. 

The problem of advertising orchestration 

The past ten years have seen Johnson roll on from one 
success to another. At the same time however, it has had 
to face up to numerous new advertising problems, problems 
that never existed previously and that are tied to its growing 
diversification. Johnson has had to allocate advertising 
weight correctly among all its products. Its advertising must 
now be orchestrated correctly among media and within 
media. Place the wrong weight on the wrong product and 
you may have two failures, not one. 

The Johnson company began its diversification in 1954. 
In 1955 Douglas LaRue Smith joined as advertising man- 
ager. The following year he became its advertising and 
merchandising director. Smith came to Johnson from 
Batten, Barton, Durstine, Osborn. Previously he had been 
a product manager at Swift & Company. 

At Johnson, Smith has had the benefit of working for a 
management fully aware of the value of strong advertising 
support to back up its comprehensive marketing moves. 
The company's adroit use of advertising goes back to 1890, 
four years after it started business. Johnson's sponsorship of 
Fibber McGee and Molly on radio for nearly 20 years made 
its name a household word. 
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Smith administers an advertising budget of alit) 

$15,000,000 which includes promotion and consumer ed 

cation. Seventy to eighty per cent of Johnson's funds a 

spent for TV time and programming. It is he who dea 

with its agencies: Needham, Louis & Brorby; Foote, Cone 
Belding and Benton & Bowles. 

While the family -owned company does not report 
sales, they have been estimated at between $65 and S 

million domestically. In 1959 sales rose 21 per cent of 

the preceding year and are expected to make equal gai 

in 1960. Products introduced in the last six years accon 
for 56 percent of its sales in 1959. 

One of the major benefits of Johnson's diversificati 
has been to make TV a more efficient media vehicle. T 

Johnson Company sells both outdoor and indoor produw 

In contrast to many other companies it can and does use 

the year round for maximum effect. Summer is extrem 
important to it as a selling season, especially for its inse( 

cides and auto cleaning compounds. It must move th 

products then or never at all. 

Expansion in all directions 

Along with the Johnson extension horizontally, has be 

an extension vertically. The company stresses a full line 

products. It has pushed ahead with new products in 

fields too -making the basic structure on which its busin 
rests even more firm. Among the products contributing 
this solidity are Stride, J Wax, Instant J Wax, Klear, H. 

Gloss Glo -Coat, etc. 
It has waxes and polishes for virtually every room, 

every kind of floor and surface, for practically all furnitt 
In its line of auto cleaners are a white sidewall cleaner 
tires and an upholstery cleaner. In its Raid line of inse 

cides are products that kill ants and roaches, moths 
To pa 
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THE TV 
DRAMA SEASON 

THE critics' perennial disenchantment with television 
programming works somewhat like Gresham's Law: 

pessimism over the quality of an entire season tends to bury. 
and drive from the public mind, individually memorable 
moments. 

Television's contributions to drama are no exception. 
The critics, often with much justification, have expressed 
dissatisfaction with the current season. Obscured is the 
praise they've accorded many individual productions. 

Even the critics themselves have pointed out that tele- 
vision may be in a healthier position as a cultural medium 
than most suspect. "We can't seem to produce new plays [on 
television }, new ideas, fresh personalities," says New York 
Herald -Tribune's John Crosby. "But then I look around me 
in other fields and it occurs to me that this phenomenon is 
not isolated to television. 

"This has been one of the worst seasons Broadway has 
had in many a moon. . . . The movie houses are having a 
great day reissuing old movies . . . most of the fiction on 
the best seller list is trash . . . conditions in (TV's) sister 
arts are not much better and may be conceivably worse...." 

That television is capable of outstanding dramatic pro- 
gramming is clear in the portfolio that follows. This report 
may help restore perspective in relation to general dis- 
content with the season. It is based on individual revi: sv s 

that have appeared in two of the nation's most influential 
newspapers: in the East, The Nera York Times; in the West. 
The San Francisco Chronicle. Although the reviewers 
quoted may have panned the season in general, they praised 
these efforts in particular. 

Several of the season's dramatic shows were one -shot "spe- 
cials"; most, however, came from regular series: DuPont 
.Show of the Month; Playhouse 90 (sponsored by R. J. Reyn- 
olds, All -State Insurance, American Gas Association): hall- 
mark Hall of Fame; United States Steel Hour; Westing - 
house- Desilu Playhouse; Ford Special; and Surtrbtv Show awe 

(sponsored by. among others, RCA, Bred:. DuPont. Rexall). 
The selections in this portfolio are arbitrary and comprise 

a representative sample. Although there were many highly - 

acclaimed half -hour dramatic shows, this report is confined. 
with few exceptions, to network drama programs of an hour 
or longer. produced since September 1959. 

This report does not mean that we sanction the current 
state of drama on television. Nor does it mean that we think 
television has achieved its potential as a vehicle for drama. 
What concerns us is that individual efforts should not be 
overshadowed by critical judgment based on television's 
total output. 

At left "The Moon and Sixpence" NBC. For review see page 65. 
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ADAPTATIONS: CLASSICS AND CONTEMPORARY 

Probably in no season before has television drama pre - 
sented such an impressive selection of the world's outstand- 
ing writers. Leaving hardly a sleeping source lie, adapters 
(lipped into a wealth of classics, contemporary fiction and 
Inlays, movies, and even a fairy tale, converting "Cinderella" 
into a western called "Cindy's Fella." Its been a season 
ranging from Shakespeare to Schulberg, Dickens to Heming- 
way, Cervantes to Faulkner. And almost invariably, the re- 
sults showed that when it comes to presenting a good play, 
!here's no jewel like an old jewel. 

Charles Dickens did not write "Oliver Twist" as a bed- 
time story. His exposé of the social evils of his time was 
ichieved with a rare intensity of violence and terror. It is 
not a pretty portrayal, but it is "Oliver Twist." The televi- 
,ion adaptation on CBS' DuPont Show of the Month could 
asily have been watered down. It was not, which is one 
eason why the play was among the season's best. Said the 
Vew York Times critic John P. Shanley: 

"The infamy and horror recorded in the pages of `Oliver 
/'wilt' were captured dramatically.... With a gifted cast 
if players (including Eric Portman and Robert Morley) and 
uperior technical effects, the tale of the early 19111 century 
.oungster, beset by villainy and cruelty, generated constant 
xcitement on the television screen. 

"It contained scenes of disturbing violence -the wanton 
'tack on Nancy Sykes by her enraged husband, Bill, was 
repicted in a chillingly realistic encounter. But this episode 
nd other parts of the adaptation were faithful representa- 
ions of the original work. 
"The terror was authentic Dickens and the essence of his 

tory was translated to the Tf' screen with integrity and 
'ramatic power." 

Our Town' can be risky undertaking 
Our Town," Thornton W'ilder's 1938 Pulitzer Prize 

inner and one of the live theatre's most frequently pro- 
Awed contemporary plays, first showed up on television as 

)1 
, musical in 1955. This season's non -musical production 

both were on NBC) starred the irrepressible Art Carney as 
2,1 he stage manager who narrates the daily goings -on in a 

mall New Hampshire town. A play filled with the heart- 
(, freak of life, love and death, "Our Town," if not properly 
r Candled, runs the risk of turning out an expensive soap 

I (pera. Far from the case was this TV production. Calling 
he direction "impeccable for its discernment" and praising 

i he acting, the Times' Jack Gould said of the adaptation: 
1. "A faithful and lovely revival . . . rekindled to a 

roignanl glow the work's deep understanding of the little 
realized beauties of everyday existence. 

"Mr. Wilder's play is singularly well -suited to the (elevi- 
(( ion medium, and all concerned on this occasion had the 
á wisdom to intrude as little as possible. The drama's mini- 
; num use of props and scenery, which so successfully enlists 

he imagination of the audience, made a most striking pic- 
'orial composition, which in itself enormously implemented 
'he portrait of Grover's Corners, N.H." 

When Ibsen wrote "A Doll's House" the question of 
women's rights was a hot potato. Since then a lot of emanci- 
pation has flowed under the bridge; nevertheless, if the sub- 
stance is there, even an anachronistic issue makes good view- 

ing. "Perming Hallmark Hall of Fame's production "a side() 
gem." the .San Francisco Chronicle's Terrence O'Flaherty 
explained:: "Ibsen's'A Doll's House' is a good dramatic yarn 
without any loose ends or blind alleys. If's n treat and spare 
job of playwriting of a type seldom seen in this generation. 

"It might have been difficult for mane viewers in today's 
installment- buying society to fully unletslanl the drama's 
ability to shock the theatre -going public uJ the Iasi century. 
Even so, the essential interest of the story -was enough to 
make it is worthwhile evening in the 1959 television theatre. 
. . . ,Ily hat is off, once again, to 'Hallmark' Jur bringing 
an adult drama to a medium which is more often geared to 
the teen level 

Henry James' "The Turn of the Screw." one or the grand- 
daddies of ghost stories, marked the television debut of 
Ingrid Bergman in the meaty role of the gm el ti s,..' good 
play. it was made even better by Miss Bergman. who gave. 
said the Times' Jack Gould. "a performance of shattering 
and chilling power" in the NB(: Ford Startime production. 
Elaborating, Gould said: 

"In :Hiss Bergman's battle to save the souls of two pre- 
cocious youngsters, whom she sees as possessed by the evil 
.spirits of (a dead butler and their former governess), there 
was a superb capture of the darkness of the unratnral. Itr 

f 

t 

"Oliver Twist" CBS (top left) 

"The Turn of the Screw" NBC (top 
right) 
"Our Town" NBC (left) 
"A Doll's House" NBC (above 
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her fluidly mobile face there was projected the mounting 
horror of fears and apprehensions better left unspoken. Yet 
there was also the warmth and sincerity of one who wanted 
to bolster the youngsters with love and understanding... . 

As a fantasy of revenge and love on an enchanted desert 
island, Shakespeare's "The Tempest" requires appropriately 
fantastic execution. Because of the tremendous production 
problems, it is rarely done in the live theatre. Significantly, 
however, this season "The Tempest" was brought to the tele- 
vision audience by NBC's Hallmark Hall of Fame. Its sets, 
designed by Rouben Ter -Arutunian, were among the most 
elaborate and imaginative ever seen on TV. It had an im- 
pressive cast, headed by Maurice Evans, Roddy \IcI)owall 
and Richard Burton, and McDowall's make -up for the role 
if Ariel, the sprite, was a work of art that took four hours to 
:omplete. The final production was far from perfect. But as 
t noble venture, "The Tempest" ranks among the season's 
post notable dramatic achievements. 

Pointing out the inherent problems, the Times' Jack 
;ould said: 

"Respect and compassion are the just due of venturous 
outs willing to brave 'The Tempest,' most especially on 
elevision. Under the best of circumstances there is enough 
riot to fill the stage of the Radio City Music Hall; on the 
'1 -inch home screen the Shakespearian comedy poses a se- 
'ere traffic problem .. . 

ill( Tempest's" faults offset by effort 
Gould sass other weaknesses: he felt the concentration on 

ti xits and entrances -a result of unavoidable editing. turned 
'I The Tempest" into "something of an Elizahethian 'Hellza- 
a i oppin.' " He thought that the intimacy of the TV medium 

ampered the actors somewhat, and complained that the 
laborate setting "unfortunately at times ... overshadowed 
to fragility of the narrative." But with all this, Gould 
nded: 

"Since it is not every sponsor who will (lo 'The Tempest,' 
ie Hallmark Hall of Fame once again has contributed sig- 
i ficantly to the literature of TV ..." 
There are writers easier to read than William Faulkner. 

lis love of the long sentence undoubtedly leaves a lot of less 
atient people somewhere in chapter one. But Faulkner has 
tech of importance to say. This season Playhouse 90 pre - 
rnted his story, "Tomorrow," adapted by Horton Foote. 
... Mr. Foote," said the Times' John P. Shanley, "lias done 
commendable service in bringing a Faulkner work to 
V ..." Shanley continued: 
"There are few moments of action in 'Tomorrow.' It is 
straightforward story of a hopeless romance between an 

wkward millhand and a rustic woman abandoned by a bus- 
And whose child she is about to bear. These two desolate 
'eople seem surprised to find warmth and love in a world 
hat seemed bleak and hostile to them. Their romance is 
brief one. After the woman dies the man does his best to 

!eep a pledge to look after her son. The dialogue of the 
ry script was the plain talk of untutored, uncomplicated 
rersons. But as spoken by Kim Stanley and Richard Boone, 
t was warm, genuine and poignant ..." 

Ill- starred love provided the theme for another TV drama. 
Edith \Vharton's "Ethan Frome." Of this, a story of an illicit 

t 

romance in a bleak New England setting, the Times' Shan- 
ley wrote: 

"A major work by a gifted novelist received appropriately 
sensitive treatment on television... Intelligently adapted, 
produced and directed and splendidly acted by Julie Har- 
ris, Sterling Hayden and Clarice Blackburn), the DuPont 
'.Show of the Month' presentation was an outstanding con - 
tuibulion to the TV screen ..." 

Can television beat the Devil? Of Stephen Vincent Benét's 
fable, "The Devil and Daniel Webster," the Times' Shanley 
said: 

"(II) deals with a forbidding subject -a man who sells his 
soul to Satan. But there is appealing ironic /rumor in the 
story, too . . . In adapting the story, (for , \'BC's Rexall 
Special), Phi! Reisman, Jr., astutely retained much of the 
majestic language of Mr. Benri . . . The production wa.s 

distinguished by the acting of David Wayne, as a silky Satan 
in a stovepipe lust. Edward G. Robinson, as iI'eb.sler, had 
some forceful moments, particularly in his closing address 
about freedom and its symbols ..." 

The verdict. according to Shanlev: "The ))avid Susskiid 
production, directed liv Torn Donovan, gave the Devil his 
due and the audience air unusually fine show." 

ABC's only contribution a winner 
Since September.. l3(: has presented just one play-"The 

Citadel" (an adaptation of "Ninrtchka" is due later this 
month). But -on the basis of quality's supremacy over quan- 
tity -the network has had a successful dramatic season. As 
the Titres' Shanley described the production: 
.. ... A. J. (:ronin'.s incisive diagnosis of the medical pro- 
fession, its glory and its shame, was transferred to the televi- 
sion screen wit' h forceful effect . . . In the dominant role 
of Andrew Manson, James Donald contributed (a) cla.s.sir 

performance to television ... 
"On the less favorable ,side there were, particularly in 

the closing scenes, some melodramatic moments that retire 
suggestive of other far less worth'V lilr'rnry achievements .. . 

But the rest of this script by 1)aL JI'assermau was, unndel 
Paul Bogart's direction, rousing theatre. with one vital and 
exciting scene following another in a .style to ¡chid) tele- 
vision rarely is accustomed ..." 

Somerset Maughant's "The Moon and Sixpence has run 
the gamut from novel to stage play to movie and, this season. 
a television adaptation. The T \' s el siini Ion NB(:) sei %es 

as a splendid example Of how the indusir\'s superior talents 
can make an outstanding drama of material that is by now 
very familiar to much of the viewing public. 

Describing S. Lee Pogostin's adaptation. the Times' Jack 
Gould said: 

\'ot only did he preserve the ,Vaughan theme but in- 
deed he also improved upon it ... In David Susskind's frro- 

duction there was a depth and a search for meaning that 
surpassed the earlier (stage and screen) versions ..." 

The adaptation starred Sir Lawrence Olivier in the role of 
Charles Strickland (whose life parallels that of the painter 
Gauguin). Said Gould: 

"His portrayal was a work of towering accomplishment. 
a searching study of a genius that combined callousness. 
brutality and, finally, an inspirational beauty that zoos en -. 
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tirely overwhelming ... The direction by Robert Mulligan 
had a superb sense of unity that always kept each phase of 

g Strickland's life in perspective . . . While Sir Lawrence's 
gifted diversity of playing was the underlying strength of the 
drama, the TV version did not succumb to the temptation of 
being merely a vehicle for a star. As does not happen often 
enough in American theatre, each subsidiary part was cast 
with such insight that a viewer had identification with the 
people who were hurt by Strickland in his anguishing search 
for self -expression .. . 

"`The Moon and Sixpence' proved many points: that TV 
can achieve glorious heights if its creative people are af- 
forded free rein. Surely, some day, it will be repeated." 

IF this season is any indication. the comedy play shows 
signs of becoming about as prevalent as the dodo bird. Sig- 

, rtificantly, though, two of the dramatic season's better pro - 
luctions- "Misalliance" and "My Three Angels. " -were 
tmong the mere handful of comedies aired since September. 

;how makes O'Flaherty lough 

"I hadn't laughed out loud so often over a television 
;how all year," said Terrence O'Flaherty of the San Fran - 
:isco Chronicle. He explained: 

"A superior cast (including Siobhan McKenna and Rob - 
frt Morley) turned George Bernard Shaw's 'Misalliance' 
'nto a holiday of wit and intelligence. A sparkling 90 min - 
Iles, demonstrating that even a great playwright can profit 
'sy editing. They ended up with a classical comedy of a kind 
'hat is not being written these days, alas, or performed. It 

5 -equired that the viewer bring something to the play other 
'han a full stomach and a comfortable chair ..." 

Like the Shaw comedy, "My Three Angels" came to T \' 
zia the live theatre. Said the Times' Shanley: 

"If only the contributions of Walter Slezak to (NBC's 
Ford Startime') telecast of '31r Three Angels' were con.sid- 
red, the program would have been a joy. But there were 
ether factors that helped make (it) a comedy delight. The 
TV script, by Bella and Sam .Speuaick, who also wrote the 
successful version of the original French play by Albert 
tiusson, was a work of genuine quality. 

A stroll down memory lane was one CBS contribution 
to the season's dramatic entertainment. Wrote the Times' 
Shanley after viewing the TV adaptation of "Mrs. Miniver" 
with Maureen O'Hara in the title role: 

"Although more than 20 years have passed since the 
brooding clouds of World War II began to gather over 
Britain, the drama (based on Jan Struthers' novel) about 
an English family's reaction to the conflict, continues to 
offer moments of tenderness, poignancy and inspiration .. . 

an effective achievement that captured the major dramatic 
values of the novel ..." 

The fine art of swashbuckling- threatened with extinc- 
tion by the passing of Erroll Flynn -got a new lease on life 
thanks to the DuPont Show of the Month adaptation of 
Robert Louis Stevenson's "Treasure Island." The Times' 
Shanley said: 

"Treasure Island" CBS (left) 
"What Makes Sammy Run)" NBC 
(below left) 
"Mrs. Miniver" CBS ( below right) 
"Arrowsn,ith" (:BS (bottom left) 
"My Three Angels" NBC (button 
right) 

"One of the best telecasts of the season . . . Long John 
Silver and his band of seagoing cutthroats came to life in a 

brilliant production ... Ideal casting was one of the factors 
that contributed to the success of the program. Hugh Grif- 
fith as Long John ... and Richard O'Sullivan as Jim Haw- 
kins ... were outstanding. But there were others there. too, 
vividly recreating the deeds of good and evil conceived in 
Stevenson's soaring imagination . . . 

"Daniel Petrie directed . . with enough emphasis on 

fright and terror to snake it shilling without being danger- 
ously disturbing for young viewer'', ... The .sfierial effects 

in this show were splendidly achieved. 
"Treasure Island [was] a superb television excursion into 

the world of imagery." 
In "Destiny's Tot" NBC dramatized an actual rase de- 

scribed by the late psychoanalyst Robert Lindner in his 

book. The Fifty- illinute Hour. The public's fascination 
with psychoanalysis notwithstanding, the presentation of 

this -a story of an anti -Semitic would -be [uehrer -was espe- 

cially timely in the light of the recent neo -Nazi incidents. 
According to the Times' Shanley: 

"The dramatized documentary essentially tern a H.( WI- 
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struclion of the visits to a Jewish psychoanalyst by a militant 
merchant of hale who was interned during World ¡Far II. 
As such. it was a most illuminating case study of the envi- 
ronmental. %exual and other factors that, in one instance at 

least, contributed to the evolution of an individual who 

found in fascism the personality compensations that he 

lacked ..." 
After Sammy Glick -all- American rat, genus: Hollywood 

-recently knifed his way across the television screen, Ter- 
rence O'Flaherty of the San Francisco Chronicle, comment- 
ing on life in the movie capital, said: 

"I would like to think that there were no 'Sammys' in the 

movie business, but after serving a two -year sentence at hard 
labor at MGM some years ago, I can assure you that they do 

exist ... 
"The story of the rise of Sammy Glick to the heights of 

Hollywood is the story of one of the greatest heels of our 
time. Budd Schulberg captured him very neatly in a novel, 
'What ,hakes Sammy Run ?' In the first half of a (two -part) 
video adaptation, NBC's `Single Showcase' demonstrated 
that a good yarn will almost play itself. The production had 
style and the script (adapted by Budd and Stuart Schulberg) 
rrinirrrd much of the sting of the original novel" . . . 

Arrowsmith's durability proven 
Like other literature well -known to the viewing public, 

Arrowsmith" proved its durability. The credit, once again: 
to David Susskind. Said the Times' John P. Shanley about 
the DuPont Show of the Month: 

"Sinclair Lewis' novel about an idealistic young physi- 
cian was transferred to the television screen with rewarding 
results ... This was a production distinguished by a series 
of splendid portrayals. Farley Granger was an admirable 
choice for the title role. His interpretation of the dedicated, 
progressive Arrowsmith was splendidly conceived and ex- 
ecuted ... Under the guidance of director Alex Segal, scene 
after scene in this version of the thirty -five year old novel 
reflected a vitality that belied the age of the story ... " 

"The Tunnel" CBS (left) 
"The Secret of Freedom" NB(. 
(below) 
"Target for Three" CBS (right) 
The Wicked Scheme of Jebel 

Deeps" NBC (far right) 

ORIGINAL DRAMA ON TELEVISION 

Since September the number of adaptations has fairly 
dwarfed the amount of original drama produced, and it is 
this comparative dearth of new material that many critics 
deem the season's most damning feature. Despite the ob- 
vious merit of exposing mass audiences to the works of the 
world's great writers, no less important is the presentation 
of new ideas and fresh viewpoints. That television, when it 
chooses to, can produce good original drama is demonstrated 
by the plays in this section of the portfolio. 

Just before NBC's Sunday Showcase broadcast of "The 
Secret of Freedom," Archibald MacLeish's first TV play, 
producer Robert D. Graff predicted: "It will make lots of 
people extremely angry and lots of people will disagree 
with what it says. So much the better." Graff wasn't far 
wrong. It was an original work. Its censure of certain Ameri- 
can mores probably did more to stir up controversy than any 
play aired this season. MacLeish's drama dealt with the re- 
action of a young couple when their town rejects a referen- 
dum aimed at improving its educational system. Of the pro- 
gram, the Times' Jack Gould said: 

"In the annals of television the hour was unusual -an able 
mind with an opportunity to challenge the thinking indivi- 
dual to rise to his potential ... Archibald MacLeish wrote 
less a play than an illustrated essay. But whatever his work's 
twin, he raised his voice with power and clarity to reawaken 
America's faith in its own courage ... The Pulitzer Prize 
playwright and poet used the defeat of the education bill 
as a springboard for a larger examination of the country's 
present state of mind. Mr. MacLeish often hit his target with 
deadly aim. He decried transformation of the American 
'way of living' into a 'way of having,' the willingness to take w 

blind refuge in the notion that this country necessarily 
always is the greatest, and the national laziness that puts a 

comfortable today before preparation for tomorrow. 
"But in the words of the town's librarian ... Mr. Mac- 

i 
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Leish finds the sources of strength on which the country may 
depend. The key is in the oration of Pericles: the secret of 
freedom is courage. More colloquially, Mr. i iacLeisl said 
freedom depended on the individual citizen having the guts 
to do his duty despite the lassitude of the crowd, to move 
pnward to new horizons of freedom and, above all, to recog- 
nize that democracy's lasting resiliency lies in its capacity for 
:hange. The nub of Mr. MacLeish's faith was That Ameri- 
cans ultimately will respond to leadership and that a coun- 
'ry cannot be judged by the occasional generation that 
ntay let [it] down ..." 

Significantly, original material provided one of the few 
omedies of the season, and by far one of the funniest: The 
Wicked Scheme of Jebel Deeks." Adding immeasurably to 
:he fun: Alec Guinness (in his American television debut) 
is a meek bank employee who, disgruntled at not getting 
)romotions, throws the institution into complete chaos by 
regularly (and secretly) adding a few dollars to the accounts 
)f all the tellers. Said the Times' jack Gould, 

( "Jebel Deeks" was) a gentle and hilarious comedy per- 
fectly tailored to (Mr. Guiness's) style ... The combination 
9f (his) droll playing, [writer John D.] Hess's stroke of in- 
spiration and the subtle direction of Franklin Schaffner 
made for a wonderful hour of good fun. Admittedly, the end 
tapered off a bit in its hilarity, but before then the program 
was a heady tonic in comparison with the normal run of 
comedy on TV . . . 

The current resurgence of interest in the Civil War didn't 
escape Playhouse 90. Reviewing "The Tunnel," David 
Shaw's account of how Union troops burrowed more than 
500 feet to blow up the Confederate position at Petersburg. 
Va., the Times' Richard F. Shepard said: 

"A historical footnote was forged into a forceful historical 

"l'olpone" A'TA (left) 
"One Loud Clear Voice" NBC (left belon) 
"The Grey Nurse Said Nothing" CBS (center) 
"The Brick and the Rose" CBS (bottom) 

drama . . . Mr. Shaw's drama had tow lies teminiscenl of 
Stephen Crane. The staging wa.s a most impressive achieve- 
ment with busy and loud battle Ale/WA that were well-con- 
tained, however, within the frame of the honte screen . . . 

Another call to arms -this one eery contemporary-pro- 
vided the background for Playhouse 90's "Target for 
Three." The play, set in an unspecified Latin American 
country very obviously meant to suggest Cuba, dealt with 
a widely -supported band of rebels srho plan the assassination 
of a ruthless dictator. Gould commented: 

"With John Houseman as producer and Robert Stevens 
as (lirector, the play written by David Davidson, received 
a thoroughly polished presentation. If as a drama of con- 
spiracy, it began more vividly that it finished, it nonetheless 
sustained interest and made for an hour and 0 half of good 
viewing ... Davidson admittedly also was not unmindful of 
the supposed wants of mass media: there were some familiar 
melodramatic interludes . . . 

Murder, bound to show up somewhere in a 'IV dramatic 
season. sure enough got the treatment in an original Play- 
house 90 script. As described by the Times' Shanlec: 

"A drama based on an Australian murder trial provided 
a suspenseful telecast ... Sumter Locke l:lliot's play, 'The 
Grey Nurse Said Nothing', told by flashback narrative of a 
grisly murder that remained unsolved for 13 years. The 
eventual solution of the crime of passion involved an un- 
expected development that gave the drama a diverting cli- 
max . . . 

The machinations of politics -some of them coming up in 
life this summer-were given a preview on N BC's Sunday 
Showcase. Of it, the Times' Jack Gould said: 

"The cause of original (Irania leas admirably, served in 
Roger O. Hirson's play, 'One Loud Clear i'olt e.' Mr. Iiir- 
son's work was a provocative and bitter commentary nn the 
world of politics, particularly on how ambition can lead to a 
compromise in idealism. It carried a genuine sling without 
distorting reality ... Mr. Hirson fashioned an altogether 
sound group of characterizations -the young visionary who 
seeks pledges of voles without giving prior commilhnenl.s, 
the reluctant candidate who so desperately wants to be 
drafted, and the veteran party boss who i.e. willing to divide 
his power in exchange for continuing tenure. 

"It was a measure of Mr. Hiison'.c skill that, while (*.cit- 
ing primary sympathy for the noblest concept of public 
.service, he also persuasively outlined the case for fnaclical 
party politics .. . 

The CBS Television Workshop 

To the crusaders for original (h.ania CBS's Television 
Workshop has brought immeasurable hope. Started in No- 
vember as a seminar program for writers and directors. the 
if'ork.chop began airing its Sunday afternoon hour -long 
dramas in late January. Strictly experimental. supervised by 
veteran director Albert McCleery. the Ii'ork.shop's goal is 

the discovery and development of new talent. Some of its 
productions have been rated among the best of the season's 
entire dramatic output: others have had giant flaws. But re- 
gardless, the Workshop is one of television's most ssrnth- 
while innovations. Said Gould after the first program: 
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"I'lu (.olurrrba /furaduc.cling Xysfrrn began al noon n 

much needed effort: a series designed to give time on the air 
to Ilea' actors. direr lors and writers ... The opening vehicle, 
'The Brick and the Bose.' by Lewis John Carlini), iras in 
the mature of a 'living news /Iaprr obituary of a /noduct of 
the Ahuri. With the actors often appearing on prat Iu ally a 

bare stage in trout of large still photogaphs prole, led on a 

screen. the :cmk recounted the agony of Tommy, a young 
stet. who desperately sought beauty and Ian r amid the sor- 

didness of his surroundings. 
"Mr. Carlini) often managed to capture on paper the in- 

articulate gropings of Tommy in his pursuit of substance 
that culminated in .surrender to heroin. But it was also the 
striking pictorial composition and the ingenuity of the 
staging that contributed equally to the dark world of the 
slum. 

"Richard Bright endowed Tommy with the dimension of 
troubled dignity, and Lynn Loring mas very good as the 
decent girl who could not help him. 'The ii'orkshop' could 
not have conne along at a more opportune moment in Ti"s 
currently complicated affairs." 

The Ploy of the Week 

Discussing another dramatic innovation, the Times' 
Gould scrote: 

"In a season marked by scandals and many programming 
disappointments, there is one shining venture that, more 
than volumes of words, reaffirms the exciting potential of 
television. It is the local attraction entitled 'Play of the 
Week'." 

A creation of \TA, Play of the Week has come a long 
way from those days when it was available only to Ne' York 
viewers and lack of sponsorship threatened its demise after 
13 weeks. Its permanence has been assured since 25,000 
viewers petitioned station WXTw -ry to keep it on; Standard 
Oil of New Jersey followed suit with full sponsorship. By 
mid -March, the series had been sold to 22 stations around 
the country. 

Outstanding Record of Successes 

Play o) the Week's philosophy is: recruit the top crafts- 
men of television and the theatre, then let them do what 
they want. Starting most auspiciously with Judith Anderson 
in a stunning production of Medea, the series has since pre- 
sented the works of authors such as, to name just a few, 
Strindberg. Chekhov, Turgenev, Anouilh, Ben Jonson, Sean 
O'Casey, John Steinbeck, Sartre and Graham Greene. With 
incredibly few exceptions. its productions have been out- 
standing achievements. The Times' Gould summed it up: 

"Obviously, this is not only the most consistently brilliant 
dramatic series of this season but quite possibly of many 
seasons past." 

These, then, are some of television's outstanding dramatic 
c n itributions. Hopefully, future seasons will bring more and 
even better drama. For as George Bernard Shaw once ex- 
pressed it: "This writing of plays is a great matter, forming 

r d' e' die minds and affections of men in such sort that 
r er they see done in show on the stage, they will 

'r,e doing in earnest in life, which is but a larger 
ACC. END 
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WWJ makes it easy for Bengal fans to enjoy every daytime game 
during the 1960 season. Located near the middle of the dial 

at 9 -5 -0, and with power that blankets Detroit and southeastern 
Michigan, WWJ garners a tremendous audience for the baseball 

games and adjacent programming. 

Another facet of WWJ's Total Radio concept- another 
reason to call your PGW Colonel today. 

TOTAL RADIO FOR THE TOTAL MAN 

W WJ AM and FM 
RADIO 

Detroit's Basic Radio Station 
NBC Affiliate 

IC I AI. REPRESENTATIVES: PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC. OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE DETROIT NEWS 
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analysis of the new sound in Los Angeles: 

r;t e Crowell -Collier radio station KFWB. 

Television Magazine 

RADIO 

STUDY 

"33 

RADIO -WEST (:OAST STYLE 

VHEN a station dominates a market such as Los Ange- 
les (at least eighteen AM and seven FM stations), with 

a 2.0 share of audience, nearly twice that of its nearest 
to ill, it is indeed radio operation that deserves close study. 

:FWB, the Crówelt- Cóllier station in Los Angeles, has 
tit successful track record which few stations in the first 10 
.Dntrkets can rival. This station has one of the largest listen - 
9in audiences in the nation today. 

Chat this pattern is not peculiar to the Los Angeles mar - 
t.t.c is best illustrated by the rapid rise of sister station KEWB 
t'inSan Francisco, which has vaulted from sixth to second 

nice in share of audience in the last eight months. 
Vhat is behind the Crowell -Collier radio touch? What 

the permitted it to win the favor of listeners so quickly? 

/dshed version of music and news formula 
Fhese stations program in the tradition of post -war in- 

, loendent radio, the music and news formula. But they 
.we refined the pattern of "modern radio" still further. 
Fey have evolved a product which started with the tech - 
tiues of Storz and McLendon, and the WNEW concept, 
+t to which much that is unique has been added. Not only 
,their product polished and perfected, but it is much 
ore relaxed. Excitement, fun and entertainment are cor- 

n nnicated, yet without the frenetic quality so common to 
nny "modern" radio stations. The noise and the shouting, 
+t phoney stimuli used to simulate excitement by other 
ntlets are not heard on these stations. 
Expert management and guidance is, of course, at the 

1. 

heart of this success. Two experienced men are the brains 
behind the Crowell-Collier radio lornmla. They are Robert 
\funtforcl Purcell, the 48-year -old director of its broadcast 
division, and 30- year -old -(:buck More, vice president of pro 
gramming for Crowell- Collier. Tall. genial Bob Purcell is 

also president of KFwB and the youngish More is its director 
of programming. 

KFWB'S real achievement in Los Angeles was lifting itself 
from a close second to a strong first in its market. The sta- 
tion was. by no means. a weak franchise when purchased by 
Crowell- Collier in 1957. but features tvere created %%hick 

enabled it to project itself moth above the rest of the pack. 
For the most part present clay non -network radio is com 

posed of the "prototype hour." In this hour. the same ele- 
ments of broadcasting are telnatcd +onstantly: the% ate 
recorded music, news, disk jocke% hatter. commercials. 
public service announcements and promotion material. 
Fhese hours arc. of course. leluatecl tlnooghout the (LI,. 
Within the rigidity and saneness of the inototype hour... 
t.t%vtt created diversity. It is that (incrsii\ which has at- 
tracted its listeners in greater numbers. 

In a typical "prototype hour" at Kt wit. there are 13 rec- 
ords played, 16 minutes of commercials presented, five 
minutes of time consumed by public service. five minutes of 
time allowed for international. national and local news. 
two -and -a -half minutes devoted to local news solely, and 
two -and -a -half minutes allocated to news of sports. Disk 
jockeys arc on mike about three minutes each hour. 

One of the keys to Krwn's programming distin+ Lion is it, 
/.0 /,age 77 
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RES JE OFFER YEl 
the only daily nonstop flights - New York to Germany 

Direct let Service* from San Francisco, Chicago, Montreal 

BESTJET OFFER %l:i 
Immediate connections to all Europe, Near, Middle and Far East 

lah RIET ORR YE! . 
by Boeing let 707 -430 Intercontinentals- world's most proven jets - 
powered with renowned Rolls -Royce engines for greater range and speed 

BEST JEI OI"I"I:R YET! 
Famous De Luxe ® Service on all flights... no extra cost superb à la < 
carte cuisine Thrifty Economy Class with complimentary meals Bar service -1k 

ui:e"i Jai ni:u:i:i vi: T! 
AA SA JET TOURS for 1960 offer an enticing 

array of all- expense packages at surprisingly 
modest rates. You can visit Europe, Asia. the Soviet 
Union ...fly around the world. Ask for our colorful 

707 JET TOURS' booklet. 
Starting In May 1960 (Subject to Government Approval) 

See Your Travel Agent or 

LUFT HANSA 
G E R M A N A I R L I N E S 
OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES OF U.S.A. AND CANADA 
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e WEST COAST RADIO from page 75 

o 1!howmanship and imagination replace the ordinary in KFWB's public service programming 

lisk jockeys who are its major pipelines to the public. They 
re invariably presented live and never taped even on week - 
nds as is the practice at many others stations. In contrast 
t other outlets which feature bland -voiced record spin - 
ers, the KFWB platter pilots offer a variety of sounds. 
lore important, as a rule KFWB disk jockeys are performers 
nd entertainers rather than announcers; Elliot Field is a 
tan of many voices, actor Bruce Hayes relies on impro- 
ised wit, Ted Quillan takes the attitude of a sophisticated 
illbilly, and Bill Ballance broadcasts more studied humor. 
Each of them works a daily shift of three hours during 

ue week. Consequently, as each three -hour period elapses. 
,teners hear a different sound and a different personality. 
hese men are required to spend at least three hours pre - 

Itring for their "interval routines," as they are called. The 
sution has the right, by contract, to ask to see their prepa- 
ttion. This disk jockey entertainment is considered 
rosting on the cake" by Blore and Purcell. 

Gmmitted to popular taste in music 

Music, radio's recorded entertainment, is, of course, its 
1,:e. It is in this area that sameness predominates in the 
,ttion's programming. While KFWB's musical tastes range 
Iryond the Top Forty (the more strident rock'n'roll is not 
payed), the station is completely committed to playing the 
ppular music of the day because it believes the majority 
o people want to hear it. 

Records are selected from a weekly playlist which con - 
t,ns between 75 and 100 numbers. Of the 13 records 
inyed every hour, four are chosen from the first 15 tunes 

the list, three from the second 15, two from records 
+((ich occupy from thirtieth to thirty -ninth position on the 

and two from those tunes which run from fortieth 
psition to the end of the list; one record is a cut of a long - 
pry album; and one is "The Pick of the Week," which is 
ptyed every hour of the KFWB broadcast day. 

Obviously the great weight Rf the music played by the 
ation is in the first 30 records on its playlist. In each three- 

, hur period, disk jockeys play 12 of the first 15 tunes. nine 
the second 15 numbers. 
At all times management, nevertheless, has control of 

teat is being played. The station has had no trouble with 
Ityola. For one thing, it pays disk jockeys well; $18,000 per 
.tnum is the minimum salary. For another, records are 
(osen at a weekly disk jockey review board on which 
Fore also sits. When all the records are received for the 
("ek (about 200), the record supervisor culls those oh- 
»usly second -rate; the rest are presented to the review 
hard. Only those tunes which the majority of disk jockeys 
Lot are entered on the list. As a further control, KFWB 
/itches the various industry charts, and surveys 300 record 
ores in the Los Angeles area; thirty of these stores are 
ntacted directly. Any record which is showing popularity 

ad has been missed is then entered on the playlist. 
News, especially local news, is another essential ingre- 

tent in the station's programming. Its news director is 
ill Crago, a veteran newsman, and "a full time division 
°ad who spends his time developing more and more com- 

munity news with regular city hall and county office beats," 

says Bob Purcell. The staff has four roving newsmen. and 
two who cover the city council and sheriff's office respe( - 

tively. For its traffic information it relies on a staff of IT, 
unpaid part -time reporters. each equipped with a telephone 
in his car for relaying information to the station. 

A good portion of its five -minute newscast is devoted to 
local news as well as its two-and -a -half minute Los Angeles 
'today newscast. The five -minute newscast is heard five min- 
utes before the hour: Los Angeles Today on the half -hour 
and its two- and -a -half minute sportscast on the quarter - 
hour. This last show is not on 10:17/ a. tn. through 2:15 p. m. 
but it is presented at other times tshen the housewife can 
hear it and keep informed of ticks of interest to her hus- 
band. 

KFWB newscasts are not rewrites of wire service items. In 
many cases they are based on the station's own digging. The 
quality of %writing of these news shows is high, and generous 
use is made of tape to bring the voices of people involved 
in the stories to KFWB. To illustrate. during the Fin( It trial 
its reporters %were on hand 2.1 hours cash day. "Flue end of a 
supermarket strike was relined at -1:30 a. in., just thirty sec- 
onds after it ended. 

But perhaps its most imaginative work is being done in 
the area of public service. Here the routine announcements 
have been discarded for an approach a hi( I( stresses show- 
manship. Each morning. automobile drivers hear the re- 
corded voices of very young school children w-ho admonish 
them to drive carefully. To help get out the vote. Kt-svt 
created Hootie Saperticker. a ch:uacter who symbolized a 
venal politician: he was used to remind listeners of the 
consequences of neglect of their political rights. 

Phone key to promotion 
Station promotion is naturally a constant pre-occupation. 

It comes in two sizes -the jumbo effort and the smaller 
attention -getting device. Both usually rely a great deal 
on the phone. Among the bigger promotions were "Think 
Mink," and "Your I.u( kc Man hbook" whirls had 1.000.1100 
matchbooks with nuntlnts ptintc(I tot the occasion: the 
numbers were called out on tic air. 

;Many of the smaller promotions involve the disk joc- 
keys directly. and are tied into various holidays. The aim 
is always to make them entertaining. To illustrate. for 
Valentine's Day there was a series of tatty l'(- minute playlets 
about famous Insets such an Antony and Cleopatra. etc. 
Among the prizes teas a second honeymoon at I.as \'etas. 
Disk jockey Ted Ovillan gises as -.t% a maid [or a (la% and 
is the organizer of a "(:randniothcrs for 11-11 is (l'resles ," 

contingent: Bruce I layes combines public service a ith pro - 

utotion in his "Apple For the Teacher.. game. llicse 111(- 

motions are designed to justify the station's slogan. 
"There's Always Something at to--wk." In the wake of sit( 

cessful operation have come profits. Competitively priced 
(its minute rate is lower than several other stations in the 
market despite three rate increases over the two-year span). 
KFWI8 grew in sales from SI,452,000 in 1958 to $2,290,000 
in 1959. It was 100 per cent sold out during the last quarter 
of 1959 from 6 a.m. to 7 p.m. One of its main problems is 

to keep advertisers on its waiting list happy. r\n 
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"Frankly, 
I 

didn't know 
we were 

that 
good!" 

KFMB TV 
SAN DIEGO 

Pr, r 

b 

A TRANSCONTINENT STATION 
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APRIL 

TELEVISION HOMES 

Exclusive estimates coinputed by Television Magazine's Research Department for all markets 
updated each month from projections for each U.S. county 

r 1 V homes in cad' market are based on TELEVISION 
! MAGAZINE'S county -by- county projections of the "Na- 
!Ml Survey of Television Sets in U.S. Households" for 
\rch 1956 and March 1958, the two county -by- couty 
imates prepared by the Advertising Research Founda- 
ni in cooperation with the Bureau of the Census and 
I. A. C. Nielsen Co. 
'enetration potential varies by sections of the country. 

emy areas in New England have achieved a saturation 
icel above 90%. Other areas, for example sections of 
II. South, have reached a rather lower plateau. Future 
creases from either level can be expected to be dis- 
muted over a longer period of time than was character- 

(. -i.d by the early stages of television growth. 
t ín a number of markets, therefore, the TV Homes count 

t a temporary plateau even though the television pene- 
ton level is below the 95% ceiling established by TELE- 
oN MAGAZINE. These markets will be held for an índefi- 

1e period. 
' The factor chiefly responsible for this situation is pene- 
reion increases off-set by current trends of population 
vement which for some regions has shown at least a 

tcnporary decline (cf. Bureau of the Census, Current Pop- 
,' ti.tion Reports, Series P -25, No. 160). 

k 95% ceiling on TV penetration has been established 
'. all markets. Many rating services show higher pene- 
Ition in metropolitan areas (e.g., over 97 "/,, in Cleve- 

lad and Milwaukee), but the available evidence shows 
- dit penetration drops off outside the metropolitan area 

,t if and that 95% appears to be the most logical theoret- 
'II ceiling for the TV market as a whole. This does not 
Iran that penetration may not actually go higher in some 
irkets. Penetration ftigures in markets with both \'HF 
ul UHF outlets refer to VHF only. 
The coverage area of a television market is defined 

TELEVISION MAGAZINE'S research department. Viewer 
-.(dies are used when current -engineering contours, only 

1 Aere research data is made obsolete by station facility 
market changes. 
Antenna height, power and terrain determine the phys- 

The T\' Homes t i c(litcd to each market ate those 
covered by the station eeith maximum coverage in 
that market. Figures for other stations in the market 
may vary according to programming. channel. power. 
totter height. etc. 

ical contour of a station's coverage and the probable qual- 
ity of reception. Other factors. however, may %yell rule out 
any incidence of viewing despite the quality of the signal. 

Network affiliations, programming. number of stations 
in the service area must all be weighed. The influence of 
these factors is reflected in the \ielsen Coverage Study. 
the ARB A -Z surveys and. in some cases. the regular re- 
ports of the various rating services. The Nielsen data in 
particular, where made available to "FELEVtsION MAGAZINE 
by NCS subscribers, has become the backbone of estimating 
coverage and re-evaluating markets. 

After testing various formulae. TELEVISION MAGAZINE 

adopted a method which utilites a flexible cutoff point of 
25(s,,. Normally, a county gill be credited to a market if 
one -quarter of the T \' homes in that county view that 
market's dominant stati(m at least one night a teeek. 

In some markets it has been impossible to evaluate the 
available and sometimes contradictory data. These areas 
are being restudied by this magaiine's research depart- 
ment and new figures will be reported as soon as a sound 
e.timate can be made. 

In many regions, individual markets have been com- 
bined in a dual-market listing. This has been done wher- 
ever there is almost complete duplication of coverage and 
no substantial difference in "1-V homes. 'Ihe decision to 
combine markets is based on advertiser use and common 
marketing practice. 

The coverage picture is constantly shifting. Conditions 
are altered by the emergence of new stations and by changes 
in power, antenna, channel and network affiliation. For this 
reason, our research department is continuously re- examin- 
ing markets and revising TV Homes figures accordingly. ( , 
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MIGHT 
I". ". 

witeraa 

. . the mighty Carolina Triad, 
a flourishing 62- county area 
stretching into six states, with 
retail sales of over $2 billion. 
WLOS -TV is the only undu- 
plicated network signal in the 
entire triad! 

HT 

The Sou 's highest antenna, 
atop 6,089 -ft. Mt. Pisgah, carries 
the WLOS -TVsignal into446,650 
homes*. Only WLOS -TV deliv- 
ers lola! coverage of the market! 

WLOS -TV viewers sec five of 
the ten highest -rated shows in 
the area, the highest -rated movie, 
the highest -rated daytime strip, 
and the largest children's audi- 
ence participation strip! 

WLOST 
TOWERING NEW FORCE IN THE CAROLINA TRIAD 

Unduplicated ABC In 

Greenville Asheville Spartanburg 
Represented by 

Grlllu,. Woodward, Inc. 
S.. nuleu.ren, Rep: Jantes S. Ayers Co. 
\L'S #3 updated 

APRIL, 1960 

TOTAL U S TV HOMES 45,526,000 
TOTAL U. S. HOUSEHOLDS 52,219,000 
U. S. TV PENETRATION e7.2% 

Unlike other published coverage figures, these are neither station nor 

network estimates. They ore copyrighted and may not be reproduced 

without permission. Listed below are oll commercial stations on the air, 

Market & Stations -% Penetration TV Homes 

ABERDEEN, S.D. -69.0 19,500 
KXAB.TV IN,C,AI 

ABILENE, Tex.-79.0 78,000 
KRBC -TV INI 

ADA, Okla. -76.0 80,400 
KIEN IA,C,NI 

AGANA, Gsran% tt 
KUAM.TV IC,N,At 

AKRON, Ohio -45.0 t70,000 
WAKR TVt IAI 

ALBANY, Go.-64.0 91,000 
WALE -TV 69,I 

ALBANY- SCHENECTADY -TROY, N.Y. -92.0 u462,300 
W -TEN ICI; WAST Al I; WRGB INI 

IWTEN operates satellite WCDC, Adams, Moss.l 

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. -72.0 
KGGMTV ICI; KOAT -TV TA); K013-TV INI 

ALEXANDRIA, La.-70.0 
KALB TV IA,C,NI 

ALEXANDRIA, Minn, -77.0 
KCMT IN,AI 

ALTOONA, a.-90.0 
WFBG-TV IA,CI 

AMARILLO, Tax. -77.0 
KFDA -TV ICI; KGNC.TV INI; KVII -TV LA/ 

AMES, lows -91.0 
W01 TV IAI 

ANCHORAGE, Alaska - 
KENI.IV IA,NI; I' T 

ANDERSON, S.C.-16 O 

WAIM -TVt IAC 

ARDMORE, Okla -760 
KIll INI 

ASHEVILLE, N.C., GREENVILLE- 

SPARTANBURG, S.C.-79.0 
WISE.TVt IC,NI: WLO` ". Al 

WFBCiV INI; WSPA-T 

ATLANTA, Go. -83.0 
WAGATV ICI; WLW-A IAI; WSBTV INI 

AUGUSTA, Ga. -74.0 
WJBF. TV IA,NI; WRDW -TV ICI 

AUSTIN, Minn.-89.0 
KMMT IAI 

AUSTIN, Tax. -78.0 
KTBCTV IA,C,NI 

BAKERSFIELD, Cal. -90.0 
KBAK -TVf ICI; KERO.TV INI; KIYO TVf IAI 

BALTIMORE, Md. -93.0 
WJZTV IAI; WEAL -TV INI; WMAR -TV ICI 

BANGOR, Ma.-89.0 
WABLTV IA,CI; WLBZ-TV IN,AI 

BATON ROUGE, La. -74.0 
WAFBTVt ICI; WBRZ IA,NI 

B AY CITY -SAGINAW, Mich. -92.0 
WNEM_IV IA,NI; WKNXTVf IA,CI 

B EAUMONT -PORT ARTHUR, Tex.-78.0 
KIDM IV IC,AI; KPAC -TV IN,AI 

BELLINGHAM, Wash. -83.0 
KVOS-TV ICI 

This does not include "A- contour in Vancouver d 

Victoria, British Columbia) 

BIG SPRING, Tax. -83.0 
KEDYTV ICI 

B ILLINGS. Mont. -63.0 
KOOK -TV IA,CI; KGHI -TV INI 

BINGHAMTON, N.Y. -90.0 
WNBF-TV IA,C1 WINR -TVf IA,N,CI 

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. -78.0 
WAPI -IV IA,NI; WBRC -TV ICI 

125,800 

93,300 

51,500 

277,600 

110,600 

316,400 

31,000 

113,800 

30,400 

394,700 

it 
575,100 

190,800 

121,100 

155,300 

176,000 
165,300 

Market d Stations -% Penetration TV Ho 

B ISMARCK, N.D. -611.0 45, 
KBMBTV IC,A1; KEYR -TV IA,N) 
IKFYR-TV operates satellites KUMVTV, Williston, N.D., 

and KMOT, Minot, N.O.) 

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. -93.0 635, 
WTTV 
ISee also Indianapolis, Ind./ 

BLUEFIELD, W.Va.-75.0 
WHIS-TV IN,AI 

BOISE, Ida.-78.0 
KBOI -TV ICI; KTVB IA,NI; KCIX -TV (Nampal 

B OSTON, Mass. -93.0 
WBZ -TV INI; WNAC -TV ICI; WHDH -TV IA,C,NI 

BRIDGEPORT, Cann. 
WICC TVt IAI 

B RISTOL, Va.- JOHNSON CITY, Tenn. -69.0 
WCYB.TV IA,NI; W11-1 -TV IA,CI 

B RYAN, Tax. -74.0 
KBTX -TV IA,CI 

B UFFALO, N.Y. -91.0 
WREN -TV ICI; WGR -TV INI; WKBW -TV (Al 

BURLINGTON, VI.-90.0 
WCAX -TV ICI 

B UTTE, Mont. -68.0 
KXLF -TV IA,C,NI 

CADILLAC, Mich. -87.0 
WWTV IA,CI 

CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. -83.0 
KFVS.TV ICI 

CARLSBAD, N.M. -79.0 
KAVE TV IA,CI 

CARTHAGE -WATERTOWN, N.Y. -85.0 
WCNY TV IA,CI 

(Includes community antennae in counties not creditedl 

CASPER, Wyo. -54.0 
KTWO -TV IA,N,CI 

CEDAR RAPIDS- WATERLOO, low. -91.0 
ECRG -TV IAI; WMT TV ICI; KWWI -TV d. 

CHAMPAIGN, 111. -91.0 
WCIA ICI; WCHUt (NIT 

(ISee Springfield listing! 

CHARLESTON, S.C. -75.0 
WCSC -TV ICI: WUSN -TV IA,NI 

CHARLESTON -HUNTINGTON, W.Va -S I.O 

WCHS -TV IAI; WHTNTV ICI; WSAZ -TV INI 

CHARLOTTE, N.C. -S1.0 
WBTV ICI; WSOC -TV tA,NI 

CHATTANOOGA, Tann -75.0 
WDEF -TV IA,CI; WRGP -TV INI; WTVC IAI 

CHEBOYGAN, Mich. -78.0 
WTOM -TV IN,AI 

CHEYENNE, Wyo. -76.0 
KFBC -TV IA,C,NI 

(Operates satellite KSTF Scottsbluff, Neb., 

CHICAGO, I11. -93.0 
671,500 WBBM -TV ICI; WBKB IAI; WGN -TV; WNBQ INI 

117,900 

266,900 
163,300 

304,800 
167,200 

152,600 

'53,200 

CHICO, Cal. -80.0 
Kí151 -TV IA,CI 

CINCINNATI, Ohlo -90.0 
WCPO -TV UI; WKRC -TV ICI; WLW -T INI 

CLARKSBURG, W.Va.-72.0 
WBOY TV IA,C,NI 

CLEVELAND, Ohio -94.0 
WEWS IAI; KYW TV INI; WJW -TV ICI 

CLOVIS, N.M -70.0 
EVER -TV ICI 

COLORADO SPRINGS -PUEBLO, Cole. -79.0 
24,400 KKTV ICI; KRDO -TV IAI; KCS1 -TV INI 

COLUMBIA-JEFFERSON CITY, Me.-86.0 
50,000 KOMU TV IA,NI, KRCGTV IA,CI 

327,000 
142,000 

428,300 
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COLUMBIA, S.C.-79.0 
WIS.TV INI; WNOKTVt ICI 

COLUMBUS, Ge.-74.0 
WTVMt IA,NI, WRBI-TV IA,CI 

127,100 

68,500 

1,443,900 

153,300 

41,500 

646,100 

166,500 

34,600 

119,100 

225,200 

11,100 

'78,500 

24,600 

325,100 

344,400 

149,500 

443,700 

596,200 

201,900 

28,700 

86,400 

2,178,800 

96,600 

649,700 

76,700 

1,306,300 

11,90' I 

91,70 

121,10 

201,20 

135,5( 

143.1( 

135,,1 
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riet 6 Stolions-% Penetration 

,,.1UMBUS, Miss. 60.0 
VCBI.TV IC,N,AI 

v.,UMBUS, OBI. -94.0 
/BNS.TV ICI) WLW C INI, WTVN -TV IAI 

0 RPUS CHRISTI, Tart. -74.0 
g !15 -TV IN)) KZTV IC,A) 

e4AS -FT. WORTH, T.e. -85.0 
X 

lDTV IU; WFAATV IA) KFLZTV: WRAP -TV INI 

4 VILLE, 111.-65.0 
t DAN -TV} IAI 

aoAE1RPORT, Iowa -ROCK ISLAND, III. -93.0 
oc_TV (NIE WHBFTV IA,C) 

à +NON, OBI. -94.0 
,110-TV ICI, WLW D IA,NI 

+.AfONA BEACH -ORLANDO, FI.. -73.0 
j +SH.TV INI; WDBO -TV IC); WLOFTV IA 

*FOUR, Ale. -49.0 
vASLTV} IC,N) 

:MUR, III. -54.0 
VVPt IAI 

#PER, Colo.-15.0 
V IA); KLZ -TV ICI; KOA TV IN), KTVR 

,9 SROINES, Mw. -92.0 
'T-TV ICI; WHO -TV IN) 

VINT, MIch.- WINDSOR, Canada -94.0 
FY -K TV IC); WW1 -TV INI. WXYZ IA)) CKLW -T. 

t1 «NSON, N.O. -55.0 
4E.TV IC) 

TVR, Ala. -62.0 
:'Y IA,CI 

IH, MInn..SUPERIOR, Wis. -13.0 
()..TV ICI; WDSM TV IA,N) 

1 RLM- RALEIGH, N.C. -76.0 
t.. 0 IA,CI; WRALTV INI 

*1 LAURE, Wis. -91.0 
WU-TV IA,N,CI 

64 DUDO, Ark. Ike Monroe, La.) 

.SNORT, Ind. ISee South Bendl 

PiO, T.e.JUAREZ, Moe. -10.0 
EITV IA), KROD.TV ICI; KTSM.TV INI; XE1 -TV 

»1.. ISee Oklahoma City) 

10.0ARDEN CITY, Kan. -63.0 
)A), KGLDTV NI 

.. -92.0 
/ ,r, 14-TV IA,NI, WSEE TV$ IA,CI 

E, Ora. -82.0 
XTV INI 
pates satellite KPIC TV, Roseburg, Ore.) 

EL, C.I. -77.0 
IIEFTV (A,C), KVIO -TV IA,N) 

arlhanut, Ind: HENDERSON, Ky. -85.0 
' S IOVt INI; WTVW 1A1; WEHT -TVt ICI 

WIRNKS, Alaska 
it ATV )A,NI; KTVF ICI 

14UG. N.D. -76.0 
e ,v-Ty INI, KXGO -TV IAI 

-,ISO Volley City, N.D.) 

NT,Alch -93.0 
:IAI 

1.4810E, Ala. -30.0 
4 -TVf 

**RICE, S.C. -72.0 
V IA,C,N) 

0004, Iowa -S6.0 
f INI 

r MERS, Fie. -66 0 
' -TV IA,C) 

SRN, Ark. -75.0 
TV IC,N,AI 

' aVYNE, Ind. -87.0 
''E -TV} ICI: WKJG -TVt INI; WPTAt IA) 

IARTH.DAIUS, Tee.-85.0 
r V; WBAP.TV INI, KRLD -TV ICI, WFAA -TV IAI 

-58, Cal. -89.0 
TV ICI; KJEO -TVt Ulr KMl TVt INI 

?N CITY, Kan. ISee Ensign -Garden City, Kon.) 

'''94VE, Mont. -52.0 
4.TV IC,AI 

9nDAND, Kan. 
TV ICI 

48 FORKS, N.D.-75.0 
X.TV IN) 

A 

TV H/,mns 

55,400 

487,000 

112,900 

701,000 

/24,700 

348,800 

488,600 

218,300 

22,300 

1124,000 

355,600 

277,600 

1,593,300 

23,000 

74,500 

171,600 

275,700 

119,700 

97,000 

39.000 

182,000 
156,200 

'109,800 

47,900 

250,600 
1124,700 

tl 

151,500 

367,800 

T11,700 

176,500 

127,100 

17,700 

52,300 

1207,200 

701,000 

222,700 
1166,700 

3,000 

ttt 

39,100 

Marie' 6 Starions -9( Penetration TV Homes 

GRAND JUNCTION, Cole. -66.0 
)vE: X -TV IA,C,NI 

-.runs satellite KREY -TV, Montrose, Colo.) 

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. -94.0 
IV IA,N) 
Kalomazool 

GREAT BEND -HAYS, Kan. -7S.0 
KCKT.TV IN), KAYS -TV IAI 

IKCKT -TV operates sotelliles KGLD. Car 1. +. 

and KOMC -TV, McCook, Neb.) 

GREAT FALLS, Mont. -64.0 
KFBB -TV IA,C,NI; KRTV INI 

GREEN BAY, Wis.-91.0 
WBAY -IV ICI; WFRV INI; WIUK.TV AI 

GREENSBORO, N.C.-84.0 
WFMY.TV IA,CI 

GREENWIIE.SPARTANBURG, S.C., 

ASHEVILLE, N.C.-79.0 
WFBC -1V INI; WSPA -TV ICI; 

WIOS.TV IAI; WISE TO' IC,N) 

GREENVILLE- WASHINGTON, N.C. -77.0 
WNCT IA,CI; WITN INI 

HANNIBAL, Mo.- QUINCY, III. -91.0 
KHOATV IC,AI; WGEMTV IA,NI 

HARLINGEN- WESLACO, Tae. -71.0 
KGBT -TV IA,C), KRGV.TV IA,NI 

HARRISBURG, III.-83.0 
WSII TV IA) 

HARRISBURG, Pa -53.0 
WHP -TVt ICI; WTPAf IAI 

HARRISONBURG, Va.-75.0 
WSVA.TV IA,C NI 

HARTFORD -NEW BRITAIN, Conn. -93.0 
WTIC.TV ICI; WNBCt IN)' WHCTI 

HASTINGS, Nabi. -77.0 
KHAS -TV INI 

"24,1100 

457,600 

44489,400 

43,600 

323,300 

401,200 

394,700 

/t 
193,100 

192,800 

'74,400 

174,000 

T113,1100 

65,700 

637,000 
}294,800 

115,200 

HATTIESBURG, Miss -63.0 50,500 
WDAM -TV IA,NI 

HENDERSON, Ky.- EVANSVILLE, Ind. -65.0 250,600 
WEHT -TVt ICI: WFIETVf INI: WTVW IAI f124,700 

HENDERSON -LAS VEGAS, Nov. -76.0 36,600 
KIR11V INI; KLAS -TV ICI; KSHO -TV IAI 

HONOLULU, Nowell 4.9129,900 
KGMB -TV ICI: KONA IN); KHVH.TV (Al 
(Includes 14,600 television homes on militory bosesl 
ISotellites: KHBC -TV, Hilo, and KMAU -TV, Woilalu 
to KGMBTV. KMVI -TV, Wailuku, to KHVH -TV: 

KALA, Woiluku to KONAI. 

HOUSTON, Tae. -S4.0 496,000 
KPRC -TV INI: KIRK -TV IAI; KHOU -TV ICI 

HUNTINGTON- CHARLESTON, W.Va.-111.0 443,700 
WHTN -TV ICJ; WSAZ -TV INI, WCHS-TV IAI 

HUNTSVILLE, Ala. ttf 
WAFG -TVI 

HUTCHINSON -WICHITA, Kan. -85.0 444255,900 
KTVH ICI; KAKE-TV (AIL KARD-TV INI 

IKTVC, Ensign, Kon. satellite of KAKE-TVI 

IDAHO FALLS -POCATELLO, Ida. -71.0 59,800 
KID -TV IA,C NI; KTLE INI 

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. -93.0 714,700 
WFBM.TV INI; WISH -TV 10 WLW -I 4I 

ISee also Bloomington, Ind.) 

JACKSON, Miss. -66.0 236,700 
MTV IC.AI; WEST IA,NI 

JACKSON, Tenn. -71.0 85,500 
WOXI -TV IA,CI 

JACKSONVILLE, Fla. -74.0 302,600 
W1XT IA,O; WFGA.T'. . 

JEFFERSON CITY -COLUMBIA, Ma. -860 127,100 
KRCG -TV IA,C): KOMU.IV 4A,N. 

JOHNSON CITY, Tenn.- BRISTOL Va. -69.0 153,300 
WJHL.TV IA,CI; WCYB.TV iA,NI 

JOHNSTOWN, Pe. -92.0 
WARD -TVt IA,CI; WIAG TV ;NI 

JOPLIN, M..- PITTSBURG, Ken -111.O 
KODE-TV IA,CI; KOAM -TV IA,NI 

JUNEAU, Alaska 
KINT -TV ICI 

KALAMAZOO, Mich. -93.0 
WKZO.TV IA,CI 
See also Grand Rapids) 

565,600 
t 10,700 

152,200 

11 

594,100 

TELEVISION MAGAZINE / April, 1960 

SELLING the 
GOLDEN 
OHIO 
VALLEY? 
you can do it ... 
and you can do it 
better for less with 
1 full-powered station 

HTN-TV 
HUNTINGTON -CHARLESTON, W. VA. 

better VIEWING 
better PROGRAMMING 
better SELLING 
for 

443,700 TV Homes 
in 

5 prime cities 
89 counties 
4 states 

WHTN -TV 
A (ovules Operation 

, 
(ho, teston. W Va 

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES 
\'ntlnnnf h, p, err .I bohr 
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WTVJ 
SOUTH FLORIDA 

TV SET COUNT 

NOW OVER THE 

1/2 MILLION MARK! 

Or 

W. Palm 
Beach 

w I 
PALMES aaeaw 

The double dimensions of South 

Florida - permanent residents 

and tourists -now give WTVJ 

an April 1960 set count of 

508,400. 

WTVJ alone gives you un- 

duplicated coverage of the rich 

South Florida market. See your 

PGW Colonel for availabilities 

for your product. 

WTVJ 
SOUTH FLORIDA 

HANNEL 4 
Hepr,,.,nted Notionally by Pellrs,C'IJSn, Woodward, 

Klarlex A carom -% Penetration 

KANSAS CITY, Me. -90.0 
KCAL. . .O; KMBC TV IAI, WDAF -TV INI 

KEARNEY, Neb. -71.0 

OL KHPITV, Hoyes Center, Neb.) 

KLAMATH FALLS, On. -68.0 
KOII.IV 

KNOXVILLE, Tann. -70.0 
WATE IV INI; WBIR.TV ICI; WTVK$ IAI 

LA CROSSE, Wis. -67.0 
WKBT IA,C,NI 

LAFAYETTE, la. -70.0 
KLFYTV ICI 

LAKE CHARLES, La. -72.0 
KPLCTV IA,NI KTAG.TVt ICI 

LANCASTER, Pa. -90.0 
WGAI.TV IC,NI 

LANSING, Minh. -93.0 
WJIM. TV IC,AI; WILXTV INI IOnondogol 

LAREDO, Tex.-63.0 
KGNS.TV IA,C,NI 

LA SALLE. III. ' Peoria, 111.1 

LAS VEGAS -HENDERSON, Nay. -76.0 
CAS IV ICI K51O -TV IAI; KLR1 TV INI 

LAWTON, Oils. -63.0 
KSWO.TV IA) 

LEBANON, Pa. -79.0 
WIYH.TVf IAI 

LEXINGTON, Ky. -44.0 
WIEX -TVi IA,C,NI, WKYTt ICI 

LIMA, Ohio -SO.0 
WIMA TVf IA,C,NI 

LINCOLN, Nabi. -81.0 
KOLN -TV IA,CI 

LITTLE ROCK -PINE BLUFF, Ark. -73.0 
KARK.TV INI; KTHV ICI; KATV IAI 

LOS ANGELES, Ca1H. -90.0 
KABCTV IAI KCOP; KH1 TV; KNXT ICI; 

KRCA INI; VIA; KTTV 

LOUISVILLE, Ky. -62.0 
WAVE -TV IA,NI; WHAS TV ICI 

lU18OCK, Tei.-77.0 
KCBD-TV IA,NI; KDUB-TV ICI 

LUFKIN, Tan.-72.0 
KTRE-TV IN,C,AI 

IYNCHBURG, Va.-110.0 
WIVA-TV UI 

MACON, Ge.-72.0 
WMAZ-TV IA,C,NI 

MADISON, Wis.-90.0 
WISC.TV ICI; WKOW.TVi MI; WMTW NI 

MANCHESTER, N.H. -93.0 

MARINETTE, Wis. (See Green Boyl 

MAROUETTE, Mich.-116.13 
WLUC -TV IC,N,AI 

MASON CRY, lows -68.0 
SOLO TV ICI 

MAYAGUEZ, P.R. 

WORAiV IC,AI 

MEDFORD, Ole.-78.0 
KBES.TV IA,C,NI 

MEMPHIS, Tann. -75.0 
WHBO -TV MI; WMCT IN); WREC -TV ICI 

MERIDIAN, Miss -66.0 
WTOK -TV IA,C,NI 

MIAMI, Fla. -63.0 
WCKT INI; WPST -TV IAI: WTV1 ICI 

Ilncludes 66,800 tourist -only sels in Counties 

currently credited Io Miomil 

MIDLAND -ODESSA, Tex.-72.0 
KMIO.TV IA,NI, KOSA -TV ICI 

MILWAUKEE, Wig -93.0 
WISN -TV IAI; WITI.TV ICI; WTM, -TV INI; WXIXf 

TV Homes 

610,900 

102,700 

20,600 

228,900 
$88,900 

117,400 

97,300 

66,900 
$17,000 

515,700 

423,200 

10,000 

36,600 

49,200 

$56,600 

T44,000 

$/7,900 

167,300 

232,000 

2,711,500 

459,300 

105,900 

52,000 

153,200 

109,300 

231,400 
1105,300 

572,000 

63,600 

161,100 

tt 

45,000 

486.000 

102,900 

508,400 

85,600 

600,700 
ft 

MINNEAPOUS -ST. PAUL, Minn. -90.0 743,400 
KMSP. TV: KSTP -TV INI; WCCO -TV ICI; WTCN -TV IAI 

MINOT, N.D.-65.0 
KXMC.TV U,CI, KMOT.TV IA,NI 

42,900 
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WITHIN A STONE'S THROW 

OF COMMUNICATIONS ROW! 

One of New York's 
most desirable locations 

MADISON AVENUE 
AT 52nd STREET 

l 

1 I ll 
I 1 

il 
1011r i 

A Bigger and Better 

HOTEL 
Just steps from anywhere... 
now with 500 individually deco- 
rated rooms and suites - and 
completely air conditioned. 

Ir 

The magnificent new 

B BERRY 
17 E. 52 St. 

Your rendezvous for dining 
deliberately and well 

every day of the week 
for luncheon, cocktails, 
dinner, supper. 

PLAZA 3 -5800 TWX: NY 1.138 
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larket S Aalfon -°,{ Penetration 

dSSOYLA, Ment.-70.0 
fi KMSO-TV IA,C,NI 

k tOBRE, AM.-77.0 
WALA.TV IN,A4 WKRG TV ICI 

V Homes Market S Stations -9e. Penetration 

11.400 PHILADELPHIA, Pa-93.0 
WCAU TV ICJ; WFII-TV IAI; WRCV.TV IN, 

226,000 PHOENIX-MESA, Arta.-83.0 
KOOLTV iCl; KPHO-TV; KTVK IAI; KVAP 

PINE BLUFF-UTTLE ROCK, Ark.-73.0 
KATV IA), KARK-TV INI; KTHV ICI 

PITTSBURG, Kan..MUN, Me.-81.0 
KOAM-TV IA,NI; KODE-TV IA,CI 

PITTSBURGH, Pa-93.0 
KDKA-TV ICI; WIIC INI, WTAE IAI 

PLATTSBURG, N.Y.-87.0 
345,600 WPTZ IA,NI 

y rONAHANS, Tee. 1t 
(VKM -TV (Al 

01411OE, Le --EL DORADO, Ark. -73.0 139,400 

:NOE -TV IA,CI, KTVE IA,NI 

43NTGOMERY, Ale -70.0 
VCOV -TVt ICI; WSFA.TV INA( 

+NOIE, Ind. -68.0 131,500 
VIBC -TVt IA,C,NI 

tHVILLE, Tenn. -75.0 
1LAC -TV ICI, WSIX.TV IAI; WSM.TV INI 

A;W BRITAIN- HARTFORD, Cenn. -93.0 
y, /TIC TV ICI; WNBCt INI; WHCTt 

All HAVEN, Conn. -91.0 858,500 
MHC -TV IAI 

p18 ORLEANS, 1.0-62.0 384,100 
DSU -TV IA,NI, WVUE (Al, WWl -TV ICI 

E YORK, N.Y. -93.0 4,948,300 
ABC -TV UI; WNEW.TV, WNTA -TV; WCBS.TV ICI; 

OR -TV; WPM. WRCA.TV INI 

(FOLK, Va.-116.0 
i 'AVY INI; WTAR.TV ICI; WVEC.TV UI 

PLATTE, Neb. -70.0 
10P -TV INI 

A HILL, W. Va. -73.0 
OAY -TV IA,CI 

A- MIDLAND, Tee. -72.0 
KSA -TV ICI; KMID -TV IA,NI 

HOMA CITY, Okla. -84.0 
Puy ICI; WKY.TV INI; KOCO.TV IA) 'Enid! 

A, Neb.-92.0 
KTV MI, WOW -TV ICI, KETV IA) 

INDODAYTONA, Fla. -73A 
M110-TV ICI, WIOF.7V IAI, WESH -TV INI 

153,400 
f 55,600 

637,000 
1294,800 

I1MWA, Iowa-66.0 
K'O IC,N,AI 

ILCAH, Ky.-78.0 
VW-TV INI 

A CITY, Fla. -72.0 
VOM.TV (A,C NI 

RERSWRO, W.Va.-58.0 
',VMPf IA,C,NI 

COLA, Fla. -77.0 
WAR -TV IAI 

A, 111. -78.0 
EK -TVt IN); WMBDTVt (Cl, WTVHt IA) 

IVEK -TV operates WEED -TV, to Salle, 111.1 

341,000 

20,600 

130,700 

65,600 

335,400 

337,200 

218,300 

137,100 

189,600 

22,100 

115.301) 

196,900 

441166,400 

Homes 

1 908,600 

202.300 

232,000 

152,200 

1,267,400 

121,200 

POLAND SPRING, Me.-92.0 313,400 
WMTW -TV IA,CI !Mt. Washington, N.H.I 

PONCE, P.R. t t 

WSUR -TV; WRIK -TV IC,AI 

PORTLAND, Me. -92.0 212,500 
WCSH-TV (NI; WGAN -TV ICI 

PORTLAND, Ora. -85.0 462,900 
KGWTV INI; KOIN -TV ICI; KPTV IAA; KHT.1 1It 

PRESQUE ISLE, Me.-82.0 
WAGMTV IA,C,NI 

PROVIDENCE, R.I. -93.0 
WAAR. TV IA,NI; WPRO -TV ICI 

PUEBLO -COLORADO SPRINGS, Celo. -79.0 
KCSI-TV INI; KKTV ICI; KRDO -TV MI 

QUINCY, III.-HANNIBAL, Me. -91.0 
WGEM -TV IA,NI, KHOA -TV IC,AI 

RALEIGH -DURHAM, N.C. -76.0 
WRAI.TV INI; WTVD IA,CI 

RAPID CITY, 
KOTA -TV IA,CI; KESD -TV INI 

IKOTA -TV operates satellite KDUH -TV, 

Hay Spr.ngs, Nebr.) 

REDDING, Cal. -77.0 
KVIP -TV IA,NI 

RENO, Nev. -83.0 
KOTO -TV IA,C,NI 

RICHMOND, Va. -63.0 
WRVA -TV ICI; WTVR IAI; 

WXEX -TV INI (Petersburg, Vol 

19,700 

794 000 

91,700 

192,800 

275,700 

''34,900 

60,000 

39,700 

273,200 

RIVERTON, Wyo.-52.0 8.200 
KWEB.TV IC,N,AI 

ROANOKE, Va.-81.0 296,600 
WDBI -TV ICI; WSLS -TV IA,NI 

ROCHESTER, Minn. -89.0 91.900 
KROC -TV INI 

Music For 

Making Better Pictures 

Go Further 

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE 

Where Con You Make Such An 
"EXPANDING MARKET 
BONANZA BUY ?" 

KMSO -TV, Serving All Of 
WESTERN MONTANA is 

BIG In Coverage 

BIG in Programming 

BIG in Viewership 

9 out of every 10 Tv Homes in the Far 
Western Montana market view only KMSO -TV. 

1,000 X 58 = 58,000 TV HOMES 
in 13 counties are delivered by KMSO -TV at a 
low cost thousand of just S1 

NOT JUST 1 BUT 6 CITIES 
Butte, Anaconda, Missoula, Deer Lodge, Horn - 
ilton, and Kalispell enjoy top programs on 

CBSNBC ABC 
18 VHF COMMUNITY BOOSTERS 

have been installed in Butte, Anaconda, Deer 
Lodge, Kalispell and many other communities 
to rebroadcast KMSO -TV programs. 

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES 

FORJOE -TV, ENc. 

WSM -TV's recently completed tower (tallest 
in the Central South) is merely one more step 
in an engineering policy which constantly asks 
one simple question; 

"What does it take to send a better picture 
to more people ?" 

As partial answer to this continuing quest. 
WSM -'l'V has given the Nashville market a 
unique series of engineering firsts ... micro- 
wave relays, key effects equipment. zoom 
lenses, color equipment, live remote units ... 
The list is long. The results impressive. 'l'he 
Central South has come to count on WS.I -'I'\ 
for clearer. more professional telecasting .. . 

Ask lfi Bramham or any Petry man how bctt,., 
engineering adds volume and tone to tht 
WSM -'l'V symphony of sales. It's hi -fi listening 
if you want to ring cash registers in the 
Nashville Market. SM 

Nashville, Tennessee 

Represented by PETRY 

NATIONAL LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE 

TELEVISION MAGAZINE /April, 1960 
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For SAVLIE 
14 60 EYES and EARS .5 

In the Rich Rochester Area ! 

jassomasT 
time buyer knows, every t er nows ou y you 

don't buy time on TV; you 
buy EYES and EARS! 

We're very happy to tell you that, 
based on the latest Nielsen Report 
for the Rochester Area (November 
1959), Channel 10 focuses no less 
than 714,560 beautiful eyes on 
your sales message afternoons from 
noon to 6:00 P.M. -and an equal 
number of dainty and attentive ears! 

Based on the same Nielsen Report, 
Channel 10 focuses 689,040 eyes and 
ears on your sales message every 
evening, from 6:00 P.M. to Mid- 
night, seven days a week! 

In other words, Channel 10 offers 
you 56E; of the TV viewers in the 
Rochester area, afternoons -and 
54e; of the Rochester area viewers 
every evening! 

SO -if you want the majority of 
viewers and listeners in the Roch- 
ester area to see and hear about 
your product, your best buy, now 
as always, is Channel 10! 

CHANNEL 10 
ROCHESTER, N. V. 

CBS BASIC WVET -TV WHEC -TV, ABC AFFILIATE 

THE BOLLING CO., INC. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES EVERETT -McKINNEY INC. 

84 TELEVISION MAGAZINE / April, 1960 

Marls I Simons % P.ntlrauon 

ROpNBTBR, N.Y.-91A 
WROC.iV IA,Nh WHECiV IA,CIi WVFT TV IA,CI 

RoCKPORD, 01.-91.0 
Wei K IV IA,Ct, WTVO} INI 

ROCK ISLAND, 111..DAVRMORT, low.-970 
'V IA,CI; WOC.iV ,. 

ROSwlll, N.M.-71A 
'V IAC,NI 

SA col AMENTOdTOCKTON, Col -R6.0 
IrRArTV IN), I .I A Et/UL I.1 

SAGINAW BAY CITY, Mlth.-97.0 
.,Ir.r .1 .A,CI; WNEM.IV IA,NI 

ST. JOSEPH, Ma.-69.0 
i l 7 7 V IC,AI 

ST LOUIS, Ma.-92A 
KTVI IA), KMOXTV ICI; KPERTV 

sr PETERSBURG-TAMPA, PIa-79.0 
LAI, WFLA.TV INI, WIVI ICI 

SALINASMONTEREY, Cal.-118.0 
.. . A,( ,N1 

.I ol optional satellite, KSBYTV, 

SALISBURY, Md. -55,0 
IVT IA,CI 

SALT LAKE CRY, us.h -67.0 
K;I. IV ICI; KCPXTV INII KUTV (Air 

KLORTV IProvo, Ulohl 

SAN ANGELO, Ton.-76.0 
KCTV IAC,NI 

SAN ANTONIO, Tax. 
KCOR -IVt; KENS.TV ICI; KONO (AI; WOAI.TV INI 

SAN DIEGO, Cal: TIJUANA, Max. -96.0 
KFMBTV ICI; KFSD -TV INI; %ETV IAI 

SAN FRANCISCO.OAKLAND, Cal. -69.0 
KGO ' . 'CI; KRON.TV INI, KTVU 

SAN JOSE. Col 85.0 
KN1V -At '. 

SAN JUAN, P.R 

SAN LUIS OBISPO. Cal asMontereyl 
SANTA BARBARA, Col. -84.0 

KEY.) A,C,NI 
SAVANNAH, Ga.-72.0 

WSAVTV INI; WTOCTV IA,CI 

SCNENECTADY- ALBANY -TROY, N.Y. -92.0 
WRGB INI; WTEN ICI; WAST IAI 

IN-Ten operates satellite WCDC, Adams, Maul 
SCRANTON- WILKES- BARRE, Pa. -81.0 

WDAUt ICI; WBRE TVT INI; 

WNEP -TV} IAI Include, communl'y antennae in counieS 

not creddedl 
SEATTLE- TACOMA, Wash. -89.0 

KING.TV INI; KOMO -TV (AI; KTNT.TV, 

KTVW; KIRO.TV ICI 

SEDALIA, Mo. -87.0 
KMOS.TV IAI 

SHREVEPORT, La. -78.0 
KSLA IA,CI; KTBS -TV IA,NI 

SIOUX CITY, Iowa -NA 
KTIV IA,N1; KVTV IA,CI 

SIOUX MLLS, 5A.-75A 
KELO TV IC,N,AI (Operates boosters KDLOTV, 

Florence, S.D. and KPLO -TV, Reliance, S.D.I 

SOUTH BEND- ELKHART, Ind. -68.0 
WNDU TV$ INI; WSBT TV ICI; WS1V TVt IN 

SPARTAN/MG, S.C. 
{See Asheville, N.C., GreenvilleSportanbur6, S.CJ 

SPOKANE, Wads. -77.0 
CHO -T'1 'NI; KREM -TV UI; KKLYTV ICI 

SPRINGFIELD, III. -66.0 

' 

.. ... WCHU, Champaign, IIU 

SPRINGFIELD-HOLYOKE, Mass.-110.0 
WH TN- 1VT ,A,CI; WWLPt INI 

IWWLP operates Sctellae WRLPt Greenfield, Mail 
SPRINGFIELD, Mo.-83.0 

KTTS.TVFICI; KYTV U,NI 

STEUBENVILLE, ohle-91A 
WSTV.TV IA,CI 

SUPERIOR, Wis.-DULUTH, Mh,n.-BSA 
WDSM.TV IN/tI; KDAI.7V ICI 

SWEETWATER ITax.-S2A 
JKPAR-TV IC/ 

SYRACUSE, N.Y-91A 
WHEN-TV IA.CI: WSYRTV (N/LI 

11LiWSYRTV operates SotelGte WSYETV Hs:ro, N.Y.) 

TACOMA-SEATTLE, Wash.-89.0 
KTN1.TV; K7 IV/ 

rKOMO-TV M 

TALLAHASSEE,tFIe -THOMASVILLE,IGa -67.0 
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aT.W.X% 
IVS V 

[(WI 
'r 

I 

REX k, 
/ 

WREX -TV 
continues 
to dominate 

Rockford and 
Area Viewing .. 

AT NIGHT 
45 of the Top 50 Shows . 

IN THE DAYTIME 
All 20 of the Top 20 Shows 

'Source AR8 Oct. 25 - Nov. 21, 1959 

IN FACT ... All Day and 
All Night! . Every Hour 
of the Week is "Good 
Time on . . . WREX -TV, 

M sdcn g, ......4 e, 
v.,. P,.. .G.. Mgr H rl011110. Inc 

While serving a single 
station market, WTHI -TV 
fulfills its public service re- 
sponsibilities in a way that 
has gained for it the appre- 
ciation and support of its 
entire viewing area ... a cir- 
cumstance that must be re- 
flected in audience response 
to advertising carried. 

Five full % hours of local 
public service program- 
ming each week. 

WTHI-TV 
CHANNEL 10 CBs ABC 
TERRE HAUTE 

INDIANA 

Market & Stations -% Penntrot,on TV Homes 

TAMPA -ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.-79.0 
WFIA.TV INI; WTVT IO. WSUN.TVT 

TEMPLE -WACO, Tax -80.0 
KCEN -TV INI; KWTK -TV A.CI 

TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -92.0 
WTHLTV (A,C) 

TEXARKANA, Tex.-74.0 
KCMC -TV IA,CI 

THOMASVILLE, Ga.- TALLAHASSEE, Fla. 
(See Tollohosseel 

TOLEDO, Ohie -96.0 
WSPDTV IA,NI: WTOI TV IC,N) 

TOPEKA, Kan. -81.0 
WIBW -TV IC,A,NI 

TRAVERSE CITY, Mich.-86.0 
WPBN (V INA) 

TUCSON, Mis. -81.0 
KGUN.TV IAI; KOLDTV (C); KVOA.TV IN) 

TULSA, Oka. -114.0 
KOTV ICI; KVOO.TV INI; KTUL.TV (A) 

TUPELO, Miss.-60.0 
WTWV INI 

TWIN FALLS, Ida. -73.0 
KLIK -TV (A,C,N) 

TYLER, Tex. -72.0 
KLTV IA,C,NI 

UTICA -ROME, N.Y. -93.0 
WKTV IA,C,NI 

VALLEY CITY, N.D. -75.0 
KK1B -TV ICI 

bee oleo Forges. N U.1 

WACO -TEMPLE, Te.. -10.0 
KWTX.TV IA EN TV INI 

WASHINGTON, D C.-90.0 
WMAETV IA` .. -" TV SNI WTOP TV SCI WIT( 

WASHINGTON- GREENVILLE, N C. -77.0 
WITN (N); V.1. ., 

WATERBURY, Conn. 
WATR.TVT IAI 

WATERLOO -CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa -91.0 
KWWI -TV INI; KCRG.TV IA); WMTTV iCI 

WAUSAU, WIs. -89.0 
WSAUTV IA,C,NI 

WESLACO -HARLINGEN, Tax. -71.0 
KRGV -TV IN,AI; KGBT -TV IA,CI 

WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. -78.0 
WEAT -TV (AT WPTV INI 

WHEELING, W.Va. -89.0 
WTRFTV IA,N) 

WICHITA- HUTCHINSON, Kan. -85.0 
KAKETV IAI; KARO.TV INI; KTVH ICI 

IKTVC, Ensign, Kan., satellite of KAKE.TVI 

WICHITA FALLS, Tex -111.0 
KFDX.TV IA,NI; KSYD.TV ICI 

WILKES- BARRE -SCRANTON, Pa -81.0 
WBRETVT INI; WNEP.TVT IA); WDAU.TVt IC) 

4ncludes community antdnnae in counties not credited) 

WILLISTON, N.D. -52.0 
KUMV.TV INA) 

WILMINGTON, N.C. -69.0 
WECT IA,N,O 

WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. -87.0 
WSJSTV IN) 

WORCESTER, Mass. 
WWORT IN) 

YAKIMA, Wash. -68.0 
KIMA.TVT IA,C,NI 
(Operates satellites KLEW.TV, Lewiston, Ido., KBASIVT, 
Ephroto, Wosh., KEPR.TVT, Pasco, Wash.) 

YORK, Pa -60.9 
WSBA -TVT IAI 

YOUNGSTOWN, Ohle -71.0 
WFMI -TVT; WKBNTVt IC): WKST.TVt (Al 

Includes community antennas in county not credited) 
YUMA, ANx. -76.0 

KIVA IC,N,A) 
ZANESVILLE, Ohle -86.0 

WHIZTVT (A,C,NI 

323,400 
1191,100 
126,700 

217,400 

83,000 

380,800 

1 15, 500 

38,400 

102.200 

304,200 

57,000 

26,800 

113,200 

140,200 

169,100 

126,700 

833,100 

193,100 

325,100 

98,100 

'74,400 

76,200 

350,600 

"'258,900 

127.900 

1253,100 

20,500 

121.600 

339,000 

tt 

1106,600 

139,500 

1144,500 

23,1100 

123,900 

Due to conflicting research doto, this market has not been 
reevaluated pending further Study. 

t U. H. F. 

TT Incomplete doto. 
111 New stationroverage study not completed. 

U. S. Coverage only. 
s. Includes circulation of satellite for booster). 

tee Does not include Grculotion of satellite. 

TV MARKETS 
I- channel marken 124 

2.channel markets 67 

3- chonnel markets........... .. .. 59 

4. for morel 'channel motten ... 14 

Total U.S. Marken 264 

Commercial stations U. S. 8 oossessions 517 

Facts are the fabric of 

sound decisions. 

And it's a fact that there's gold in 

the Shreveport market ... a major 

share of which is being spent by 

KSLA -TV viewers for products seen 

on the clean, clear picture KSLA -TV 

offers the Ark La Tex! It's a further 

fact that more people watch and 

prefer KSLA -TV (and we have the 

ratings to prove it)! 

Our prospectors, Harrington, Righ- 

ter & Parsons, have ALL the facts 

and will help you "pan" your share 

of the geld from this rich and grow- 

ing market!! 

(hullilll'l 1O , /r rcveport, la. 
lirtord, %I Well n lb h.: 

ilarrington. Righter moil Parsons. Inc. 
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Compliments by the sackful! 
Across our desk come letters of honest and 
sincere praise like the letter from the Navy 
wife who wrote: "Your station has always af- 
forded the finest entertainment ... we have 
lived in many parts of the country and never 

Hrnrr.r,dtrd by 

before have I enjoyed watching television 
as much." The satisfaction of our viewers, 
as expressed by the volume and content of 
our mail, is more impressive, we think, 
than any rating picture could be. 

CHANNEL 10 COCK -OF- THE -WALK IN THE PROVIDENCE MARKET 
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'POT TELEVISION from page 57 

No one technique (for buying spot television) is equally suitable for all types of advertisers" 

, An even more fundamental shortcom- 
;,ig of this method is the very question 
$,i how the reach and frequency figures 
4,.e. established. All too often, these fig. 

tes are glibly arrived at through a com- 

t frtable rounding of reasonable numbers 
+ch as 75% unduplicated homes and an 

..aerage of 5.0 messages per home 
tirached. Figures in this vicinity may have 
p wrked for Product A but they are not 
i ocessarily correct for Product B. Compe- 

t ion may be heavier or lighter, our r 
Nitta may have a completely different 

e of marketing characteristics or the 
cmmercial may be more or less per - 
stisive. The inductive reasoning which 

!es into establishment of these "goals" 
H oo often superficial and based on fac- 
oic lly unsupportable premises. In those 
*aes where solid support exists for the 

commended pattern, usually as the re- 
tit of carefully conducted test market- 

(fin in a previous period, of course these 
4 nments don't hold. 

rt s a further drawback to this planning 
$4kice, we have the very real and severe 
tghe :rictions it places upon the buyer. He 
toy have to forego some extremely de- 

tliitble spot locations simply because 
Ally don't fit the reach and frequency 
tatern established. In a given market, 
stprne -time 20- second announcements 
aomy represent a considerably better value 
1 thn the fringe -time minutes available. 
ui f he must rigidly adhere to the reach 
win frequency pattern established, he 
I Inv have to by -pass some of these choice 
anrne -time locations and pick up much 
1t1c5 desirable minutes merely to fulfill 
fehi, frequency objectives. And the situa- 
blin could easily be reversed in the next 
sm -ket he buys. It can be argued that 
Lth, is exactly the kind of control which 

:iikcps a plan in line with the approved 
a.titegy. But one end -result in spot buy- 
bin should always be development of the 
kvtcviest effective weight possible for the 
i; nney available. The medium is simply 
Pi oc discriminating enough to support 

t it more refined method of picking and 
hosing. 

'Ss rating point method 
[he gross rating point method is quite 
Filar to the reach and frequency tech - 
iue just reviewed. It, too, takes into 
ount the variations by market in- 
cnt in the medium and describes the 

to be done in terms of what the 
Ilium can deliver. But although it is 
tiewhat less sophisticated and complex 
in the reach and frequency device, it 

,ntains many of the same shortcomings. 
t too, relies upon ratings from past pe- 
)ds. Also, the establishment of planned 

t 

goals may be based upon [actors other 
than the proven effectiveness of the pat- 
tern, as in the reach and frequency tech- 
nique. 

But obviously, the use of gross rating 
points only, as a method of spot plan- 
ning, ignores the reach and frequency 
variations which are possible in this me- 
dium. Only two or three extremely high 
rated prime -time announcements may 
easily achieve the weekly rating point 
goal in a certain market most efficiently, 
but frequency may be so low as to ma- 
terially damage the effectiveness of the 
whole campaign. 

Going to the other extreme, the buyer 
may painstakingly build to his rating 
point goal through low rated fringe - 
time locations -and lots of them -but his 
total reach may be so low that he has 
lost most of his potential market. In 
other words, the buyer has very little to 
guide him, other than his judgment, in 
the balance to be achieved through dis- 
persion of his spots. 

Shortcomings of established system 

One of the oldest spot planning tech- 
niques still in general use is that which 
establishes the number of spots to be 
bought, by type, in a given market. From 
there on it's simply up to the buyer to 
develop the highest number of rating 
points at the best possible efficiency for 
this given number of spots. But this 
course, while relatively simple and clear - 
cut, also has problems. As in the case of 
the first method, where money is the de- 
termining factor, it takes no notice of 
the wide variation in spot audience by 
market. Further, it ignores the actual 
vagaries of buying. In one market, the 
buys may have been particularly good 
while in another, the best that are avail- 
able are not very strong. In the first 
market, the entire quota may not really 
be needed, while in the second, addi- 
tional compensating spots might defi- 
nitely be in order. 

Various refinements have been made 
in this method to take care of variations 
by market size, number of channels or 
even the usual excellence of spots. But 
basically it is a rigid method which does 
not allow for judgment on the part of 
the buyer or variations in the plan to 
permit particularly desirable departures 
from the norm. 

In reviewing these four techniques we 
see that each has certain advantages and 
disadvantages. They vary in complexity, 
in the degree of freedom allowed the 
buyer and in the degree of recognition 
they give to the various dimensions of 
the medium. We believe that no one 
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technique is equally suitable for all types 
of advertisers. But there is a great deal 
to be gained from thorough knowledge 
of each of these methods as they can 
apply to different problems. 

For best results, a judicious mixture 

Although unwieldy and not satisfy- 
ingly specific, we believe that a judicious 
combination of several methods is best. 
Plans could be developed which do not 
describe the spot program from any 
single standpoint, but which list a series 
of standards to be applied. The approxi- 
mate number and types of spot can be 
indicated with the resulting rating point 
range which should be considered suit- 
able. Reach and frequency patterns can 
also be described in general terms as can 
the range of allowable costs-per-thou- 
sand. From all of this should come a 
general overall budget for the campaign 
and a market -by- market dollar quota. 
This dollar figure would be the result of 
all these earlier estimates and not a rigid 
cost figure which ignores the problems 
of local television buying. 

Most importantly, within each spot 
television plan should be an important 
degree of latitude allowed the buyer as 
he goes to work. He should not be un- 
necessarily hampered by rigid planning 
goals or limitations. He should under- 
stand thoroughly and completely the 
strategic place of television spots in the 
overall plan and exactly what is to be 
accomplished by their use. He should 
recognize the creative requirements 
which may suggest heavier emphasis on 
one spot form rather than another. And 
he should most certainly know the mar- 
ket he is to reach- whether it is broad or 
narrow- whether it requires intensive 
cultivation or more broadscale aware- 
ness at the expense of frequency. After 
general understanding is achieved with 
the acount group and client, the buyer 
should be permitted to exercise his ex- 
perienced judgment to produce that pro- 
gram of spots which best meets the ob- 
jectives of the campaign with the greatest 
regard for efficiency. 

Contributions of buyer considerable 

Cut little .utuntion has been paid in 
much recent spot television planning to 
the very considerable values the buyer 
can contribute after general outlines 
have been established by strategists, ac- 
count management and the client. In the 
desire for explicitness and professional- 
ism in our planning, we may have lost 
the very important advantage which 
shrewd ingenious aiul knowledgeable 
buying can contribute. T., page s9 
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CHANNEL 
8 s. WHEN-TV 

..- f1L'1 
101 COURT STREET, SYRACUSE 8, NEW YORK 

MEREDITH 
SYRACUSE 

TELEVISION CORP. 
GR. 4 -8511 

In the past decade Central New Yorkers have developed a 

decided list to the port side -that is the wallet side -the side 

in which advertisers are most interested. 

Proof of this heavy wallet situation is the most recent 
report from the Sales Management Survey of Buying Power 
documenting a more than 60 per cent increase in income for our 

accredited coverage area. 

Cash registers count dollars not people. If you are 
interested in dollars our commercial manager, Fred Menzies 
will be happy to ring up some interesting totals for 

you. The Katz men under Mike Membrado are also figure 

filberts -and they are good at mathematics, too. 

PA /gb Cordially, 

Smith -Corona 

Marchant, Inc., the 

largest employer in 

the city of Syracuse 

... sells its 
equipment 

throughout 
the U.S. 

Paul Adanti 
Vice President 

, A MEREDITH 
TELEVISION HOMES 

8 GARDENS STATION AFFILIATED tIATED 
KCMO KCMG 

TV 

AND SUCCESSFUL 
FARMING Kansas City /KPHO KPHO'TV /WOW Phoenix WOW Tulsa/ 

Omaha 
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I SPOT TELEVISION from page Ri 

PROBLEMS OF BUDGETING 
LA inaccuracies will continue until 
;t tegardless of which technique is used 

Ek, o plan a spot program, one of the major 
equirements, in addition to describing 
!ie effort needed to accomplish a mar- 

t,, eting objective, is simply to be able to 
e ttach a price tag to the campaign. Con - 

dering the relatively high out -of- pocket 
1st required for any reasonably exten- 
ve campaign, the client should expect a 
tirly exact estimate of the cost involved. 
'his need for advance budgeting creates 
zany of the headaches and inaccuracies 
i television spot planning today. 

ust how can you estimate correctly? 

The stations to be used in any given 
rarket are normally not known in ad- 
%nce. They are generally selected on the 
!Isis of availabilities well after the plan 
i approved for execution. The actual 

,nmber of spots, their length, discounts 
- ttich may be applicable, and the time 
,priod classifications used are all factors 
Ilvich have a considerable bearing on 
ti. cost of a campaign and which are 
iitpossible to determine in advance of 
ta:ual buying. How, then, can a reason- 

) aly correct cost estimate be made of the 
put which is being recommended? 
Dne of the most widely used practices 

t is based on the assumption that all 
pinned activity will be placed on the 
h;hest cost station in each market and 
Olt the highest applicable discount 
Icel will be earned. This has the dual 
avantage of insuring that moving from 

station to another will not cause an 
irrease in costs not covered by the plan 
,11 that some recognition is given to 
pksible reductions in cost through dis- 
tinting. But, obviously, this technique 

ici rough rule of thumb at best. If the 
.nual campaign is placed entirely on the 
h;h cost station and the assumed dis- 
tant actually is earned, the estimate 
mild be fairly accurate. However, in 
a.ual practice, this is rarely the case and 
sable adjustments in the initial esti- 
n tes have to be made as the buying 
awally progresses. 

In addition to this simple problem of 

costs become more stable and rate structures more uniform. 
estimating, there are two other factors 
which can materially alter even the most 
painstaking projection of costs. These 
are: 

1. Increases or other changes an- 
nounced by a station after the original 
estimate is developed. 

2. The existence of a tremendous 
variety of alternative rates for different 
time periods, specific programs and pro. 
gram types or package plans. 

In the first case, there is obviously 
little which can be done to forestall the 
change in price which a seller should 
always be free to decide upon. But with 
the fast -moving growth of the medium, 
the sudden experiencing of tremendous 
competitive buying pressures, etc., costs 
have risen dramatically, in certain spe- 
cific instances, with notice much shorter 
than the period for which the spots are 
planned to run. 

This situation can only result in a 
major change in estimated cost and the 
usual practice at our agency has been to 
look for economies elsewhere in the 
campaign to offset sudden and unfore- 
seen increases during the life of a spot 
program. Of course, when a large in- 
crease is announced for a spot currently 
in use, it is re- examined to sec if its 
continuation is warranted at the higher 
price. 

In the second case, we have all wit- 
nessed in a very short time the mush- 
rooming complexities of individual rate 
cards. Certain rate structures of major 
stations offer a bewildering array of 
prices and it's only after a great deal of 
difficulty that the buyer can determine - 
with any reasonable degree of accuracy 
-the actual rate which lie will be 
charged for a given pattern of spots. 

The buyer has his choice of a variety 
of package arrangements varying by day 
part and by types of announcements; 
and, in addition, can elect to use straight 
spot announcements, participations in 
specific programs, or a variety of special 
offers based on varying degrees of prc- 
emptability. 

We certainly feel that a great deal of 
this complexity has arisen as the result 
of very real and pertinent sales problems. 
We all recognize that no two groups of 
spots can represent the exact same value 
to the buyer or to the station. But we 
feel that this trend may have grown to 
extreme proportions and that station 
rate cards in general could undergo a 
thorough housecleaning. A close analogy 
we believe exists in the federal income 
tax structure which, as we all ruefully 
know, has become tremendously complex 
during the past 40 years in an effort to 
be fair in a multitude of special circum- 
stances. 

But even the federal tax structure is 
coming under increasing attack for these 
very reasons of unwieldiness and obscur- 
ity. Proponents of tax reform have been 
able to demonstrate that simplification 
could result in better service and even a 

lower individual tax. 

Clear -cut rate structures, please 

Likewise, we feel that a concerted ef- 
fort on the part of trade associations, 
representative organizations, individual 
stations and advertisers and agencies - 
all of whom make use of these rate cards 
-is called for to adopt more uniform and 
clear -cut rate structures. Widespread 
adoption of certain standards in this 
area could go far toward simplifying the 
entire matter of professional timebuying 
and could result in considerable economy 
of money and effort on the part of all 
groups concerned. 

Until such time as costs become more 
stable and the rate structure less com- 
plex, we will have to continue using 
various means of choii -cutting for the 
preparation of our adv;uttc estimates. 
Experiments have been conducted by our 
agent c using more ingenious devices than 
the method described above. but in 
general we have found nothing better 
than this "high cost station technique" 
tempered by good judgment and a 

knowledge of the panic alai special buy- 
ing citctunstances which may apply. 

PROBLEMS OF MEASURING 
"Except for the loosest type of estimate, we are reluctant to predict the pattern of viewing 
third general area which can create 

cnsiderable difficulty in using spot tele- 
ction is the very basic and much -dis- 
rssed problem common to all broad - 
esting of measuring the actual audience 
rceived for money spent. 
Network television has faced this same 

roblem, but in this case the answer is 

fL 

much simpler clue to the much smaller 
number of individual buying units being 
measured and the ready availability of 
well -accepted national rating services. 
The projection of anticipated network 
sponsorship patterns is also simpler for 
these same reasons. 

True, a variety of services are avail- 
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able to project the local market ratings 
which are needed to estimate and to 
prove spot audiences. But the sheer num- 
ber of spots which may be involved and 
the infinite variety of combinations in 
any particular plan make it almost im- 
possible to predict reasonable reach and 
frequency figures in advance. With a 

To next page 
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SPOT TELEVISION continued 

great deal of experience in network tele- 
vision, we are able to estimate reach and 
frequency for a given combination of 
network commercials with enough ac- 
curacy to fit the needs of planning. Sub- 
sequent actual runs have supported these 
projective techniques. 

But in spot television, except for the 
loosest type of estimate, we feel reluctant 
to predict the pattern of viewing for any 
given spot plan. The runs which are 
necessary to establish exactl what net 
audience was achieved for a given spot 
program are practically "custom built" 
jobs which are available only many 
weeks after the start of the campaign. 
Even then, their application to future 
planning can only be made in the broad- 
est possible terms. 

Audience stability in spot television 

Further compounding this problem is 
the question of stability of audience 
available for the specific spot location. 
The most widely used technique to de- 
termine the audience of a given spot be- 
tween programs is the averaging of the 
ratings of the previous and succeeding 

program segments. But from time to 
time, challenges are made of this tech - 
nique. Is there an actual drop in view- 
ing, or even tuning, for between- program 
segments? 

Logic would tell us that viewers do not 
normally turn off the set for the 30 sec- 
onds between programs, and careful ex- 
amination of Nielsen minute -by- minute 
studies have indicated this is true. But 
most of the dial changing which occurs 
at the end of one program and the start 
of the next must, of necessity, come dur- 
ing the commercial break. 

In addition, questions have been raised 
concerning viewer attention to the set 
during these breaks and we only have 
the scantiest of indicative material to 
judge that the drop-off in attention at 
this time is not considerable enough to 
raise serious doubts about the effective- 
ness of spot television. 

Going beyond questions of rating 
availability, establishment of reach and 
frequency patterns, and patterns of at- 
tention during commercial breaks, we 
get into the hazy area of measuring the 
effectiveness of the medium. Aside from 

the fact that we know the medium ha 

produced dramatically favorable sale 
results for a wide range of products ant 
services, we feel that measurement of thi' 
effectiveness of the medium -the impao 
one announcement has on a viewer -is 
technical psychological problem bnont, 
the scope of this discussion. 

Measurement still a problem 

On a touch more elementary plane 
spot television has many complicatiotrn 
in the measurement area and only tht 

most diligent collection of past historie 
and continuing work by all parties in tht 
business toward the improvement d 
knowledge about audience patterns, ant 
how they are achieved, can hope to over 

come many of these initial obstacles. 
The advances made by both Nielser, 

and ARB in broadening the availabili 
of local ratings and in establishing it 

formation on reach and frequency pat 

terns has helped greatly in this regard i 

But the surface has only been scratched 
and considerable work can still be dons 

to build more instantaneous and mort 

widely applicable audience information 

PROBLEMS OF MONITORING 
Current malpractices could harm entire spot medium and lessen advertisers' regard for its usefulness 

I n contrast to print media where check- 
ing copies are available and where an 
easily located record of the insertion 
can be maintained in any file, all forms 
of broadcasting are considerably more 
difficult to report in this respect. 

Station logs and affidavits of perform- 
ance are the most normally used means 
of ascertaining the manner in which a 
spot schedule has been actually aired. 
But the large amounts of money in- 
volved and the vital importance spot 
television holds in many of our media 
plans make us feel that a more definite 
checking operation is in order. Monitor- 
ing services are available, and are bought 
by most large agencies, but they have 
three main drawbacks at this time: 

Faults in monitoring services 

I. Because of the enormity of the job, 
they can only spot check and most of a 
given schedule is never actually reported. 

2. Because of the volume of informa- 
tion even these spot checks afford, a 
thorough and conscientious culling of 
material from them is a cumbersome and 
time -consuming job. 

3. Buying of one or more of these 
available monitoring services can repre- 
sent a considerable expense to the agency 
or advertiser because of the high, non - 
billable costs involved. 

This is not to say that these monitor. 

ing services are not justified in the rates 
they must charge or in the form that they 
report their findings. To report com- 
pletely on the entire commercial pattern 
of all commercial stations in this coun- 
try, clay in and day out, would be an 
impossibly large and prohibitively ex- 
pensive proposition. 

We do not feel the answer lies in any 
further extension of these services, at 
further increases in price, or in some 
master automated technique which could 
somehow digest and report on material 
for the entire field. Evidence that sched- 
ules have run as they were bought with 
regard for effective commercial schedul- 
ing, proper adherence to normal product 
protection limits and care in the accu- 
racy with which proper films are run 
must normally be accepted on faith. 

Since it is a practical impossibility to 
police every single spot placed by an 
agency, the advertiser and his agency 
must rely on the professionalism, good 
business judgment, and the assumed high 
level of business ethics of the individual 
stations for proper care of the consider- 
able volume of business placed by these 
various advertisers. 

An indication of the apprehension 
which can develop if this trust is im- 
paired lies in the recent furor caused 
by the growing awareness of triple spot- 
ting practices in certain markets. 
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We believe that, in general, this ¡mac 

tice did not become so widespread .1, ti 

materially harm most spot efforts. Bu 

the fact that enough incidents were un 

covered to cause a great deal of public 
comment in the trade press and in in 

dustry meetings is a dramatic indicatiot 
of the concern most advertisers any t 

agencies have today for the proper har 

' dling of their advertising programs ii 

spot television. 

Joint effort needed to meet standards 

We further believe that it is now mot 

imperative than ever that representatis 
organizations and stations take eve' 

precaution to assure meeting the reasot 

able requirements and generally -hel 

rules of individual agencies and the but t 

ness in total for correct handling 
schedules. 

If other malpractices such as violatio 

of commercial limitation codes or 

general breakdown in competitive pr 

tection policies occur in the future, V 

believe that this entire media catego 
will suffer appreciably in a loss of Ave 

tiser confidence in the medium and 

very possibly -a loss in actual billings. 
Short -sighted attempts to cram mo 

immediate business into the prograt 
ming day through a softening of exists 
self- imposed rules of operation cou 

lead to disastrous consequences. This 
To page 
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'touchy question...seldom discussed openly. But discussed penetrant y and un nc wily y a pä 
distinguished guests on CBS Owned WBBM-TV, where Chicagoans look for-and 1,1 -mu t exp 
aginative, courageous, provocative local television programming throughout the week. 

pie who value their time find nStriSOILwatching on WBBM -TV. Which is, simply enough, why ti 
age; loPllitétrieievision station for 57 consecutive Nielsen repo 

WBBM-TV, CHANNEL 2 IN CHICAGO-CBS OWN 

';' i:; 

WILL INTEGRATION REALLY WORK? 
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Interview: 
Wade Advertising Media Associate tells why he 

selects the WLW TV Stations and WLW Radio for Alka Seltzer. 

V 
o 

"The Crosley Broadcasting Cooperation - that's whet we call it. Because 
the 6 WLW stations sure give 

complete cooperation to advertisers." 
4 

"Station salesmen, talent, production, 
merchandising, promotion - 

everybody at the WLW Stations give 
speedy service to speedy Alka Seltzer." 

Carl your WLW Stations Representative ...you'll be glad you did! 

WLW -1 
Television 

Indianapolis 

WLW -C 
Television 

Columbus 

"So, one good answer to your 
ad broadcast problems is 
just a WLW Station away." 

WLW -T 
Television 

Cincinnati 

WLW -A 
Television 

Atlanta 

Crosley Broadcasting Corporation a division of AvcO 
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SPOT TELEVISION /ram page 90 
not to say that advertisers are so sensi- 
tive to real or imagined violations which 
could possibly damage the effectiveness 
of their schedules that they will boycott 
an important and effective medium. But 
the impossibility of constant and com- 
plete policing to assure correct schedul- 
ing, in contrast to print media or even 
network activity, always raises the ques- 
tion, in spot television, of exactly how 
Properly the business is being placed. 

One interesting sidelight in this regard 
s that the medium appears to be ad- 
usting to changes in advertiser usage 
Ind the pressures of business demands 
or commercial times available. At the 
ime this article is being written, moves 
re underway by the National Associa- 
ion of Broadcasters to permit modifcca- 

tion of the code in order to allow the use 
of 70- second, rather than 30- second, 
breaks at certain parts of the broadcast 
clay. This is a normal evolutionary 
process and, although advertisers may 
raise the question of possible over -com- 
mercialization, we believe this is simply 
a formalization of a fairly widely -used 
practice in commercial scheduling. 

The biggest brake on over- commercial- 
ization would be the restraint and good 
business judgment of television station 
managements. These people do not work 
in a vacuum, but are subject to constant 
critical pressures by their audiences and 
their advertisers. 

We feel certain that stations will be 
able to continue their record of very fine 
performance as both a means of infor- 

mation and entertainment and an ad- 
vertising medium. It seems that only a 
small minority of relatively short -sighted 
station operators have created most of 
the furor concerning advertising mal- 
practices. In the unlikely event of a 

growing general inability by stations to 
properly manage their existing business, 
we can only sec the undertaking of some 
sort of master electronic policing mech- 
anism for the industry as a whole. 

This policing could only be developed 
with tremendous expense and trouble. 
The cost of maintaining a service of this 
magnitude could well represent a severe 
disadvantage for the spot television med- 
ium, and would almost certainly be re. 
flected in a lessening regard by advertis- 
ers of the usefulness of spot television. 

PROBLEMS OF SELLING 
All those concerned with spot TV must acquaint policy- level executives with the medium. 

ly selling problems; we don't mean the 
imiliar and obvious situation of contact 
etween stations and representatives on 
me one hand and advertisers and agen- 
,es on the other. 
This type of selling activity is handled 
professionally and satisfactorily in spot 

ilevision as it is in other prominent 
utiona! media forms and much has al- 
lady been written and said concerning 
to possible improvement of this type of 
Iling and the kind of good manners 
bid' an advertising agency should clis- 
lay in return. 
Instead, we are concerned with the 

Loader selling job which the medium as 
whole is faced with in dealing with 
ajor national advertisers. When an ad- 
'rtiser sponsors a network program, he 
is a comforting sense of identification 
th a prominent show business person - 
ity or a widely accepted and discussed 
qtertainment property. 

Many major business executives have 
!tie or no knowledge of the various 
,,ot forms available to them, the cost 
'lationships of these different forms and 
to many ways in which spot television 
torts can be tailor -made to suit market 
rategy requirements. 
All groups concerned with spot tele- 

sion, such as the stations themselves, 
'presentative organizations and the 
'edia departments of agencies and ad- 
rtiser companies have a very real job 
t do in acquainting policy -level execu- 
ves with spot television. All of these 
roups should be concerned with pro - 
toting greater familiarization of these 
xecutives with the medium and how it 
orks and the many ways in which it 
an represent a powerful and logical 
ddition to the media choices available 
o these advertisers. 

A strong assist can be given in this 
ame area by trade associations which all 

too often are more preoccupied with 
somewhat uniformed swipes at competi- 
tive media forms than they are in prop- 
erly publicizing the many prominent 
values of their own medium. 

Spot television is an exceptionally ef- 
fective advertising device. But it is not so 
obviously workable that continual pro- 
motion at all levels of the advertiser 
community is not warranted. Much 
could be accomplished to improve the 
quality of selling of the medium as a 
category. 

The foregoing is by no means an ex- 
haustive discussion of all the areas in 
spot television where opportunities for 
improvement lie. But it raises many 
points of difficulty which advertising 
agencies and their clients are encounter- 
ing right now in recommending and 
buying the medium. We noted above 
that spot television is only about ten 
years old. But during 1959, over $600,- 
000,000 was spent in this medium by na- 
tional advertisers and there is every 
indication this total will continue to 
grow at a sizable rate in future years. 

For this reason alone, station man- 
agements, station representatives, adver- 
tising agencies, advertising departments 
and the trade press should all be seri- 
ously concerned with at least some if 
not all of the problems we have sug- 
gested in this article. 

Still to be done 
All of these groups -individually or in 

total -can make considerable contribu- 
tions to more productive use of the med- 
ium and greater appreciation of its 
strengths through the following: 

1. Investigation of how spot television 
actually works. How much weight is re- 
quired? What factors should be consid- 
ered in determining announcement 
length? Are in- program or between- 
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program spots materially different in 
their effectiveness? 

2. Can improvements be made in our 
ability to predict audiences to proposed 
spot plans? Can we determine in ad- 
vance the reach and frequency of various 
alternative plans? Can we determine 
with any reasonable degree of certainty 
what our audience composition may be? 

3. Are there ways in which the cost 
structure of the medium can be simpli- 
fied to pc] nit more accurate estimating 
and a more stable cost structure? 

I. Are improvements possible in the 
speed with which measurements of the 
audience can be macle available and the 
accuracy with which these measurements 
are made? Can more universally applic- 
able measurements of the total audience 
be developed for planning purposes? 

5. Can the general level of commer- 
cial scheduling by the broadcast indus- 
try become so uniformly high that there 
are no problems of cede violation. un- 
warranted competitive interference or 
over- commcrcialization.f If this is tun 
possible, should steps be taken to set up 
an industry -wide "clearing house" for 
complete, sustained monitoring of all 
broadcast at tis its to assure proper ad- 
herence to st hcdtdc requirements? 

6. Should all of the many business or- 
ganizations involved ill the buying and 
selling of spot consider further steps iti 
educating : \nierivan business as to the ef- 
ficient and successful use of the medium? 

These are just some of the endless 
number of questions which face con- 
scientious users of spot television. They 
are not listed simply to illustrate the 
magnitude of the problems facing us 
today. More constructively, they outline 
very real courses of action which can 
lead to valuable and constructive im- 
provements in our advertising tech- 
niques in the years ahead. use. 
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RETIREMENT coui,uued !rom page 55 

house for ,r r. rill alts.tt. oil the go. 
The onit tram thct'll get me out Of here 
IN to a a1 I t me out -lect In.t. 

\ \'alum It.nnm, on the other hand, 
ncscr held to the .oeil antenitiC. :mtl 
aleass maintained that theta tt.t. al- 

together tar too min It iurpot tall( c at- 
tached to the sot ial iambic. Bask in 
Ntilsankec, Damn imply..LA both his 
friends and his enemies as leading a file 
of utmost sintplit its. 

I-1is entire I life resolved about 
his wife. home. gardens, and hobbies, a 

greenhouse. work .hops and photogra- 
phy. Ile read little, except btis' ss 

publications, and attended perhaps only 
one or two social fun( tions tied in with 
business. He rarely entertained formally. 
and since 1940 belonged to no country 
clubs. "Too busy." explains Damm who 
spent most of his time at home watch- 
ing TV. going to bed around 9:3(1 pram 

("Wilt " sass one of his business associ- 
ates. somewhat incredulously, "Damns 
went to bed in the middle of prime 
time!") 

On the occasions that he managed to 
make it to New York. there was little 
the network could do for him. He rarely 
budged out of his hotel suite, spent most 
of his time closeted with old cronies 
shooting craps, playing gin rummy, in- 
dulging in a few drinks. and talking 
amiably into the evening. 

This utter disdain of social activity, 
of course, kept Damm's non -essential ex- 
penditures at a fairly loss level. But 
then. Damn is the exception rather 
than the rule. A. C. Spcctorsky, in his 
penetrating analysis of the communi- 
cator -at -play ( "The Exurbanites ") sums 
up the dilemma confronting most broad- 
casters and advertising men by quoting 
the Victorian author, Samuel Butler: 
"All progress is based upon a universal, 
innate desire on the part of every or- 
ganism to live beyond its income." 

The fact that many broadcasters enjoy 
relatively high incomes does not offset 
the fact that, after living expenses and 
high taxes arc accounted for, not much 
is left for them to salt away. 

Pensions in broadcasting 

"The sad truth of the matter," says 
one broadcaster, "is that too few of the 
stations employing us have what might 
he called 'retirement insurance.' ' " The 
capital gains or stock deal might be one 
way to solve this problem, he says, but 
"what counts is the pension." This 
broadcaster left a station after 22 years 
for this reason, and joined one of the 
three TV networks, all of which have in 
(2:fert reasonable pension programs. 

I):onns, on the other hand, was well 
epared financially for retirement. 

a rat I --n. being owned and operated by 
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an unusually la sighted publishing tona- 
pm)% Attended to this detail over twenty 
tea us ago. In I937, then -publisher Ifaily 
I. (.rant. having arranged that eventu- 
all more than 75";, of the stock would 
be iu the hands of The Journal Coln- 
pant 's employees, implemented .1 pen- 
sion plan that allows Dann' to lit a on a 

rclatitcl high standard of living. "In 
them t ." Damnt's successor, George R. 
tonne, .aid recently, "when a luau gets 
to the top. he ought to be assured of 
high rewards." Publisher Grant practiced 
the theory well. Stock interest is sold 
to employees in proportion to their 
salary and their position, but mist be 
sold back to the company when a per- 
son leaves the company. Damm's lon- 
gevity allowed him to get in early as a 

share -holder, and as his salary and posi- 
tion grew, so did his holdings. By the 
time he retired, his stock worth re- 

portedly was in the neighborhood of six 
figures. 

In addition, the Journal's pension 
plan insures Damm -for the rest of his 
life -a retirement income, inclusive of 
social security, of 52% of his average 
salary paid him during his last ten years 
with the Journal. 

Damm well fixed 

Added to what Damm got for his 
stock and what he is getting in way of 
a pension, Damm fortified himself with 
annuities and paid up life insurance 
policies in no small amounts. Too, the 
sale of his suburban River Hills five 
acre estate in 1955 and his Bayside resi- 
dence when he retired assured him the 
wherewithall to finance his retirement 
without any strings attached no matter 
where he decided to locate. 

While Damm became known during 
his career as a budget administrator non - 
pareil, he now steadfastly refuses to con- 
cern himself with his private cost con- 
trol. "Now that I'm retired," he says, "I 
owe myself at least the privilege of 
letting somebody else chase my bucks." 
The "somebody else" is the anonymous 
officer of the Wilmington Trust Co. of 
Delaware who administers Damm's af- 
fairs. 

Damm's retirement also was made 
painless by removal of another road- 
block. Due to the Journal's farsighted 
executive training program, Damm had 
few worries over who would assume the 
reins of control. 

To most executives, this can be, in- 
deed, a source of concern. The ego lurks 
everywhere, and many men who rise to 
the top somehow can't shake loose the 
notion that without them to take charge, 
company progress will come to a halt 
and the place will simply go to pot. So, 
rather than chance having the perfect 
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batting av('ragc weatctncu by a pote 
hitter, they go on and on and on. I 
some business circles, this has tome 
be known as the "Myth of the Indispe 
able Man." 

It is a myth that has been allowed 
go unchallenged, simply because ma 

agemcnt has refused to acknowledge it 
for what it is. The Journal Company 
was one of those that first challenged 
the myth. Many years ago, it told its 

key officials to break in their successor' 
over long periods of tinte, gradually 
handing over to them more and raw 

responsibility, so that at retirement time, 
the transfer of power would be orderly, 
In Damm's case, his successor was sta- 

tion manager Russell G. Winnie. Only, 
the unforeseen occurred: Winnie died , 

suddenly in April of 1955, forcing Dannn 
to postpone his retirement for a few 

years. In that time, the incumbent gen.. 

In an industry renowned for i 

turnover, Walter Jay Damm cstab 

lished somewhat of an enviabl 
record: he worked for the same com- 

pany exactly 43 years, 8 months and 

11 days. 
He first went to work for the 

Afilwaukee Journal early in 1916 as 

a classified ad salesman. Six years 

later, as manager of the paper's re- 

search and merchandising depart- 

ment, he wrote the industry's first 

Consumer Analysis Study, a job that 

brought him to the attention of 

publisher Harry J. Grant. That year. 

Grant put Damm in charge of the 

paper's radio operation. 
Damm attacked that project as he 

would any other in the years to 

come. Soon, he was enough of a 

radio engineer, to install the studio 

equipment of WHAD, the company's 

first venture in radio station opera.. 

tion. Later a program specialist,. 

Damm, in time, built not only one 

of the strongest radio outlets in the 

country, but also one of the first TV 

Nat inn.. 

Thrived on controversy 

In the process, Damm came tt 

issue some of the most outrageously i 
controversial pronouncements tw 

industry has ever heard (or seem 

likely to hear again). Convinced tha 

50,000 Frenchmen could be wrong 

particularly if they happend to it 
habit 30 Rockefeller Center, th 

home base of NBC, Damm bccam 

a legend within his own lifetim. 
He influenced many people. mail- 1 
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eral manager, George R. Comte, took 
Winnie's place as Damm's heir- apparent. 

In short, most of the decisions that 
vex those now thinking of retirement 
lad been taken out of Damm's hands 
'ears ahead of time. There was little to 
vorry about in terms of either successors 
tr financial independence. And because 
hings were so planned by the Journal 
company over a period of years, a 
ournal executive automatically was pre - 
taring for his retirement. 

But there was one decision no one 
ould make for Walter Damm but he 
itnself. It may have been his most im- 
,ntant decision. 

ad to clear out bodily 

1; "I think that if I'd allowed myself to 
, ang around Milwaukee," Damm now 

:aintains, "I'd probably be back at the 
nirnal, begging for work. I knew that 

A LAYMAN'S GUIDE TO 

,i i zany friends and many enemies as 
cell. Controversy bothered him 

t I tie. "It's what comes out of the 
Beaker or the tube that counts," he 

pi taintained and to all those who 
(red to offer him arguments -an 

, cort doomed to failure -Damm had 
jst one answer: the station's profit 
ad loss statements. 
"Walter was -and still is -a hard 

tttn with a buck," an NBC official 
lints out. Money, in Damm's book, 
its something to be made, not spent 
I )lishly. 
"The tinkle of a carelessly -dropped 

'ate in the hushed, aspetic corridors 
t wTMJ," Fortune noted ten years 
jo, "is apt to give . . . Damm a 
thing headache. The same man is 
s,thed and gentled, on the other 

I nd, by the rustle of $300,000 as 
i goes out to pay for a new antenna 
I wer." 
This paradox in Damm's fiscal 

tinking is reflected in his personal 
le. He steadfastly refuses to pay his 
Ells by mail, "saving" the four cents 
Itstage by personally driving into 
'pies to pay his bills by hand. 
For all his preoccupation with 

taking money for the Journal, 
hmm always put public service pro - 
samming ahead of entertainment. 
Inder his regime, wTMJ declined to 
crry any TV crime shows, rejected 
rndicatecl film, refused to schedule 
'V soap operas (their audio prede- 
lsors killed radio, he maintains) 
id let local personalities carry the 
ulk of the local program schedule. 
The Milwaukee Journal does not 

it this retirement thing was gonna work, 
Jerry [his wife] and me would have to 
clear ourselves out -bodily." It was a 
fairly easy task, in that "we had to 
consult no one but each other. No family 
ties to consider, no ties to sever. We 
just packed our clothes, sold our house 
and left." 

There was another reason behind 
Damm's desire to deliver himself from 
any and all temptations to return to 
work. Overwork already had taken its 
toll. "My health was spotty," Damm re- 
calls. "I had stomach troubles -no, not 
ulcers, but hypertension. Naturally, I 
got a little scared, so in 1918 I began a 
regular system of annual checkups, and 
after we were settled in our Florida 
home, took a run up to Rochester and 
had Mayo's give me the works. Result - 
clean bill of health, no more medicine, 
pills or aches." 

Obviously, by 1955, with the passing 
of Winnie, the pressures on I)anun 
mounted. The doctors always read the 
riot act to him. Cut out starchy and 
salty foods, they told hint. Watch your 
weight. Up to the time he had finished 
his Florida house, Datum took off 17 

pounds- "fat I'd accumulated from sit- 
ting on my tail all clay." Since retire- 
ment, however, he's put back ten. "But 
these are muscles," he stoutly maintains, 
proudly trhipping out a snapshot show- 
ing Damm standing next to his catch 
of his first silver tarpon. 

Ready for retirement 

By mid -1957, when Comte, his even- 
tual successor. had completed at least 18 

months under Dannn's intensive tute- 
lage, the journal's management was ad- 
vised that Damm was ready to quit. No 
formal announcement was to be made 
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WALTER JAY DAMM 

carry syndicated columnists, tints 
Damm's philosophy echoed that of 
the paper). The airwaves constituted 
a public trust, Damm maintained, 
and "whatever faith the public has in 
our station will naturally carry over 
to the products advertised on it." 

Slams artificiality 

Datum was every inch a maverick. 
He had no use for the stereotyped 
broadcaster who, he says, dillied and 
dallied the time away. "It's not how 
many associations you belong to that 
counts," he asserted, "but that you 
produce." What made it easier for 
[din to take this position, to play 
the devil's disciple, was that he spent 
virtually his entire life in the prov- 
inces. The "New York bunch," he 
still maintains, are "artificial bas- 
tards." He charges that far too much 
broadcasting business "is run from 
east of the Hudson." If it weren't he 
adds, "we who cat dinner at normal 
hours wouldn't have to sit through 
laxative and dipilatory ads." 

Niles Trammell, an old friend. 
takes such carping with a grain of 
salt. He thinks Damm is merely put- 
ting on an act. "Under that crusty 
exterior, he can be quite lovable. 
Only, I think it frightens him to be 
thought of as a nice guy." 

However interesting these remarks 
may be, they do not explain what 
makes Damm the obstinate fighter 
he is. His record does. From the 
very beginnings of commercial 
broadcasting, Damm was always first 
and foremost a pioneer. 

Items: 
In 1927, he conceived radio's first 

participating program sponsorship. 
In 1932. he set up radio's first station 
cost accounting system. In 1931. he 
launched the first coincidental lis- 
tener survey. In 1910, he took wl stj 
out of downtown Alilwaukee, led 
the trend to the construction of 
"Radio Cities" throughout the 
countrx. 

He also was: among the Inst to 
break . \S(:.\l''s dominant of t he 
airtcac es and a charter member and 
director of Broad( ;1st Music Inc; one 
of the writers of t.ulios first self - 
regulatory code: a Ionnuler of what 
now is the National Assn. of Broad- 
casters: an advocate of FM when 
FM was barely out of the laboratory 
stage. 

After Pearl Ilarbor, he sat on the 
FCC's Board of War Communi- 
cators, and in 19.17, spearheaded the 
formation of NBC -TV affiliates 
group, of trltit It he teas a chairman 
until he set i t (Al and of which he 
now is houot.ii chairman. -Through 
his clogged determination. he got a 

TV construction permit for the 
Journal as early as 1941, and through 
the same bull- headed obstreperous- 
ness, got WmtJ -T' on the air a full 
year before the onset of a 1918 FCC 
"freeze" on channel allocations. 

"Some feel," Fortune has written, 
"that the Journal's position as the 
sole purveyor of TV to a rich market 
(in 1949) is . . . bull luck. Others 
see it as a reward for enterprise." 

Walter Damm's enterprise! 
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SET SAIL 
FOR 

HIGH RATINGS 
WITH flEEs 

L;3¡0@U 
GaCi'EP o0070 

BARNEY BEAR 
CAPTAIN & THE KIDS 

SCREWBALL SQUIRREL BOSKO LITTLE CHEESER 
and other favorites 

SCREWBALL SQUIRREL LITTLE CHEESER 

e 

Rich rating rewards are yours when you dip 
into this fabulous treasure chest of M -G -M cartoons ... featuring a host of 

laff -a- minute favorites created by such top -flight 

animators as Tex Avery and Hanna & Barbera. 

Every M -G -M cartoon offers top -quality, 

full animation, more visual excitement, more 

hilarious situations, and more fabulous sight gags. 

Watch those ratings zoom when one youngster 
tells another that your channel is programming 

these fun -packed M -G -M cartoons! fC46* úC77 
division of Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer Int. 

1540 Broadway -New York, N. Y. 
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RETIREMENT from page 95 

When it comes to criticism of TV, retirement hasn't mellowed the industry's self -proclaimed s.o.b... , 

antil the following July, giving the 
)amms sufficient time to decide where 
hey wanted to settle down. 

"%Ve first thought of Phoenix," he 
ays, "but that was too damned dry for 
tie. Who in hell wants to get up in the 
riddle of the night to turn on water 
alves to flood the lawn and gardens so 
le next day's sun won't burn them up. 
'hen we looked over Southern Cali - 
n-nia, but frankly, we found a million 
.aeons for hating it. Then we decided 
n Florida, where we'd gone periodically 
1r over 30 years, but for the most part 

the East Coast. In 1950 Jerry and I 

Ill in love with Naples and bought 
scat we figured would be our retirement 
bme. 
"Until then we would spend each win - 

tr there. It didn't work, so we sold it. 
\hen we finally decided on Florida, it 
us Naples again." 
The Damms "tried out" Florida for 

I ,month that summer and found the 
I shat "not so bad as we were told it might 

b." And they made a land stake just out- 
, sie Naples, above the entrance to the 
I 1,000 islands, where former advertising 

goon Glenn Sample (Dancer- Fitzger- 
fal- Sample) was building Port Royal. 

'I like building my own house," says 
1.mm, who has personally supervised 
tl building of four of them in his life- 

r tile, no doubt to the chagrin of those 
I Iso actually built them. The way one 
, htrs Damm tell it, Floridians know 

tithing about the building of houses. 
Jere it not for Damm's eagle eye, he 
sas, his new manse would have been 
hilt the way the Florida architects and 

I bilders thought it should be built -that 
ilisnot the way Damm wanted it built. 

1Gorgian, maybe Bahaman 

The house is a low -level, white stucco 
tno that might best be called 'Baba - 
an," but which its architect and proud 
liner insists is "Georgian." It fronts 
r, the water overlooking the islands. 
mm keeps his boat at a nearby marina. 

i h 22 -foot Century Raven, named 
` r'tation Break ", it was a retirement gift 

"hni the NBC Affiliates. 
9. However voluntary his exile from 
J( eater Milwaukee may be, Damm has 
s it managed to sever the ties as corn- c "rely as he would like his friends to 

lieve. 
for example, one of the most arrest- 
; features on his property is a sixty - 
it TV tower antenna rising out of the 
.vn, and attached to three TV sets 
side. It suggests, at the very least, that 

II . 

proprietor of the house has more 

1 

,an a passing or academic interest in 

i 

the medium. And, indeed. he has. 
"I built the thing so I can pick up 

Miami," he says. Miami is 108 miles to 
the south -east, but to former NBC 
board charintan Niles Trammell, who 
owns Miami's weir, Damm might just as 
well be around the corner. For when it 
comes to criticism regarding 'TV pro- 
gramming and commercials, retirement 
hasn't mellowed the industry's self - 
proclaimed s.o.b. Damm still dispatches 
criticism with alacrity to whomever he 
chooses (or whoever wishes to read his 
brief notes). And because of WCKT's 
proximity to Damm's eagle eye, Tram- 
mell gets more than his allotted share. 

"You fellows." Trammel told sonic of 
the NBC affiliate station men last fall, 
"have got to worry about the FCC, the 
NAB, Nielsen, Trendex., ARB and Con- 
gress. So do I. But I've also got to con- 
tend with \Valter Damm!" Trammell 
will insist that it's all in good, clean fun 
that "Damm keeps telling me I'm no 
damn good but that between us boys, 
I run the best station in the area." 

It may be good, clean fun for Niles 
Trammell. But to a certain group of 
NBC officials in New York, Damm's per- 
sistence can be a little wearing. Although 
the Messrs Sainoif ftere et fits arc not 
inclined to answer Damm's grievances 
( "All contestants lived in New York. 
How come the free airline plug?" ), 
Damm recognizes the potency of his 
irritant power and says, "just writing 
them makes me feel a lot better." 

It is a revealing remark -one that 
prompts the question a number of 
Damm's old colleagues are now asking 
themselves. Namely, to what extent has 

"But these are muscles!" 

Datum actually removed hint.ell Iron 
broadcasting. The way Datum tells it, 
he really couldn't (ale less what the 
industry does, that insolar as he per- 
sonally is concerted, the troubles (ni- 
rently plaguing '1'V are none ul his 
concern. "I'm retired," he will s:n. "and 
my wife reminds me that I'm not salt 
pose to get mad." 

Actually, Dantm may be engaging in 
wishful thinking. His actions and his 
occasional outbursts suggest that Datum 
hasn't "removed" himself as tar as he 
would want people to believe. Reminded 
of this, his eves Hash tcith momentary 
anger, and he sans, "Hell. tvhat d'vou 
want inc to do? I can't just shut out 
forty years of my life like that. can 1 ?" 
If anything, this arm chair involvement 
is one of the true plusses about retire- 
ment in this industry. One tan still "keep 
in touch," observe his first love. get all 
the kicks out of it without the head- 
aches. not unlike the proud ,t.uull,.n( tit 
with their grandchildren. 

TV -his daily cathodic? 

Damm still stays ',rout ( lose to his 
television set. I le niay cat mote leisurely 
and take up to two hours lot breakfast, 
let us say, but he is not watt hing the 
plate. One close friend who has visited 
Damm in Florida point, out. "Some 
people watch Tl' to be cntettattled. Not 
\Valter. I thinks he watches it so he 
can work himself up into a lather. But 
who knows, D:unnt is such an ornery cuss 
that this may be his (tail( (athartiu" . . 

His other form of "entettainnunt" 
steins from reading the broadcast trade 
press and the radio -TV sections of the 
Miami Herald and the .IIihcauhre (mo- 
rtal (mailed to 1 I :tile). 

visit's affairs are still vets. ranch 
Damn's concern, according to nunih -i s 

of the station's representatives. I taut in, 
ton. Righter IC Parsons. And an NM 
executive, recently returned from \liI 
tvaukee, reports that from time to tint. 
George Comte will call 1).unnt in Flot 
to seek advice on husint,s 
Obviously. Danmi relishes the idea (drat 

he can still be important to his lotntei 
employers, as would any Iitiicd busi- 
nessman. 

What he doesn't apple( 
are the concerted efforts some in the in 
dusty arc making to (apit.iliie on his 
retirement. It is not untoiuinon, in 
broadcasting, to hear that so and -so has 
been drafted, out of limbo, as it were, 
to spearhead a new quasi- nlfici:tl com- 
mittee. 

Some old broadcasters welcome the 
chance to he useful to their old coin - 
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ARM I R( )N NII.I.tiEN 

AG REIE 
About Channel 5's Remarkable $4,000 Plan 

of all TV homes 
reached in the N.Y. 
Metropolitan area 
every four weeks. 

ARBITRON NIELSEN 

(10/12 -11/2/59) (Feb.- March, 1960) 

84.3% 83.2% 

Average Frequency 5 4.7 

This highly efficient plan consists of 27 one -minute spots 
weekly, distributed throughout A and B time periods. For 
details call your Petry representative or Bennet H. Korn, 
Vice President and General Manager. LF.high 5 -1000. 

WNE W-TV CHANNEL 5 
New York's Leading Independent Television Station I Metropolitan Broadcasting Corporation 
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RETIREMENT from page 97 

ides, but Damm strangely does not. Re- 
:ntly, for example, an attempt was 
Lade to draft Damm as the prospective 
cad of a "super -NAB" code review 
oard. He flatly refused to listen, not 
,sly because he feels he's "had it" inso- 
Ir as work is concerned, but more im- 
prtant, because he is convinced the 
idustry does not want to regulate itself 
to way it needs and should. Strange 
Linking, indeed, for a man who helped 

1.caft the first industry "code." 
"Sure," he'll say, "these guys'll write 

. tother code and another code and an- 
ener one after that. They'll throw in 
e.rything but teeth. Why," he laughs 
t, terly, "who the hell are they kidding? 
Itey'll piously sit there and condemn 
!orally objectionable' commercials, 
wile as individual station heads, they'll 
to the same damn commercials late at 
II ht, when nobody's supposed to be 
v:ching." 

I )amm, of course, has never been given 
4o modesty. "His egotistic tendency," 
note Fortune some years back, "to refer 
,will Journal radio and television affairs 
iii he first person singular often irritates 
hi peers and confuses the outsider. 

. He is always convinced his opinion 
is orrect (as it usually is)." 

,ast autumn, as he moved through 
:11 .delegates at the NBC Affiliates con - 

t rction as broadcaster emeritus, Damm 
u speared unchanged to many whom he 
7 icosted. The younger element present, 
slat Damm as a cantankerous old grad 
stn'h had returned to the campus after 
bininterval of many years only to dis- 
h to'n- that during his absence, the place 

Iona fallen upon evil times. Indeed, it 
la. The quiz scandals had just broken; 
) nm could contain himself no longer. 

Ten years ago," he cried, "I told the 
naagement here that it didn't know 
' I the hell was going out within its 
nu lines. They laughed at me. Now 
uc:. They even admit it. Why, I dare 
to of you guys to review the minutes 
if the NBC Affiliates meetings since 
43, and see if I'm not right. It's all 
hre." 

ich talk may be well and good for 
I.tever value it has to those who be- 

t.: what Damm says. But it does little 
niDamm's claim that he is retired. He 
nws it, and explains: 

'In really quite mild ... " 
My wife is right. I should keep my 

a a shut and let others carry the torch. 
t1 I do .. - when I'm down here. But 
'°n they invite me to attend their 
'etings, I can't help blowing off a 
i le accumulated steam. I'm really a 
id guy. I mind my own business, and 
'= tried to control my temper." 
There can be no doubt that Damm 

tries. Trammell suggests he has accli- 
mated himself rather well to his new 
"career." He has had to make some 
adjustments. For, once a prolific letter 
writer, Damm nowadays almost painfully 
hunts and pecks his way through curt 
notes. His problem is similar to that 
facing any other businessman who sud- 
denly finds himself without a secretary. 
In Damm's case, his secretary of 27- years' 
standing was, in the proverbial way, his 
"office wife." She attended to his every 
whim and desire, even cooked his 
lunches for him in the executive kitchen- 
ette. 

Interestingly, where others look to 
retirement as a means to break the 
erosive effects of "the routine," Damm 
still adheres tightly to his schedule. He 
still arises at 6:30, breakfasts at 7, and 
is ready to go by 8 or 8:30. Bedtime is 
still clocked for around 10, unless there's 
a TV program to keep him up beyond 
that time. And while his daily pace is 
rather leisurely -he may fish, drive off 
somewhere or tinker with his new hobby 
of silver jewelry-Damm insists "There 
aren't enough hours in the day to do 
what I want to do." 

An organized leisure 

His passion for organizing time con- 
tinues unabated. He still dashes off notes 
whenever the passion seizes him, which 
he will then act upon "in clue time." 
He has even organized retirement. 
"Phase One ", as he calls it, has just 
ended with the completion of his house. 
"Phase Two" is just now getting started; 
it entails extensive travelling here and 
abroad. Last month, the Damms were 
off to the Bahamas, and later this year, 
they plan to explore Latin America or 
Hawaii. 

Rumor has it that during a recent 
election campaign in Naples, which un- 
seated the mayor who had been in office 
for fourteen years, Damm was seen at 
several political meetings. It was also 
learned that Damm has accepted ap- 
pointment to the Naples Chamber of 
Commerce "Advertise Naples Commit- 
tee." 

Back home, Walter and Jerry Damm 
will stick to their routine. He will fish, 
she will cook. Once or twice a week, 
they will have some neighbors over for 
cocktails, shooing them out when the 
clock strikes seven as is the Naples cus- 
tom. This gives them a half -hour to 
prepare for "network time." After the 
glasses are washed and the dinner is put 
on the table, the Damms will start eating 
slowly, watching television. Later, they 
will walk into their terrace room and 
switch on the color set. After awhile, 
he'll reach for a pad of paper. 

"Dear Niles ..." he will begin. END 
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SMITH OF JOHNSON from page. 58 

flying insects as well as a bug killer for 
house and garden. The depth of its line 
has, of course, contributed to its strong 
position in every field. 

As lines have been intensified, as new 
products have been added, TV usage has 
been augmented. " \\'e expect to increase 
our TV budget this year," declares 
Smith. In 1960 Johnson is introducing 
Holiday, a new auto cleaner, and a new 
shoe polish. Amplified TV buying is in 
anticipation of the advertising needs of 
these products. 

Johnson starts summer daytime TV 

"This summer we'll be on daytime for 
the first time. In the past we've ve used 
daytime during the winter and spring 
months only. 'This fall w'c hope to add a 
fifth alternate weekly hall -hour to the 
lour we already have. And it was only 
last season that we added Garry Moore 
to our former lineup of three alternate 
half -hours in the evening," reports Smith. 

The advertising director has almost a 

messianic fervor about 'TV and with good 
reason. "We keep running tests to check 
the effectiveness of one medium against 
another. These tests have always re- 
affirmed our faith in TV," he says, "But 
we have had longtime satisfaction from 
our advertising, too." 

Under Smith's direction, for example, 
the Johnson company added wt:rr, Lex- 
ington, Ky to its lineup of stations car- 
rying its evening programs: sales in :April 
1959 increased 200 per cent over the pre- 
vious April: and in the fall of this year 
they grew another 102 per cent. The 
other proof was delivered in 1951; 
Johnson then succeeded in moving Rob- 
ert Montgomery Presents into the St. 
Louis market. . \t that time, Pride. its 
newest product, was having trouble in 
St. Louis. Under the stimulus of TV. 
however, orders for it piled up so List 
that the warehouse was backlogged. 

Consistency is a major Johnson theme 
in all of its advertising. The company 
has sponsored Red Skelton for seven 
years, Zane Grey Theater for three, and 
had sponsored Robert Montgomery Pre- 
sents for six. 

Smith believes too, that an advertiser 
must dominate his media. ''Vota can't go 
all over the lot. We use IA' predomi- 
nantly to give as enough sec it4ht to domi- 
nate our situations. Nctwntl. I \' is our 
primary choice: daytime and spot sup- 
plementary. Network gives its the reach 
and daytime the Irequcucy. I like the 
two of them working together like two 
parts of the same mac pine. We use spot 
ill the summer in the South to put 
greater tveight behind our insecticide 
line in an area where potential sales and 
use arc greater. 

"The problem of product orchestra- 
tion in TV is one of our concerns," the 

To page 10/ 
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HOW IS IT POSSIBLE 
FOR ONE STATION TO EARN 
79% OF LOCAL BUSINESS? 

It's true in Des Moines, Iowa, where KRNT -TV 

has had over 79% of the local business in 
this major 3-station market for 3 years! 

There is nothing so satisfying as doing busi- 

ness with people who know what they're 

doing and where they're going. Leading local 

and national advertisers have known for 

years that the "know -how, go -now" stations 

in Des Moines are KRNT Radio and KRNT -TV. 

They have confidence in the ability of our 

people to make their radio and television 

investments profitable. It seems clear that 

for these astute advertisers, there is nothing 

so satisfying as radio and television fare 

presented by good, honest, experienced air 

personalities who know what they're doing. 

From surveys made several times a year for 

the last several years, it seems evident that 

the people of Central Iowa like to listen to 

and view our stations. 

Latest F.C.C. figures show KRNT -TV handled 

over 80% of ALL the local television adver- 

tising placed in this three -station market. 

The year before, over 79% ... and the year 

before that, over 80%. Our local RADIO 

business in a six -station market has always 

exceeded that of our nearest competitors by 

a country mile. 

We know for a fact that these figures are 

merely a reflection of our public acceptance 

... our long- standing excellence in public 

service ... reliability that is vital in all selling! 

We believe this to be true: the ones that 

serve are the ones that sell in Des Moines. 

People believe in and depend upon these 

stations. Check the ratings, check The Katz 

Agency, check the cash registers. 

KRNT 
RADIO and TV 

COWLES STATIONS REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC. 
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SMITH OF JOHNSON from page 99 

Samuel C. Johnson: "A company that remains standing still may topple backwards." 

tall, pleasant -looking executive remarks. 
"When we first introduced Pledge in 
1958 we were concerned about Pride, 
which at that time was only seven years 
old. It was the recognized leader among 
furniture polishes. 

"We made the move because we re- 
alized that technology was moving so 
fast we would have to bring out a new 
product or our competitors would go 
after our market. But we worried about 
whether we weren't sacrificing one fran- 
_hise for another," he continues. 

"In practice however, it worked out 
veil. We watched sales reports carefully 
Ind cut back Pride advertising slowly as 
'ledge started to roll," Smith says. As it 
leveloped, Pledge, while a great success, 
lid not hurt Pride as much as antici- 
tated. It found another market and built 
in top of Pride whose advertising is now 
'rimarily concentrated in daytime. 

Though entirely satisfied with TV, the 
2 -year old advertising director reports, 
Some problems are beginning to crop 
p. It's not as efficient as it once was. 
ratings have declined. We get around 
at by dollar averaging. All four of our 

tows (Skelton, Garry Moore, Johnny 
'ingo, and Zane Grey Theater) are on 
to CBS -TV network." By using one net - 
'ork Johnson earns maximum discounts. 
The company also cuts costs by spon- 

)ring shows which are in contiguous 
ositions, that is they adjoin each other, 
n Tuesdays and Thursday evenings. 
urthermore these programs are telecast 
n evenings prior to two very important 
topping clays. 

apitalize on unique values of medium 
"Ratings arc only one lactar in being 

tccessful on TV," points out Smith. "It 
?es without saying that you must dem- 
nstrate if it is at all possible. You must 
owever, also present your message in a 
ramatic framework which will catch the 
ttention of viewers. And you must also 
rpitalize on the unique values of TV, 
s visual quality, its ability to involve. 
"Our commercials try to do all these 

rings," Smith observes. "We try to pre - 
!nt honest and accurate claims. We want 
tir sales points to be tasteful and unob- 
rusive without voices that are full of 
ombast and brag. We stress quiet sales - 
tanship. We don't want the women in 
hese commercials to be overly glamor - 
'us. We wish to present the intelligent 
tousewife who lives next door, someone 
ctive in the PTA. 
"We strive to present commercials that 

lo not irritate," the executive declares. 
'At one time I made a rule that we were 
not to present any one of our commer- 

cials more than eight times, but we found 
it didn't work. Now they usually run sev- 
eral months. I've never seen a great ad 
that ran too much." 

The use of TV comes naturally to the 
Johnson company for several reasons: 
most of its products are directed at the 
housewife and most sell a convenience 
factor which TV enables them to demon- 
strate convincingly. 

It is this quality -demonstrable superi- 
ority -that has enabled Johnson to out- 
sell many of its competitors. Each new 
product must prove itself in two places: 
the laboratory where the company's sci- 
entists rigorously tests their assets and 
liabilities and compare them to others: 
and in blind testing by consumers where 
vital information is learned. 

Here are a few demonstrable advan- 
tages of Johnson products as the com- 
pany sees them: Raid was the first in- 
secticide for both house and garden, a 
two-in-one product; Glade, the air fresh- 
ener, was the result of new chemistry that 
removes odors instead of neutralizing 
them; Holiday, the new auto cleaner, 
combines three steps in one- washing, 
cleaning and waxing, and the shoe polish 
is packaged to make for simpler applica- 
tion ( "a new way to shine shoes "). 

"TV allows us to get through to the 
consumer so much faster," maintains 
Smith. The company has evidently found 
the formula which allows it to build bet- 
ter mousetraps. Its record of success with 
new products is phenomenal. None of its 
nationally introduced products has 
failed, though there were several casual- 
ties in test markets. "But that's what test 
markets are for," reasons Smith. Many of 
the new products lead in their categor- 
ies, virtually all rank with the leaders. 

The Johnson success with new prod- 
ucts is no accident. Behind it is a high 
degree of organization, self searching, 
honesty and integrity. New produt t ideas 
are, at first, screened hyper-( ritically, 
then moved along to various "sponsor 
groups" which carry their development 
to an intermediate stage by eliminating 
bugs. These "sponsor groups" act as 
a bridge, moving the idea from little 
more than a concept to a reality. In a 
typical "sponsor group" (Johnson has at 
least 40) sit the originator of the prod- 
uct, the technician who created it, sales. 
financial and production personnel and 
a member of the new products section. 

A large percentage of the new ideas 
comes from research and development. 
In 1950 Frank Lloyd Wright designed a 
research tower for the company's scien- 
tists; it allowed him to complete a strik- 
ing building complex that began in 1937 
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with Johnson's administration building. 
With its large research stall, Johnson 

was in an excellent position to move into 
allied chemical specialty fields. Open to 
it too, were distribution channels which 
were made available when the wax line 
moved into supermarkets in the '40's. 

Why the need for so prosperous a com- 
pany to diversify? Johnson's Wax had 
clearly outperformecl its' rivals through 
the forties and fifties, and, if anything, 
had improved a position already virtu- 
ally impregnable. 

"A company that stands still may top- 
ple backwards." These are the words of 
Samuel C. Johnson, a fourth generation 
member of the family who became its 
first new products director in 1954, and 
is now a vice president in its interna- 
tional division. 

Continued advertising during depression 

The practicality of that statement is 

typical of the Johnson family. In 1930, 
during the worst depression in the na- 
tion's history, Herbert Fisk Johnson, 
then third generation president of the 
company, now chairman of its board, 
told a reporter, "If we discontinue adver- 
tising even temporarily, the result will 
be a decrease in sales." 

Douglas LaRue Smith is a man in the 
Johnson tradition. He takes the role of 

advertising seriously. "I must say I am 
disturbed by all the noise in the news- 
papers about TV and advertising. It', 
tragic that the indiscretions of a few rue 
being used to embarrass the many. \ \'c I e 

a nation that consumes its way to }n, 
perity. High production conk, only Ii,rm 
high consumption. 

"The past ten years have been a Il,nn - 

ishing decade because of the role oI I \ 
and advertising; they have exposed plod- 
nets to consumers and impelled them to 
buy." he continues. ".\ dissercite is being 
done to business by the n:t ion's press. 

"We at rite Johnson tunllanv support 
the program of wcckd:v nighttime pub- 
lic service that the nevcolks will club :uk 
on next season," smith s:vs. "It's a tint. 

thing. We will look tot tr :ISS to p:utiei- 
pae. But we're against I,,ntitil,ating in 
the magazine concept. We want stronger 
identity than the magazine concept 
tsould give. \1't. want out Corporate bill- 
boards. and some influent in the pro- 
gramming we buy. 

"When you think about it advertising 
is an art, the art of persuasion. I have 
faith in advertising. I have faith in fee 
TV. I know the value of the system. l'nt 
not even afraid of the challenge of pay 
TV so long as there is a commercial TV 
channel open. The public is behind 

END 
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INNIFIFF" IOW 

,WANIngir. 

PRODUCER: MPO VIDEOTRONICS, Inc. 

ADVERTISING AGENCY: Doyle Dane Bernbach, Inc. 

ADVERTISER: Dreyfus Corporation 
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That's how it happens that you 
and millions of other viewers can 

see (and remember) -the lion 
strolling Wall Street. 

Same with so many other com- 

mercials, some rich with optical 
effects ... others, live with anima- 
tion! As a matter of fact, its film 

that makes both high -polish coma 

mercials and animation possible 
.. assures you of coverage and 

penetration world -over. 

For more information, write 
Motion Picture Film Department 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
Rochester 4, N.Y. 

East Coast Division 
342 Madison Avenue 
New York 17, N.Y. 

Midwest Division 
130 East Randolph Drive 

Chicago 1, III. 

West Coast Division 
6706 Santa Monica Blvd. 

Hollywood 38, Calif. 

or W. J. German, Inc. 
Agents for the sale and distribution 

of Eastman Professional Motion 
Picture Films, Fort Lee, N.J., 

Chicago, Ill., Hollywood, Calif. 

ADAMS from page 45 

protest. The prosecution now rests its 
case and returns to "Commercials We 
Love." 

First, a round of applause to the 
Young & Rubicam team which created 
the third Jello Chinese Baby commer- 
cial. With charm, restraint, and humor 
it tells us that "All that wiggles is not 
Jello." Yet, subdued as it is, this TV 
commercial s- e- l -1 -s. Excellently pro- 
duced by Ray Patin Productions, Holly- 
wood. 

Next, a big hand to the folks at Foote, 
Cone & Belding responsible for the Del - 
sey baby commercial. The voice over, 
soothing as some cough syrups claim to 
be, asks "What do you suppose mothers 
buy when they go shopping ?" A four - 
roll pack of Delsey is what, and the 
video is a most unorthodox and delight- 
ful demonstration by a well one doing 
what comes naturally. He tears the pack 
apart, tears the wrapper off the roll, 
tears the ribbon of tissue. The audio. we 
feel certain, had to be written from 
video. However it was done, the result 
is most pleasant. An Emmy to Robert 
Lawrence Productions, Inc. 

And while were at it, another Emmy 
to Robert Lawrence Productions for the 
Coets kitten spot. The voice of the sales- 
man, with French caress, is soft as a 
kitten. And the kitten is there for good 
reason. Product benefits manage to be 
demonstrated, and we are left with the 
assurance that "the most glamorous kit- 
tens use Coets." The agency: Erwin 
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan. 

Navy on its toes 
The navy 'was alert enough to send 

us a sample reel. We can't join up, but 
we do join with others who admire navy 
recruitment spots. Most are quite re- 
freshing with small surprises slipped in 
to reward the viewer for watching. Yet 
the main idea comes through with 
clarity. 

Bank of America continues to do .i 

fine undignified job. The ID we saw 
most recently (produced by Ray Patin) 
featured a piggy bank, but somehow this 
familiar symbol seemed a bit more 
jaunty than usual and quite in line with 

To next page 

Fould's 10- second spot: Animation, Inc., Hollywood. 
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\ / 
Attention 

advertisers' \ 
Piel's Beer is sponsoring 
INTERPOL CALLING, A 

starring Charles Korvin as \ 
Inspector Paul Duval 

on New York's WPIX, 
Sunday nights at 10:30. 

Now Interpol's story, 
which the public has been 

reading aboitt in 
Reader's Digest and other 

magazines and 
' 

newspapers, comes to / 
television .. . 

presented by 
Piel's. 

N. r \, 

( 

Sounds 
great, Bert. Just \ 

like you and me, 
INTERPOL CALLING 

and Piel's make a 
sure -fire selling 

combination. And if I may 

I 
make one small pun. I 

both Duval and Piel's 
always keep their 
heads... in any / 

situation / 

1 

`IN'l'E1tPOL CALLING' 
the new television series that 
Bert, Harry. Blitz -Weinhard, 
Pfeiffer's, Labatts, Miller High Life, 
Santa Fe Winery and so many 
other kinds of advertisers are 
buying, buying, buying! 

INDEPENDENT 
TELEVISION 
CORPORATION 

488 Madison Ave N Y 22 PLato S-1100 

ITC OF CANADA, LTD. 
100 University Ave. Toronto I, Ont. EMpire 21166 

1.0 II" Boot 11111001,14 
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S 

:U)AAiS continued 

the personality this hank has been 
huildiug. 

Ivor Soap tonuttcrcials hate proved, 
through the den's, that it doesn't take a 
loud soicc to make a deep impression. 

tut rent Ivory Soap commercial that 
Iclt a warnt glow is Two -on -a- Tandem. 
For our moues. Ivory' Soap commercials 
are 99 and II Itltlths per cent pure 
pleasure and persuasion. Forgive us, 
then, if we mention that other 56/100ths 
per cent- It's the was the girl washes her 
face. Wits Iasi Slit' lei herself go? She 
appli the lowly Icon lather too too 
ginger Is and pats it oll in much the 
sallIc titer. There must be a good 

104 

reason. Maybe someone will explain it 
to us. 

In the "keep it clean" department, we 
feel good about that Zest commercial 
with the little girl and the fountain. 
She's having fun, she is, and the entire 
spot has a mighty zesty feeling. 

Fould's strong on remembrance 
Some 10- second spots, strong on brand. 

remembrance, have come out of Anima- 
tion, Inc. Hollywood, Inc. for Foulcl's 
pastanoodles, spaghetti, macaroni. 

Maybe no one cares but we're going 
to air this view anyway. After all, to air 
is human, isn't it? 

We do not like to be caliug 
watching TV only to wit some t 
lifting off a corn, flushing a hathrt a 
(however delicately), or telling how 
holds dentures tighter longer. Ate II 
spots deliberately scheduled for m 
time consumption, or do we eat at e 
wrong time of day or night? 

Final comment for unpretlict: , 
April: we are willing to make a medi t. 
size bet that the female of the spt.1e 
was not consulted on one of the . r 
rent Vel commercials. Basis for be a 
the sink was filled to the brim -we n- .1 
to the brim -with sudsy water. (Iwo,, 
Henry, the mop! D 

There's an art to the business! 

Combine solid -sell knowhow with artistic imagination, and you're likely to 
have the perfect vehicle for a successful television campaign. To get such a 

combination, call on Terrytoons creativity. Whatever the approach -way out 
or down -to -earth, arty or hard -sell -your film commercials will always look 
better and sell better when they are produced by... ® TERILYTOONS 
A Division of CBS Films Inc., 485 Madison Ave., New York 22. PLaza 1 -2345. 
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TOP -SELLING COMMERCIALS from page 53 

At least half of the top- selling commercials analyzed by G&R used comparative demonstrations 

"In this case," says G &R, "The 'star' is 
t involved in a situation that focused 

viewer attention on the product story, 
yet maintained the flavor of the show." 
(Thomas and a member of the cast en- 

. gage in an Indian wrestling match to 
test their strength. Thomas boasts he'll 
win because he has eaten a bowl of 
Alpha Bits. But it is Thomas who loses, 
the victor explaining lie ate two bowls.) 

The second important approach in the 
dl- important 20 seconds is the news 
echnique. News can embrace any one 
rr more areas: news about a new prod- 
uct, a new feature, new use of a product, 
iroduct research and development or 
imely events. On the average, Gallup Sc 

tobinson finds that the element of news 
a a commercial produces an impact 
remium of more than 24% above the 
otm for other forms of commercial 
)ntent. 
It is important to bear in mind, how - 

ver, that the mere presence of news in 
. commercial will not necessarily pro - 
uce this dramatic premium. In present - 
tg a news story it is important to re- 
'ember, says G &R, that the news be 
iterpreted in terms of a consumer bene. 
I. Moreover, it is vital not to obscure 
to news, to avoid what G &R calls the 
'rumpet and gong" approach. "Many 
:lvertisers, in announcing news, seem 

I think that they must shout or set off 
:5 atom bomb to make the viewer aware 
( news in the commercial." 
The third, and one of the most effec- 

te techniques of top selling commer- 
tls, is the viewer -problem situation, 

at is, "here is a problem you may have 
-tor product will solve the problem - 
lire's proof that our product will solve 
t: problem -and here is what it adds 
u to for you." 
This method generally gives a 24% 

itpact premium. The problem -solution 
'roach says G &R, is effective because 
permits, in the first 20 seconds of a 
umercial, brand identification, viewer 
ratification and suggestion of a con - 
ner benefit. 

G &R supports the accepted view that 
oe of the most important aspects of the 
t') selling commercial is exploitation of 
to visual characteristics of TV to vali- 
cde a product story. 
What makes such visual exploitation 

.c important, says G &R, obviously is the 
tcd to demonstrate brand superiority. 
tt the average, top selling commercials 
tploiting the advantage of clemonstra- 
nn enjoy an impact premium of more 
Ian 20Ú/U: 

And at least half of the top- selling 
cmpaigns studied by Gallup & Robin - n used comparative or competitive 

demonstrations in their commercials. 
This is a visual lxrt1ayal of a unique, 
tangible product advantage /benefit by 
either a contrast between the result of 
use vs. non -use of the product or the 
contrast between the product and a 
competing brand. 

Among the top selling campaigns of 
this type, two showed up particularly 
well on the G &R Television Sales Index. 
They were Kaiser Foil (a demonstration 
of added strength provided by the visible 
quilting pattern in the foil) and Comet 
Cleanser (the side -by -side comparison oI 
Comet and a competing brand, showing 
how the cleanser wipes away stain and 
the competition does not). 

Demonstration- easily the key factor 
in overall commercial pctItantance -is 
not without its difficulties. In many 
product categories. G &R points out, 
many of the ideas to be conveyed arc 
difficult ones to visualize and place a tre- 
mendous premium on creativity. 

Avoid the "ecstatic eater" 
Gallup & Robinson cites there impor- 

tant pitfalls in demonstrations that toll 
selling campaigns avoid. The first is an 
emphasis on stereotypes. In the food in- 
dusty, where advertisers must deal with 
intangible concepts such as taste, flavor. 
nutrition, quality, many advertisers de- 
pend on a visual treatment that shows a 
person enjoying a mouthful of food or 
liquid. The end result is what Gallup & 

Robinson calls "the ecstatic eater" and 
"the delighted drinker." Top selling 
campaigns also avoid the equally in- 
effective technique of the complex "lab- 
oratory" demonstration. l'liis is often 
used when the product sloes not have 
physical characteristics that readily 
adapt themselves to visual demonstra- 
tion and action. Under these conditions. 
some advertisers turn to "testing ma- 
chines" or "Rube Goldberg" devices in 
an effort to visualize an advantage. 

Out of the top performing campaigns 
in the past few years, Gallup & Robin- 
son cites that for Scotkins (through J. 
Walter Thompson) as a leading example 
of comparative demonstration. while 
avoiding the "laboratory" tcchniquc. In 
this case, the scene was a natural one, a 
group at dinner. Dialogue cluing the 
scene leads into a demonstration of the 
product's strength. A wet Scotkiu is used 
to hold a cup. 

One solution to the problem of dem- 
onstrating the intangible is, of course, 
animation. But G &R finds that anima- 
tion has suffered from misuse in recent 
years. Back in 1954, animation commer- 
cials, on the average, enjoyed a high 
premium in terms of impact. Today, 
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while animated commercials still enjoy 
a premium, they do not measure up to 
earlier levels, according to G &R. 

This downward trend is not a result oI 
less interest in animation itself, but more 
a result of how animation is used today. 
In the earlier years, animation was more 
frequently used in a functional manner 
-as an idea carrier, says the research 
firm. Today the trend has been toward 
animation as a mere "attention- getting" 
device and symbolic treatment that cre- 
ates mental work rather than acting as 
a carrier of ideas. 

Animation produces, according to 
(: &R, best results when it is used to: 

I. Visualize ideas not usually visual- 
ized live. 

2. To exaggerate ideas. 
3. To convey y ideas in a humorous 

fashion. 
Among some Of the most effective ani- 

mated campaigns observed in past years 
by Gallup & Robinson was the one for 
Ajax Cleanser. The Ajax Pixie cam- 
paign. rum in 1956, presented the foam- 
ing action in a humorous manner. 

If commercials used in top selling cam- 
paigns have any one important charat 
teristic, it is concentration on the key 
concepts of a product story. Gallup l 
Robinson has found that. on the average. 
advertisers who "overload" the copy plat- 
form in commercials are penalized in the 
rate of idea communication and recall. 

Take the allocation of time to ideas in 
a commercial. Some advertisers. says 
G&R, allocate time to an idea on the 
basis of its importance and not in rela- 
tion to its character, that is, a simple 
idea vet ,u, a complex one. Often. little 
ccatsidet.uion is given to the time it takes 
to make the idea mulct A.tmlable. 

G&R It-wart-hers find tlr.tt increasing 
the allocation of connnet(ial time does 
little to increase the registration of a sim- 
ple idea (whereby mere visualization 
stakes the concept understandable to IIn 
viewer). For example. 30 second, of le 
devoted to a simple idea produce, art 

intpac t .. urt of 32^;,. tvhile lilt sere onds 
devoted to a simple concept ,core, an 
intpac I of 33c";,. And as t dttottd to a 
simple idea is Ixtosted beyond Ell seconds, 
the impact score is. on the average. 31 °;,. 

On the other hand, increasing the allo- 
c .0 ion of commercial time increases. as 
'ou Wright expect, the registration of a 

c ocnplex idea (an intangible concept or 
one that needs interpretation). For ex- 
ample, on the average, 30 seconds or less 
devoted to a complex idea results in an 
impact score of 10°,;,. Registration hits 
17% when commercial time is increased 
to 60 seconds. Over 60 seconds, the score 
is 24 °",. END 
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WHDN SOLD 

wJVvSOLD 
WTAL SOLO 

WTOP SOLO 

WCeb SOLO 

WMAZ SOLD 

WBAP SOLD 

K RCA SOLD 

K RON SOLD 

K X T V SOLD 

K BAK SOLD 

WFMJ SOLD 

WISN SOLD 

K OTV SOLD 

K PRC SOLD 

WOAI SOLD 

WFBC SOLD 

WH 10 SOLD 

WTVN SOLD 

K CPX SOLD 

K FSD SOLD 

K M J SOLD 

WUSN SOLD 

WMAR SOLD 

WBEN SOLD 

WDAU SOLD 

WHYN SOLD 

W J X T SOLD 

WCIA SOLD 

K ING SOLD 

K G W SOLD 

K REM SOLD 

K VA L SOLD 

WXEX SOLD 

K IMA SOLD 

WNHC SOLD 

PD SOLD 

S '.' SOLD 

W R E C SOLD 

WTAR SOLD 

KMBC SOLD 

WXVZ SOLD 

ALMANAC) 
TELEVISION'S FASTE? 

SELLING MINUTI 

Market after market -.1.111k"' 

is snapping up 
ALMANAC... an 
sciting new 
concept in 
programming. 
a great new .e //- 
ing showcase. 365 
fiv- minut epic 
vent.... produced by 
Richard B. Morros in 
association with Hearst 
Metroton News Inc... 
narrated brilliantly and 
bbaut. fully mounted with 
fin musical scoring. 
Now you can program 

v.rydayotlfM 
with A1/Y 

in any 
minvt 
slot, di 

night - 
tims a II 

you hkel I 
Angl... tt 

stance, RRCA 11 

ules ALMANAC r 
through Friday 
AM, 6.25 AM, :t 
1:00 AM 
ALMANAC 

hot cakes CII 
or writ now 

II WM OWN 1111.11/ .w o.w M. e JOFFICI*J. Fit),' 
eaa.. r,qs 
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LAZARSFELD ON TV from page 51 

"Fine program lineups remain fictions when they are scheduled to conflict with each other" 
proposed that good evening time should 
be provided for more serious programs. 
But it would not be much of a solution 
if the dilemma for the serious viewer 
were shifted from Sunday afternoon to 
Wednesday evening. 

If one network makes a sacrifice to 
provide serious programming on one 
°vening of the week, the other networks 
; hould make a similar sacrifice on other 
:venings. If this scheme violates anti- 
rust laws, then, in my opinion, on this 
toint at least the existing law or its in- 
erpretation must be changed. I am 
ware, incidentally, that I have over- 
amplified the matter. In some communi- 
es where there is only one station, spe- 
ial arrangements would have to be 
orked out. And, because individual sta- 
ons have varying kinds of connections 
ith the networks, special solutions 
'ould have to be found in many cases. 

But I hope that the basic idea has he- 
roine clear. Each network points with 
ride to the long list of fine programs it 
'fers. But these lists remain fictions so 

II ing as programs are scheduled so that 
Ley conflict with each other or so that 
to discriminating viewer has little op- 

, prtunity to view them." 

le networks' proposal 
The basic idea apparently became 

elite clear to then FCC chairman John 
heifer. Shortly after Lazarsfeld's FCC 
apearance, Doerfer made his well -pub- 
liized proposal to inject more high level 
pbgramming in prime time. And with 
tk blessing of the Justice Department's 
ati -trust division, the three networks 
t luntarily agreed to earmark at least a 
I 11-hour apiece of cultural programming 

t kly in evening network option time, 
creeks a year; affiliates are to produce 
I broadcast local public service shows 

C third week in a half -hour period 
ivided by each network from evening 

ntwork option time. 
While Lazarsfeld has no qualms about 
n essing "what I think is wrong with 

Fier people," he has quite a few "criti- 
c: words about my own profession - 
nmely research in mass communica- 
t ins." 
For one thing, Lazarsfeld believes that 

oe of sociology's great lacks is a deeper 
isight into the impact of mass corn - 
tttnications on society, particularly 
uevision. He distinguishes between 
vtat he calls "sociology of action," 
sidles dealing with the immediate ef- 
F :ts of broadcasting, and what he calls 

0 'ociology of evolution," studies of long - 
trm social changes wrought by broad - 
asting. 
"Suppose we use more and more tele- 

k 

Al 

vision for school room instruction. Take 
local programming over an open circuit 
to the home. This could greatly increase 
the prestige of teachers in the com- 
munity. Parents would discover that 
teachers are TV stars. This could lead to. 
more financial support for education - 
better schools. We have to think of corn - 
plicated effects of this kind. 

A lack of continuity and integration 
"Yet," says Lazarsfeld, "broadcasting's 

commercial structure has restricted 
American research almost exclusively to 
short -term projects. We are so condi- 
tioned to small -scale research that we are 
not able to come up with any large -scale 
projects. The idea even sounds preten- 
tious. We have lacked continuity and re- 
mained unintegrated. In the pioneering 
years of communications research this 
was not too serious because every find- 
ing was useful in its own way. But by 
now, more long -range and better planned 
policies are called for." 

Lazarsfeld, however, is not altogether 
pessimistic about the prospects of re- 
search in mass communications. He does 
see a few bright spots in the research pic- 
ture. 

One study that may hold great promise 
and have vast implications for all mass 
communications is now in preparation 
at Columbia University's Bureau of Ap- 
plied Social Research of which Lazars- 
feld is associate director. Financed and 
sponsored by CBS, its broad theme, as 
outlined by Bureau director Bernard 
Berelson is "a study of people's overall 
response to television -what television 
means to people." 

Lazarsfeld, who acts as an advisor on 
the project, says the study can be likened 
to those done years ago by the Bureau 
on radio's impact. And they may probe a 
number of new areas. "It is really phe- 
nomenal that people view for four hours 
a day. But do they view because they 
really want to? Or is it an addiction, like 
drinking? Is it an eternal hope that 
something interesting will happen? Are 
people dissatisfied after four hours? Or 
do they simply like it? What we are try- 
ing to analyze is the whole phenomenon 
of why TV has this extraordinary grip 
on people." 

Lazarsfeld hopes to probe how families 
manage their TV viewing as part of their 
daily life, what viewers think about local 
programming and what its impact is on 
them. And he's concerned by the effect of 
television on children in the critical 
years of adolescence. 

"We should follow children over a pe- 
riod of two to three years to determine 
the natural sequence of program viewing. 
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Say the peak of viewing westerns is at the 
age of 13. Most children get bored by 
then. But some get stuck. %1'e should con- 
duct perhaps six interviews over a two - 

year period to determine the change of 
taste during adolescence." 

Lazarsfeld also would like to explore 
what he calls "the tolerance for good pro- 
grams," whether exposure improves taste 
or not. "We know that people who went 
to high school are not used to viewing 
Meet the Press. We could pay them $1 
an hour to view, telling them we want 
to know what products are advertised. 
This could go on for two months. Then, 
three months later, we could come back 
and see whether they're still viewing 
Meet the Press. 

"We all know the cliche about giving 
people what they want. But how do we 
know that people wouldn't want better 
programs if they were familiar with 
them? 

Research may reveal new needs 

"For years I have talked about con- 
ducting such an experiment: but other 
matters always seemed more urgent. In 
the light of the present concern this 
seems to me an unfortunate mistake in 
our research strategy. Are there needs in 
the population which television could 
satisfy if research people were able to 
uncover them? There are no really good 
studies as to how the desire for informa- 
tion and self -improvement is distributed 
in the population. Pertinent data could 
come from careful questionnaire studies 
and from more careful studies of audi- 
ence reaction to informational programs. 

"Untapped wells of interest" 
"Twenty years ago Frank Stanton and 

I developed what has come to be known 
as the 'program analyzer.' The technique 
has been used commercially to make en- 
tertainment programs more entertaining. 
But it has not been used to find out how 
serious programs could be made more 
appealing. At Columbia ltni vets ity we 
are now experimenting with a related 
technique: we are conducting group dis- 
cussions following unusual programs to 
discover untapped wells of interest." 

Lazarsfeld also hopes that the CBS - 
Columbia project eventually will explore 
the relation of television to the opinion 
leaders, that is, those persons on each so- 
cial level who influence and establish the 
taste and buying patterns among mem- 
bers of small, informal groups- friends, 
family and neighbors. In previous re- 
search conducted several years ago. 
Lazarsfeld established that, contrary to 
opinion in many advertising circles, in- 
fluence does not emanate from the high - 

To next page 
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LAZARSPi:LII ON TV ,(Intnnur1 

est social group and n i( LIc dm( to the 
lower Il'vrls. R;IIIICI hr Il.,tIrtn of in- 
fluence is hot (Amid l and slucad hs those 
most tuns( i(als of ma media. \ \'hat 
Lazarsfeld wants to examine is the ex- 
tent to whit h the contents of telcs isi(ni 
programs and tommercials -feed the 
flow of dad% conversation, and who. so 
to speak. sin cads the word. 

Newspapers affected conversation 
'.Let me give you an example. I hap- 

pened to be in Princeton several years 
ago when the New York newspapers 
went on strike. .\ Philadelphia paper 
somehow got a subscription list of The 

. \'rto York Times and began I(cc 
copies to these people. It teas a )cllotl 
paper. 

"But now it provided the basit top- 
ics of conversation, and highfalutin' 
Princeton professors who had been talk- 
ing about Red China and the United 
Nations now began talking about nnu- 
ders and scandals. \ \'hen the Times came 
out again, they went ha( k to cursing 
Dulles. I'm sure that television has a 
similar effect on people. Il they have 
nothing to talk about, their broad po- 
litical attitudes, for example, are liable 
to change." 

\'hile Lazarsfeld looks forward to the 

Idaho Grows More Potatoes, But- 

WVJTV AREA 

CONSUMER - INCOME TOPS 

IDAHO'S BY 9%! 

e 

- ] , 

' 
that WWTV h'ç, 

, 

I 

. SAM doom./ d 
ot 36 Mi,htgen ,unAe,. 

.Y( . /r / ( ( .rictii(i$td 
nAtOO RATTLE CREE 

Will RADIO - WAND RAIDS 
WIE, ,M - GRAND RAPIDS IAUMA2O0 
WWTV - CADILLAC MICHIGAN 
LOIN TV - LINCOLN. NERRASRA 

aG Aeh 
WIWD RADIO 

six 
ILLINOIS 

WIND TV - /FORM. ILLINOIS 

True! People in Cadillac and Northern Lower 
Michigan -the \C \YT\', Cadillac coverage area - 
earn 9c; more income than the entire population 
of Idaho.* 

So you sec there's lots, lots more to Michigan 
than the Detroit. Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids 
markets -and \C \YT \' covers all the rest worth 
having! \Y \ \'T \' has NCS No. 3 circulation, both 
daytime and nighttime, in 36 Northern Lower 
Michigan counties. NSI (November, 1959) for 
Cadillac- Traverse City shows that 11'11'7'1' delivers 
more hontes than Station "B" in 344 of 352 com- 
petitive quarter hours surveyed, Sunday through 
Saturday. 

Add \M TV to your WKZO -TV (Kalamazoo - 
Grand Rapids) schedule and get all the rest of 
outstate Michigan worth having. If you want it 
all, give us a call! 
*Annual Consumer Spendable Income (CSI) in WWTV 
area is $971 million, and $937 million in Idaho. 

WWTV 
310,000 WATTS CHANNEL 13 1282 TOWER 

CAS and AOC in CADILLAC 

Sens' Northern Ler M,rh,gan 
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CBS -Columbia University study, he I, 

lieves that other than private resourt 
should be used to finance cummuni, 
tion research, particularly in the brow 
cast area. "Money cannot influence ti 
results of a study, but it certainly pL, , 

a role in the selection of topics to . 

investigated. Perhaps the new Nation 
Education Defense Act can play a pa 
here," Lazarsfeld suggests. 

"Perhaps the general problem of I 

social role of television should fall unti , 

the provisions of this act. Some moil , 

has already been granted to study edit( 
tional stations; undoubtedly, extendi 
the use of educational channels is o 1 

of the most urgent goals to pursue." 
Lazarsfeld is already involved as 

advisor on one such federally- finan( I t 

study, an analysis of the audience I , 

Boston's educational station wcim, n, , t 

underway at the Center of Internatiot 
Studies at the Massachusetts Institute r 
Technology. On the basis of 10,000 int 
views in the Boston area, researcho 
under the direction of MIT professori 
political science Ithiel De Sola Pool, EI 

analyzing the impact of TV, from I 

effect on viewer attitudes toward foreii I 

affairs to TV's role in viewers' heist 
time activities. Pool, in turn, is on t 

advisory committee supervising t' 

analysis being prepared at the Bureau( 
Applied Social Research and financed 
CBS. Lazarsfeld expects that the ftnditi 
of both studies will show some intrigui I 

correlations and help further all 
searchers' understanding of TV's rolet(t 
society. ' 

What will be TV's effect? 4 

At this point, Lazarsfeld, despite 
consummate experience, is not willing 
forecast what he thinks will be the ev . 

tual effect of televison on society. "I i 
illustrate my attitude best," he says, ' if 

retelling a story that I told an audiea )tl 
several years ago in France. I once, wl h 
commissioned to do a study on the tt 

pact of radio on American society, 1 

a nightmare. I dreamt that in 1467, s 

years after the invention of print, I 
NI invited by the Sorbonne to direct a ,r 

search project on the effects of print aI 

society. 
"In my nightmare, my report ( 

cluded this way: 'It is impossible (1 

print to have any effect whatever on,t 
ciety for three'reasons. First, no one 
nearly no one, can read; so why p a i 
books? 

"Second, those who can read are pr ' " 

and professors at the Sorbonne, but I 

have no money to buy books. Finally, 
only important subjects are relig 0 

ones and these are better handled by 

preacher than through the interven t 

of print." ) 
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HOW, FOR THE FIRST TIME, you can choose your brand new network show without taking 
a chance. All 39 spine -jolting episodes of "The Third Man ", starring Michael Rennie, are 

completed ... in the can. This means you, personally, can gauge the audience- holding power 

of any one of these half -hours -or all of them. You'll see proof positive. This is the show to 

thrill millions. Graham Greene's novel was a best seller. The feature -length movie was a 
world -wide box office smash ... and this new TV version is the greatest of them all. You'll 

see how an extraordinary production expenditure of $2,000,000 has resulted in week- after- 
week peak quality programming. You'll be sure of your exact costs ... no unforeseen pro- 
duction delays. You can audition not just a pilot but a whole year's chilling shows. Take 
advantage of NTA VP Berne Tabakin's unusual offer. Check one ... check two ... check 
several ... check 'em all. You'll be making your first move in the TV game without a gamble! 

9570 WIISHIRE BOULEVARD, BEVERLY HILIS. CALIFORNIA 
10 COLUMBUS CIRCLE. NEW YORK, NEW YORK 

A SUBSIDIARY OF NATIONAL THEATRES & TELEVISION. INC. 

check 
any number 

from 
1to39 t CONFESSIONS OF AN HONEST MAN 

2 SPARKS FROM A DEAD FIRE 
3 DEATH OF AN OVERLORD 
a THE HOLLYWOOD INCIDENT 
5 A QUESTION OF PRICE 
6 THE TROUBLE AT DRILL HILL 
7 THE MAN WHO DIED TWICE 
II ANGRY YOUNG MAN 
9 DARR ISLAND 

10 THE GIRL WHO DIDN'T KNOW 
t1 THE THIRD MEDALLION 
12 CASTLE IN SPAIN 
13 THE INDISPENSABLE MAN 
Ia LISTEN FOR THE SOUND OF A WITCH 
IS A MAN TAKES A TRIP 
16 A POCKETFUL OF SIN 
17 HOW TO BUY A COUNTRY 
18 AS THE TWIG IS BENT 
19 BROKEN STRINGS 
20 FIVE HOURS TO RILL 
21 ONE KIND WORD 
22 THREE DANCING TURTLES 
23 THE BEST POLICY 
2a AN OFFERING OF PEARLS 
25 THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING HARRY LIME 
26 BARCELONA PASSAGE 
27 A COLLECTOR'S ITEM 
28 DINNER IN PARIS 
29 HIGH FINANCE 
30 TOYS OF THE DEAD 
31 THE MAN WITH TWO LEFT HANDS 
32 THE MAN WHO WOULDN T TALK 
33 A DEAL IN OILS 
34 THE TENTH SYMPHONY 
35 AN EXPERIMENT WITH MONEY 
36 HARRY LIME AND THE KING 
37 A BOx OF EYES 
.I THE WIDOW WHO WASN'T 

DEATH IN SMALL INSTALLMENTS 

b"17;"irti"?r"." 
Pm% 1 
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NOW IS THE TIVE FOR ACTION! 

The resignation of john C. Doerfer as chairman of the 
Federal Communications Commission is another in a 

series of unfortunate incidents that have plagued the broad- 
casting industry. 

Considering the highly sensitive and critical position of 
the communications industry, such extensive hospitality 
should neither have been accepted nor extended. And, this 
has nothing whatsoever to do with the high integrity of 
these men. 

This whole area of relations of those in and out of gov- 
ernment is an exceedingly difficult one to define, although a 
number of administrative agencies, such as the CAB have 
set tip codes of ethics. 

In the same direction. there are few who doubt the basic 
honesty ut' Sherman Adams, but the poor judgment he 
showed in his relations with his old friend, Bernard Gold - 
line, could not be excused. And considering Adams' great re- 
sponsibility, the President had no alternative but to ask for 
his resignation. 

While the Democrats might call this political expediency. 
I think whatever party is in power must move and move fast 
when such incidents occur despite the fact that such action 
may do irreparable harm to the futures of these men. To be 
honest is not enough, particularly in the political world. A 
liberal dose of common sense is also essential. 

Commissioner Docrfer, in terms of principles, can hardly 
be contested in his assertion that he should not drop per- 
sonal friendships. Rut unfortunately, men in government 
with such responsibility must consider not only iehat they 
personally feel is the right course of action, but also what 
those in government, the public, the other political party, 
might consider and teltat course of action they might take. 

These lapses by intelligent men cannot be tolerated. And 
I don't mean lapses in integrity, hut in good old- fashioned 
horse sense. Nor can those dealing with government ignore 
their responsibilities. Too much can be misconstrued. 
There are too many, too eager to expose, to misinterpret in 
favor of their own political goals and affiliations. Knowing 
this. the smart and responsible business man must re- evalu- 
ate his government relations in terms of practical consid- 
erations. 

Some time ago on this page. in April. 1958, to be exact, I 
;rskcd the question, "Can we afford to have this great instru- 
nient for enlightenment put into the hands of people who 
are not equipped to handle the responsibility ?" I asked this 

question in light of statements made on the CBS television 
program, The Great Challenge, by William Laurence, 
science editor of The New York Times, "One of the prac- 
tical problems facing the country is the need to gain respect 
for the egghead -the thinking person. To bring this about,, 
the mass media are essential." ... Doctor Teller: "We have 
neglected to communicate with people at large and have 
thereby failed to inspire young people." 

It is quite obvious that the power and influence of the 
FCC, through its decisions, have a profound effect on the! 

welfare and future of our country. Historically, one of the 
keys to progress and civilization -perhaps "survival" is a 

better choice -has been an informed citizenry. When have 
our people stood in greater need of collective wisdom 
When has there been a more powerful communications: 
medium at hand? 

Today it would seem imperative that the members of the 

Federal Communications Commission be men of broac 
background, both in education and experience; that the) 
have a scope and understanding that qualify them to evalu 
ate and regulate this all -powerful communications force 
Too much is at stake to draw men on the basis of politica 
patronage. 

For this reason, the role of the FCC and the performance 
of its regulatory responsibilities should be given executive 
consideration by the White House, a consideration tha 
goes far beyond that given the usual rate -making body. Tt 

attract the type of man that the Commission so desperate! 
needs, the White House should make the same plea tha 

has brought outstanding men into the government at grea 

personal sacrifice. 
There are dozens of exceptionally qualified men through 

out the country. Many undoubtedly would refuse to sert 

unless the request came directly from the White House. St 

cial scientists like Paul Lazarsfeld (see lead story on p. -1! 

... educators such as Dr. Hollis L. Caswell, Head of Teach 

ers College at Columbia University ... outstanding lawye 

like Morris Ernst, Director of the Civil Liberty Union . 

Hien from the business world such as John Young and Si 

mund Larmon . Jack Gould of The New York Times . 

Now is the time for action! Not only must the governmet 
think in the widest possible terms. But the industry as wt 

must forcefully push for this type of regulatory body if ti 

potential of this great communications force is ever to I 

realized. 
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